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W.ith -the enag .vt of the Federal Wat-r roiution ,Control Act Amendment -

of 19-272 (Pubri LaW 92-500), new natgn oals have ben established for
the elimination of pollution discharges q:c our streams and lakes. This
appendix is a ;%at of the report prepared - 4sist local government in
satisfying State and Fedeeal Requirements z4ng to Public Law 92-500.
The suggestion conta4ned in this report are ,6r implementation by local
interests with available assistance froma other local, State and Federal
agence ,4 ,, The study stgges-ts a regional wasti.water management plan for

the metropolitan Spokane urban area and provicles major input to Washington
State Depattment -,of Ecology Section 303e plans for the Spokane River Basin
in Washington State. ,Als'O included in the study are plazning suggestionS -

for urban ruyioff and-flood control,, and -he protectioi of the area's wa ter
supp'l: resou-rce.4 #

As J$sted onthe irsde front cover., do'cv entatin. for this study consists
of a Summary 't.por aid a Technical -Reprrj; with. supporting Appendices A -

*i~e Ahgg J.ouh -, l~t tn n5

The Techn!ical. Report summarizes. Appei'dces A through J. whidt .Contain 58
indrivIdua-l taosk aect -ou reports, prepared during, the study. Thse 'task
sections are _ist,4 by title in Attachment i of the Technical' Report.
Generally, the rlumbeting of appendix task sections reflects the tollowing,
system: ..

Study Task -- Type ofif Setions Study .Activity

, "300' s - Data: C ollection

M0'S Data-Evaluation and Projection

500's J4entification of Unmet Needs

600's Zeveiopmi -nt of Alternative Plans

- 700's Evaltation tomparison and Selection
- - - _ of Plans

S 00's !n tn -a Arrangements
Institutic :.al ragmet

Pages within each appendix are numbered by task section, as illustrated

below: 3

701.2 -5

Task section i i \ tdent$-fiej page number,
idntif ier ,tibettd consecutively from

beginning of task section

IN

... . . _ 7 - - . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . - . . . . . .. . . . _ _ - _.- -. - _ _ . 7 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . - -- ,
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!SECTION 801.2

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY AUTHORITY OF
SEWERAGE AGENCIES

IN THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

This chapter briefly describes the powers of various agencies authorized
to provide sewerage-ser-vice in the State of Washington. It ails0dis-

cusses constitutional- and statutory restrictions upon these agencies.

The analysis of sewerage agencies is broken into three main setions.
The first describes general limits on tax rates and agency-debt. The
second presents in :tbular form information on agency formation, govern-
ing board,- functional powers and financing powers. The tables are in-
tended to provide -summary references to show similarities and -dfferences
between sewerage agencies. The third section briefly describes the var-
ioiis agenciei and shows selected excerpts from the relevant Washington
statutes.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING SEWVERAGE SERVICE AND SEWERAGE
FINANCING IN GENERAL-

Perhaps the most important lWashington State constitutional se-ctions af-
fecting the provisibnoaf sewer service concern financing limitati6ns for
local agencies. These restriction§ are of two kinds:

1. Limitations on 0perating tax rates for local agencies, and

2. limitations on debt financing by local agencies.

Operating -Tax RateLimittions --The maximum Lotal aggregate operating
-tax rate for all taxing -entities combined is set by Amendments59 jad 55
of the state constitution at $40 per thousand dollars of assessed valua-
tion. These amendments Were passed in 1973 by vote of the people of the
state and-amended the provisions of Article 7, Section 2 of the state con-
stitution. Essentially, this limitation means that the combined tax rate
of all local agencies on any given taxable real or personal property may
not exceed $40 per-thousand dollars of assessed valuation without an ap-
proving vote by the electorate. This section specifically excludes from
this restriction taxes levied by public utility districts and port dis-

- tricts, neither of which is empowered to provide sewerage service.

Assessed valuation is -defined by these same constitutional amendments as
50 percent of "true and -fair value" of taxable property. The 40 mill -re-
striction is therefore equivalent to a tax limitation of 2 percent of r
market value. This limit may be exceeded only by a 3/Sths vote of the
residents of the taxing district, with a minimum voter turnout of 40 -per- f
cent of those district residents who voted at the last general-election.
If less than 40 -percefit of the voters turn out, the tax increase is allowed
only if the number of persons voting for the tax increase equals or exceeds
3/Sths of 40 percent of those district residents who voted at the last
general election. The limitation of Article 7, Section 2 does -not apply
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to tax rates required :to repay general indebtedness voted by a 3[Sths
majority of district residents if the proceeds of the general indebted-

ness bonds are used solely for capital purposes.

Debt -Limit For All -Loca-. Agencies - Constitution Article 8, Section 6, pre-
scribes a debt limit for all local agencies in the-State of Washington.

* The direct debt limit -for all local agencies (for any and all debt- forms)
is, without a vote, set at 1-1/2 percent of the assessed value (3I4ths
percent -true and fair value) of taxable property within the jurisdiction.
With a 3/Sths majority vote, debt of up to S percent of assessed °valuation
may be incurred. However, a special exception is-made for cities-or towns
in the case of general' indebtedness for water, sewer or light service. In
such cases the debt limitation upon a 3/5ths majority vote of the agencyresidents is 10 percent of assessed -value, or 5 perdent true and fair

value.

: The above describes the constitutional limitation on financing powers of
local agencies in the State of Washington. There are differences, however,
betwee'n-=these constitutional restrictions and those-;contained in the stat-
utes of the State of Washington. 'These statutory restrictions are& describ-
ed below and the vari ance between them and the similar constitutional pro-
visions-are explicitly noted.

STATUTORY RESTRICTIONS- CONCERNING FINANCING BY LOCAL AGENCIES IN GENERAL

As in the case of constitutional provisions, statutory concern with local
financing has focused in the two areas of: operating tax -rate limitations,
and debt limitations. These are described in order below.

Operating Tax Rate Restrictions - Article 7, Section-2 of the state con-

stitution, as -amended.by the 55th and 59th amendment, restrict the total
property tax levy to $_40 per thousand dollars of assessed valuation or
2 percent of the true: and fair valu6 -of taxable property. The statutory
sections affecting property tax limits are somewhat different.

Revised- Code of Washington (RCW) 8432.-050, as amended, restrictg a1 prop-
erty tax levies to no-more than 1 percent of true-and fair value. This is
half the limit provided for by the: above constitutional section. Again
this restriction does.-not include the tax rates levied by a port or public
utility district. Also, once againz:such a combined tax rate may be ex-
ceeded -by vote of a 3/Sths majorit-y-of taxing agency residents as..provided
by Article 7, Section 2 of the state constitution.

RCII 84.52.043 limits- tax rates for Various forms -of local agencies in
Washington. Specifically this section restricts taxing agencies -to the
following maximum tax -rates per thousand dollars of assessed valuation:

1. State (for use in. schools): -$3.60
2. County: 1.80 -

3. Road district: 2.25
4. City: 3.37S
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In addition, Section 84.52.04-3 limits tax rates by counties of-certain
classiifications, =and classified cities. All of these tax rate limits
apply to regular :property ta es, not to- general indebtedness bond taxes..

Lastl y there is -one additiohi-al currently applicable-:statutory section re-
straining the levy of propety taxes. This section, RC 84.55.010, ex- J
pireso December 31, 1978. It -provides that the levies of 1973 and follow-
ing cannot increase in any taxing jurisdiction at more than 6 percent over-
the highest levy-of the three prior years plus an amount equal to the change-
in assessed valuation attributable to construction or improvement of prop-- -A
erty -in the district times the operating, tax rate of -the preceding year. 4
This formula appears to allow tax revenue to grow approximately -6 percent
a year to meet inflation plus an increase -to serve h-ew development within
the taxing agency.

Debt ,Liit For AA Local Agencies - Article 8 Section 6 limits--debt for
1- - l ocal agencies-. It has teen described above. The state has -provided,

though, statutory law restrictions that effectuate the constitutional
provisions. Again, however,-there are some variations between the con-
stitutional and statutory rules.

RCV 3-.36.010 lifits local indebtedness.-in the following ways:

1. -Counties and cities are limited to indebtedness equivalent to 1-1/2
-percent of assessed valuation without a vote.

2. COunties and cities are allowed to incur an indebtedness equivalent
to 5 percent -of assessed--valuation with a 3/5ths majority Vote.

3. in the case of cities and- towns providing for sewer, light -or water
service, an -additional indebtedness of-up to 5 percent of assessed
valuation is allowed. This, therefore allows a city or town up to
a ;total of lp-percent indebtedness upon a 3/5ths-majority Vote- for
sewer service.

4-. A11 other districts are restricted to 3/4ths percent assessd- valua-
-tion indebtedness without a vote and- an equivalent of 2-1/2 4percent
assessed valuation -with a- 3/5ths majority vote.

TABLES OF AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS

The following four tables show the characteristics of various sewerage
agencies as provided by law. They focus in four areas: (I) formation
-characteristics, _(2) governing board characteristics, (3) functional
powers,- and (4) financing powers. While the tables summarize statutory ...
provissions, actual wording of the relevant legislation and applicable

r judicial interpre-tation should be checked prior to any commitment based
-on the summary.

The tables are generally sel-f-explanatory. In using the Financing Powers
table ,-however, one note of caution is warranted. Constitution-p-ovisions -
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discussed in the next section state that agency indebtedness-ma not ex-
ceed 1-1/2 percent -of assessed valuation without a- 3/5th. vte=oTf &sdents.
This provision would seem to apply where statutes do- not ey _1requir
-bond elections over the 1-1/2 percent assessed valuation limi:t.

STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES

Washington State Department of Ecology - The Department of-EdIbgy _now
:exercises -powers formerly delegated to the State Water -Poliu-t fi iCfitrol-
-Commission (see RCW 43.21A). It reviews all plans-and; sped f tiSs -for-
-new sewerage systems, treatment or disposal plants-, and sewerd gsinprove-
-ment or extension projects in the State of Washington. -It- h"Ithe- ath-

-ority to require compliance from all local sewerage agencieawith-corn-
prehensive basin plans and regulations adopted'pursuant to- the- epArtments
planning powers. It is also empowered to employ sanctions.zg-instpln.....
violators.

The-department is also the fiscal agent -responsible for authorizing-1and
disbursing state water pollution grants. -It releases -suchg-r(a-nts ly
-for federally-approved projects and only aona matching- basis- F- the
powers of the former Water -Pollution Control Comwissfion 0 geneally, e-e
Title 90 of the -Revised Code of -Washington. Som of --he-mor--imortant
provisions of Title 90 are excerpted- below.

RCW -90.48.080 - It -shall be unlawful for any person- tOthrow draino run
or otherwise discharge into any of the iaters- of- this-sst.__----any-organic
-or inorganic -mattei that shall cause or tend -to -ause-poplution-fgch
waters.

RCW 90.48.260 - The -Department of Ecology is deskgn0ated- th St a t er
Pollution-Control agency for the purposes of the -Federki __Wat Plition-
Control Act. It may ;establish and administer a statewid_ pi- Ed harge
-permit system and- engage in water pollution- control plannin...

RCIV 90.48.270 - The commission shall have the authtity- todelineate and:
-establish sewage drainage basins in the state for the, purpose o de-vl
oping and adopting comprehensive plans for the c6ntro1 and aba tmen
of -water pollutiun within such basins.

-RCW 90-.48.280 - ...following adoption of a comprehensive plafs for - ,any
-basin, the commission shall require compliance wi-th- such plr-nby an
municipality or person operating or constructing.a sewafge-collection, . -:

treatment or disposal system or plant, or any inproyvment- toorexte-
sion of an existing sewage col-lection, treatment, o6 disprslossem- oi'
-plant within the basin,.. -- :

RCI 90.48.290-- State grants are established. No.-grant shdl e! ad1Me
which does not qualify for and receives a grant of federal :fTd u ndir
-the provisions of the Feder-a"ater -Pollution Control- Act.

J
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Metropolitanfi-i-unicipal Corporations - Metropol-itan Municipal Corporations-
may -be- foredby two or more cities and maf -nilude incorporated and :un--
incorporaid territory in one or more -county. 'At least one of the -con-
stituent - s-s must be a class I city (p6pu!ation 20,000 or more).

etropolitan M1unicipal Corporations are author-zed by law to engage in-
a variety of -regional functions including r egioal water, sewerage-,
solid- waste: _ transit, and power services. The oexact services any parti-
cular ",m etro,,l can- provide must be detailed in the formation resolution-.

The agencie re also empowered to plan regional functions and to require
compliance with such plans by constituent agencies especially in the
wastewater- fi6ld. They may levy property taxes and service charges and=
may financem. major facilities by selling genera:l ipdebtedness or revenue-
bonds.- Th-yare- also authorized to form utiity local improvement dis-
tricts- (LID'-- for the purpose of local assessment financing.

Metropolitanunicipal Corporations are governed by a board appointed -by 1
constituent -cfties and county or counties. Board members serve at the'
piea sure ofi-h- ir respective appointing agenc-e 2 , except ex officio-
-members who mayq serve only so long as they reritin in- office within their
-constituent. #gencies.

Some importat -provisions of the enabling legslation are included below.

RCWV 35.'58.200 If -a metropolitan municipal c0Voration shall be- author-
ized to perf6m the function- of metropol-1tan Vater :pollution abatement,
it shall hav-the -ollowing powers in addition -to the general powers
granted--by -this- cha~pter: -

1. To -prepife a- comprehensive water pollution abatement plan...

2. 'To acqu i=r,.,,:construct. _.,operate and reaulate the -use of metropolitan
facilit s for water pollution abatement:..-. Sewer facilities which-
are. wedi -by- a county,, city, or special dis trict -may- be acquired or
used 'by ;t_.met-ropolitan- municipal corporation only with the consent
.-Of -the lislative- -body. °f the county., city. -or special district

owning suh H facilities....

-3. To r equirecounties, cities, special distric's and other political
-subdivisions to discharge sewage collected by such entities from- --I
-any port6n- ofi -the metropolitan area 'which can drain by gravity flow-
into such&metr6politan facilities as may be provided to serve such
areas- -wheithe- metropolitan council shall declare by resolution that
-the -halth safety. or welfare of the people vithin the metropolitan
area requires, such action.

4. To fix rqt--s. and charges for the use of me-tropolitan water pollution f
abateient :facilities, and to expend the moneys so- collected for

4; authorizedf -Water pollution abatement acti-vIties.

S801-2-5



5. To establish: minimum standards for the construction of local :water
pollution abatement facilities and to approvetplans for construction
of such facilities by component counties or-cities or by special-[ districts, -which are connected to the facli ties of the metroplitan
municipal corporation. No such county, -city, -or special district
shall construct such facilities without first-securing such_ approval.

6. To acquire....construct, addto, improve, replace, repair, maintain,
operate and regulate the use of facilities. for the local col:ection
of sewage-or storm water in-portions of them-etropolitan area not
contained -yi thin.-any city -or- -special district operating local7 -public
sewer facil-ities, and with the consent of the- legislative body of
any such. -city or special district, to exercise such powers within
such city o6r special district and for such -purpose to have all the
powers conferred by law upon:such city or :spec-ial district with re-
spect to such local collection facilities:- rovided, That such con-
sent shall not be required- if the* department of ecology certifies
that a water pollution problem exists within-any such city or special
district and-- notifies the cty or special district to correct -such
problem and-corrective construction of necessary local collection
facilities- shall not have been commenced within six-months after
-notification. 'All costs of such local.col-lec-ion facilities shall
be paid for by the area serVed thereby.-

7. To participate fully in federl and state programs under' the federal
water pol-lution control act C86 Stat." 816. et fseq., 33 U.S.C; 25i et

tseq.) andn t'takeall action necessary to-Sedhre to itself -r its

-component agencies-.the benefits of that act and to meet the' require-
ments -of that act.,.

Counties' Authority - The County Services Act states that the construc-
tion, operation, 'and maintenance.of a system of -swerage and/or-water
is a county purpose. 'It expressly grants to the-county all powerts
-necessary for construction, operation, maintenance, of sanitary-aid
storm sewers, outfalls, interce tors and all facilities necessa -for
sewage treatment and disposal, a-d/or systems of- water supply for all or
any portion of a- county.

The act confers- upon the county the right -to incur indebtedness within
the maximum debt ceiling established by the constitution. Such. iid _bt-
edness may be incurred through general obligatio-bonds, revenue bonds,.
-or by utility i provement distri-ts and "in any lawful fiscal mannr,"

The act, however-, reserves to a:-nunicipality the iprimary authority "to
-construct, operate and maintain .a sewerage and water system within the
-boundaries of a-municipal corporation."

-Excerpts of statutory sections appear below.

- - RCW 36.94.020 -The construction-,- operation and maintenance of a systemr
of sewerage and-water is a county purpose....evey county has the

-801.2-6 -
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power, individually or in conjunction with another county or counties, to
adopt, provide-for, accept, establish, condemn, purchase, construct, add to
and maintain a system or systems of sanitary and storm sewers, including
outfalls, interceptors, plans and facilities necessary for sewerage treat-
ment and disposal, and a system or systems of water supply for either all
or a portion =of the county: Provided: That counties shall not have power
to condemn sewerage and water systems of any municipal corporation or pri-
vate utility.

Such county or -counties ahall have the authority to control, regulate and
manage system-or systems and to provide funds by general obligation bonds,
revenue bonds, utility local improvement districts, assessments and in any
lawful fiscal manner.

RCW 36.94.030-- County may adopt sewerage element of general plan.

RCIV 36.94.040 - General plan must incorporate provisions of existing com-
prehensive plans relating to sewerage and water systems of cities, towns,
municipalities, and private utilities to the extent they have been im-
plemented.

Where a metropolitan municipal corporation is authorized to perform the
sewage disposal or water supply functions, any...general plan shall be
approvod by the metropolitan municipal corporation prior to adoption by

the county.I;' RCW 36.94.100 - Prior to commencement of work on any plan...it must be
submitted for written approval to the Washington Department of Social
and Health Services and to the Washington Department of Ecology.

RCIV 36.94.160 - The county sh-1l have the power to levy-a tax on the
system of sewerage and/or water operated by the county... not to exceed
8 percent per annum on the gross revenues to be paid to the county's
general fund.

RCW !6.94.170-- The primary authority to construct, operate and maintain
a system of sewerage or water within the boundaries of-a municipal
corporation which-lies within the area of the county's sewerage or
wiater general plan shall remain with the municipal corporation. As may
be permitted by other statutes, a city or town may provide water or sewer
service outside of its corporate limits.

RC 36.94.180 - In the event of the annexation to a city or town of an
area in which a county is operating a sewerage or water system, the prop-
orty within the annexed area may be transferred to the city or town, sub-
ject to the assumption by the city or town of the county's obligations
relating to such property...(see RCIV 35.13.220 through 35.13.246; 35.13.250).

RCW 36.94.190 - Every county...shall be authorized to contract with the
federal government, the State of 'ashington, or any city or town, within
or without the county and with any other county, and with any other

801.2-1
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municipal corporation...and with any person, firm -or corporation in and
for the establishment, maintenance, and operation of all or a -portion of
a system or systems of sewerage or water supply.

RCIV 36.94.230 - Utility local improvement districts...may be initiated
either by resolution of the board of county commissioners or by petition
signed' by the owners...of at least 51 percent of the area of the land
within the limits of the utility local improvement district.

Cities' Authority - State law classifies cities into four categories
according to population. The various powers with respect to sewerage
and water systems are summarized below. In general, all cities have
some authority with respect to their operation and L d.intenance of sewerage
and water systems, including the power to provide for services, either city
owned or private, the power to charge fees, and the power to incur indebt-
edness.

In addition to providing sewerage services, of course, cities are author-
ized to provide the range of other local government services.

RCW 35.01 - Defines various classes of cities according to population at
the time of its organization or reorganization:

Ist Class 20,000 or more
2nd 10,000
3rd 1,500
4th (town) 300

Cities and towns or unclassified communities operate under either commis-
sion or council-manager forms of government.

RCiV 35.21.210 - Any city or town shall have power-to provide for sew-
erage, drainage and water supply and to establish, construct, and main-
tain a system or systems of sewers and drains and.. .water supply, within
or without the corporate limits of the city or town, and to control and
regulate the system or systems.

RCIV 35.22.280 - First class cities shall have power: to provide for levying
and collecting taxes on real and personal property.. .and to prvide for pay-
ment of the debts and expenses of the corporation.

F , 4. ....to borrow money for corpora.te purposes on the credit of the corpora-
tion, and to issue negotiable bonds (as authorized by charter, but no
more than authorized by the new 39.36 maximum debt ceiling).

10. ...to provide for making local improvements and to levy and collect
special assessments on property benefited.

14. ...to provide for waterworks ...or authorize their construction by
others...and to regulate and control the use and prices....
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RC 35.23.440 - Second class cities shall have power: i

38. ...to adopt, provide for, establish and maintain a general system of
sewerage, draining, -or both, and the regulation therefore; to provide
funds by local assessment on the property benefited.... I

49. ...to provide for assessment of taxes on real and personal property.... j
55. ...to provide for making local improvements, and to levy and collect

special assessments- on- the property -benefited thereby; i
RCIV 35.24.290 - Third class cities shall have power to:

4. Establish, construct, and maintain drains and sewers, and shall have
power to compel all property owners on streets and alleys or within two
hundred feet thereof along which sewers shall have been constructed to
make proper connections therewith and to use the same for proper purposes
(and, if owners fail to do so,) may cause such connections to be made.

RCIII 35.30.020 - Unclassified cities are empowered to construct a sewer

...and to keep same in repair; costs shall be paid from- special fund...
created by a tax on all property within limits of city...and shall not
exceed $5 per thousand dollars of assessed valuation per year.

Sewer and Water Districts - Sewer and water districts may be formed in
incorporated and unincorporated areas to provide sewer, water and public
power services. *They may construct sewerage facilities pursuant to a corn-
prehensive improvement plan, but suc. a plan must be approved by the county
legislative authority and or Boundary Review Board. Also, before these
districts may construct sewerage facilities within an incorporated area,
they must obtain approval from the city governing body.

The provision of sewerage services by a water district may be made in the

same manner as a sewer district's providing sewerage services under RCW
57.08.065. Both types of agency may levy taxes, service charges and
connection charges. They may issue general indebtedness or revenue bonds
to finance construction of facilities. (For indebtedness restrictions
see the discussion on constitutional and statutory debt limitations.)

Both kinds of districts may forim utility local improvement districts for
assessment financing of projects which benefit speific properties. Assess-
ments, like the other charges and taxes leviable by these districts, can
be collected through foreclosure sale if sufficiently delinquent.

Below are summarized and excerpted certain important sections of the sewer
district and water district enabling statutes.

Sewer Dis-ricts-Title 56:

RCI'I 56.08.010 - ...a sewer district may lease real or personal property
necessary for its purpose for a term of years for which -such leased
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property may reasonably be needed.. .may compel all property owners

within the sewer district...to connect their private drains.

RCW 56.08.060 - Sewer district may enter into contract (with any -political
subdivision, private individual or organization) and a sewer district may
-provide sewer service to property owners -outside the limits of the sewer
district.

RCW 56.16.020 - Revenue bonds require majority vote of the people,...
term limited to 30 years.

-RCIV 56.16.035 - Additional revnue bonds authorized if.. .general compre-
hensive plan and bonds have bee;, authorized...and authorized funds are
insufficient...ccmmissioners may authorize additional revenue bonds without
voter approval...limited to 20 percent of authorized indebtedness.

RCW 56.16.050 - Incorporates constitutional debt ceiling; limits -term to
30 years.

RCIV 56.20.010 - Sewer district may establish utility local improvement
district for special assessment purposes.

Water Districts-Title 57:

RCW 57.08.065 - In addition to the powers now given water districts by
law, they shall also have the power to establish, maintain and operate
a mutual water and sewer system or a separate sewer system within their
water district area in tle same manner as provided by law in connection
with water supply systems.

In addition, a water district constructing, maintaining, and operating a
sanitary sewer system may exercise all powers permitted to a sewer dis-
trict under RCW 56, including but not limited to, the right to compel
connections to the district's system, liens for delinquent sewer-coruec-
tion charges or service charges and all other powers presently.. .or here-
after granted to such sewei districts. Provided: ...any comprehensive
plan for sewers is subject to approval by the same county and state offi-
cials as would be empowered to approve such plans adopted by a sewer
district.

Irrigation Districts - Irrigation districts may be formed by affected prop-
erty owners to provide local irrigation, drainage or sewerage services.
They may include areas of more than one county, and appear to be able to
include incorporated areas as well. Voting in district elections- is re-
served to property owners. In districts of more than 200,000 acres, land-
owners get one vote for the first ten or less acres they own, and-one addi- ITo

tional vote for lands ow-ned over ten acres.
District financing alternatives include revenue bonds and general issue

bonds. The general issue bonds are not secured by taxes, but are rather
secured by assessments to be made against district properties on the basis

i.2
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of benefits conferred by bond-financed district facilities. Ini addition,
the costs of maintaining and operating diutrict facilities -may be paid
through assessments on district properties in proportion to:ma-intenance
-and operation benefits conferred.

The characteristics of these districts atu summarized in the tables -of the
next section of this report. Several -,tatutory provisions are excetpted
below.

RCIV 87.03.015 - Any irrigation district, operating and- maintaing- an irri-
. gation system, in addition to other powers conferred by law shall -have
authority:...

3. To construct, repair, purchase, leze, acquire, operate, and-maintain
a system of drains, sanitary sewers an sewage disposal or -treatment
-plants as herein provided.

-RCIV 87.03.045 - A person 18 years old...who holds evidenceof tfit-re -to
land in the district or proposed district shall be entitled-to vote-there-
in, except that any such person shall only be entitled to -vote -in- a dis-
trict comprising 200,000 or more acres.. .if he holds title or evidence
-of title to land other than land platted or subdivided into residence or
business- lots and not being used for agricultural or horticulturaI pur-
poses....

-RCW 87.03.240 - Assessments made in order to carry out the-purpose 6f
this act shall be-.made in proportion to the benefits which-accrue :to the
lands assessed....

Diking and Drainage Sewer Improvement Districts - Under the provIsions of
RCIT 85.08-.ff, sewerage services can be furnished -by Diking and -Dra-inage
Districts. Although the statutes appear intended to primati Iyprovide
drainage services, they also authorize the construction of sani-tary
sewers and septic tanks.

These kinds of districts may be formed in either incorporated-or tunincor-
porated areas. They appear to have been designed, however, primarkly to
serve rural lands in projects of relatively modest scope. -rojec- financ-
ing is based, as in the case of irrigation districts, on assessments lev-
ied on district lands. The assessments are based on benefits-conferred on
properties by district projects.

District voting is based on land ownership. Two statutory provisions are
P, excerpted below.

RCWV 85.08.020 - Districts authorized-Area in city or town. Whenever four
or more persons whose lands will be benefited thereby, desire to have im-
provements constructed for drainage, sewerage or protection from=overflow,
... of any contiguous body of land situated in the same county, proceedings
for the construction of such inprovenents may be had as provided in-.this
chapter: Provided, That when such contiguous body of land is situated
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wholly within an incorporated city or town, the- city or town may, through
its council or other legislative body, have- all of the powers and exercise
all of the functions of a drainage-district-under this chapter, if and
when it shall declare its right to do so by -ordinance.

RCW 85.08.240 - Cost of improvement, how paid!Assessment of benefits-Pay-
ment in bonds or warrants-Installments-Call for-Bonds-Register. The cost
of improvement shall be paid by assessmentmupon-the property benefited.
At the hearing provided for in RCW 85.08.160,- the board of county commis-
sioners shall determine in what manner and within--how many years said
assessment shall be paid, and whether the evidence of indebtedness for
the cost of said improvement shall be bonds or warrants.

OTHER STATUTORY PROVISIONS

Local Boundary Review Boards - Revised-Codes of Washington, 36.93 ff,
provide for the creation of Local Boundary Review Boards. Under the
statute these entities are created in all Class A counties (210,000
persons or more) and other counties as desired-by-local officials and
residents.

The boundary review boards may take jurisdictioi-over-and-review cases
j dealing with the creation, dissolution, consolidation or change of bound-

a ary of.- cities, towns, sewer districts, water districts, irrigation dis-
tricts, and others. "It also may -hear cases involving the extension of
sewerage services outside the boundaries of towns, cities, and special
districts.

Boundary review boards are not required to take urisdiction over district
boundary changes in all cases. They must, thO~Ugh, hear cases under any
of the following circumstances:

1. when the board chairman or three board members request review of a

boundary change,'

2. when any affected governmental unit requests-board review,

3. when 5 percent of an agency's voters, or owners of 5 percent of an
agency's assessed valuation request review.

As a result of review, the boundary review-board :miust either approve, mod-
ify, or disapprove a proposed boundary change. If a proposed change is

- - disapproved, it may not be proposed by the local agency again for at least
12 months.

The pu-poses and objectives of boundary review boards are the following:

* the preservation of natural neighborhoods and communities
9 the use of natural physical boundaries.(e-g., waterways)
* the rational provision of basic public services
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* the discouragement of-cities of too; small a size* the dissolution of inactive special purpose districts.

Local boundary review board decisions are appealable. In- some cases there
may be appeal to the entire board. In a-l cases, appeals may be taken to
the superior court. Board decisions may-be overturned:-by the court if
violative--of procedural due process, if-not based on-material or substan-
tial evidence or if arbitrary and capricious.

Interlocal Cooperation Act - The Interlocal Cooperation- Act is a general
state act -alowing cooperative efforts .and operations among local, state
and federal--agencies. The agencies covered by the act -include cities,
towns, counties, metropolitan municipal -corporations, -state agencies _and
the federal government. -The act basically permits these agencies to ex-
ercise in concert any powers common to -them. Note that the act does not
provide for -interlocal cooperation amonga-or with sewer, water, irrigation
or diking ani drainage sewer improvement districts.

Cooperative-efforts can be exercised-either by the constituent agencies
under contract to one another, or through an -umbrella agency created by
the constituent agencies. Although operations under either alternative
are not fundable by direct taxf levies, common efforts may be financed:
in a number-of ways. 'Financing methods include- revenue from member agency

-contributions, fees and charoes levied for the use bf commonly owned fa-
cilities, or grants and loans.

The more important provisins -of the act-are summarized- and excerpted
below.

RCIV 39.34.026 - "Public agency" means city, town, county, port district,
fire protection district, school district, air pollutiof--district, Indian
tribe, metropolitan municipal corporation, any agency of-the state or fed-
eral government, any political subdivision of'another state.

RCW 39.34.030 -

1. Any power or powers, privilege or authority exercised or capable of
exercise by a public agency of -this state may be exercised and enjoyed:
jointly with any other public agency of this state having the -power or
powers ...and-jointly-with any public agency of any other state.

2. Any two -or more -public agencies may enter into agreements -for joint
or cooperative action pursuant to the provision of this act. Appropriate
action by ordinance -or resolution.. .of the- participating public agencies
shall be necessary before any such agreement may enter into force.

3. The-agreement shall specify:

* a. Duration

b.- Prccise organization, composition and nature of any separate legal
entity created together th powers delegated.
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c. Purpose
.- Manner of financing-the joint or cooperative undertaking...estab-

lish budget

-e. Methods for partial or complete terminatiqn. of agreement

f. Any other matters.

4. If agreement does not establish a separate legalI entity, the agree-
ment shall, in addition to items a, c, d, e, f, contain:

a-. Provision for administrator or joint board

b. -Manner of acquiring, holding and disposing-of real and personal
-property.

RCW 39.34.050 - Circumstances for submission of agreement for state approval.

RdWG39.34.060 - Power of-members to sell, lease, appropriate funds to um
brella agency.

-RC_- 39.34.-070 - Loans or grants may be accepted by u-mbrella agency if-mem.
ber agencies could accept.

Ag~ncy Approvals - Local agencies planning to construct sewer systems or
improvements must obtain approvals from a number -f agencies. This brief
section summarizes the more important approvals that must be obtained bT
local sewerage agencies.

1 . The State Department -of Ecology must approve any and all plans for sew--
erage systems or major-improvements in the :state (see RCW 90.48.110)-.-

2. Metropolitan municipal corporations that are "'chartered" to perform
.regional wastewater services must approve significant sewerage projects,
undertaken by any constituent agency, -including counties, cities, water
and sewer districts, etc. (see RCf 35.58.010)

3. Counties wishing toprovide sewer services to residents of cities or

towns must obtain approval to do so from the :cities (see RCWI 36.94.170).

4. Cities proposing to oprovide sewerage services outside of city boundaries
may be required to obtain local boundary review board approval (depend-
ing on whether one exists in the county and: if'it chooses to take-
" 'jurisdiction"). In addition, the extension oof city sewerage may
not conflict with the county's sewerage plan if the county has in fact

= adopted one under RCW 36.94.

S. Sewer districts and water districts functioning as sewer districts
must obtain approval- -of their comprehensive plan for sewerage services
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from the county director of health and a county designated engineer.
Before such districts can be newly formed, approval must be obtained
from the county legislative authority or local boundary review-board
-(see RC1J 56.02.070). In-addition, before a district may operate within
a city, it must obtain approval from the legislative body of that city
-(see -RCIV 56.08.070).

6. Irrigation and drainage and diking improvement districts may be re-
quired to obtain local boundary review board approval before they may
be formed or extend sewerage services outside their boundaries.

SUMMARY

Cities, counties, and metropolitan municipal corporations seem to have
the broadest powers. All of these agencies are authorized to coordinate
Wastewater management planning with the planning. of other essential public
services -such as water supply and transportation.

In addition, cities, counties, and metropolitan municipal corporations
may finance sewerage projects with general obligation bond issues of up
to 5 percent of true value or 10 p'ercent'of assessed value of local prop-
erties. They are, moreover, all authorized to finance with revenue and
local assessment bonds.

Sewer districts, water districts, irrigation districts, and diking and
drainage sewer improvement districts are also empowered to -provi'de Vary-
ing levels and. types of sewerage services. "Thes districts, too, have
considerable operational and financing poweis and may ber desirable serv-
icing agencies for economic or administrative reasons. It !,tuld be noted,
however, that the power of irrigation and drainage and diking districts to
act cooperatively with other agencies is not specifiid in the Washington
statutes. This apparent lack of r'.atutory authority could limit these
.agencies functioning within regic(:itl wastewater systems.
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SECTION 801.3

FORMlULATION AND EVALUATION OF
ALTERNATIVE INSTITUTIONAL PLANS FOR

WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT IN THE URBAN PLANdNING AREA!-1

Scope and ObjectiVes

The objectives of this and the following section is to develop plans

for orderly and successful implementation of the recommended engineering

plans for wastewater management of the urban planning area. The two

interrelated elements of implementation are the institutional arrange-

ments and the financial plans carried out by means of these institutions.

To be orderly and successful, the institutional and financial arrange-

ments must be capable of not only implementing the plan but also have

the continuing capability for operation, maintenance, expansion, and

upgrading through the years.

The general approach taken toward the goals of plan development for

institutional and financial arrangements is as follows. Section 801.2

presents the results of a research of the constitutional and statutory

authority of sewerage agencies in the State of Washington. This section

begins with an inventory and evaluation of existing sewerage agencies in

R , the urban planning area. The existing agency capability and the institu-

tional means available through statutory authority are then compared with

the needs of the engineering plan to develop alternative plans. Finally,

with respect to institutions, the alternatives are evaluated and a plan
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selected for recommendation. In Section 801.3, which follows, the finan-

cial requirements of the engineering plan, previously developed in Sec-

tion 704.1, are summarized and compared with the alternative financial

resources available under the selected institution plan. Evaluation of

financing alternatives follows, concluding with a selected financial plan.

Role of InstitutionalPlanning

* *- Introduction - To meet its objectives the critical role of local govern-

ment institutions in implementing any effective water quality control

program must be recognized. Federal and state legislation has expressly

identified the role of local governmental institutions in regional water

quality programs. Not only must the cooperation of local agencies be

received to make a successful program, but the sewerage investments and

facilities of local agencies must be built upon to minimize the cost of

regional facilities. Federal and state agencies want assurance that

local governmental agencies are capable of implementing water quality

control plans developed under federal and state legislation. Because

Sof the considerable size of state and federal grants, these agencies

want to be sure that the money will be most effectively used on a

[. coordinated, region-wide program. Federal and state legislators have

expressly defined the functions and powers of the management agencies

responsible for the recomnended plans. Agencies that cannot meet these

guidelines will not qualify for these grants.
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Not only does state and federal legislation emphasize a regional {j
approach to sewerage projects, but regional cooperation ensures that

these sewerage projects can be provided at the lowest cost to homeowners

in the area and also that regional programs can be provided for the lowest

capital cost with little or no duplication in wastewater treatment facil-

ities.

Whether existing institutions are able to implement the recommended

plans depends upon their ability to meet the constitutional or stat-

utory requirements of a management agency. If existing institutions are

unable to function as management agencies, institutional change is re-

quired. New local agencies may need to be formed and new institutional

arrangements may have to be developed to provide for a suitable manage-

ment agency.

The selection criteria for the mu, st appropriate form of management

agency and of local agencies are discussed below. The selection cri-

teria are judged mainly in two broad areas:

1. Institutional Capabilities, i.e., the availability of broad waste-

r water powers to manage, operate, construct and plan for future as

11; well as present sewerage needs.
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2. Financial Capabilities -- This is the power to provide the means

for financing annual operation and maintenance costs as well as

initial capital construction costs at the lowest costs to the

residents of the region and allocated in the most equitable

manner among these residents.

Institutional Capabilities - Because local institutions are responsi-

ble for the implementation of this basin plan, the institutional capa-

bilities of existing institutions must be examined. These capabilities,

coupled with the physical configurations of the recommended plan, form

the basis of the recommended institutional arrangements. Most of the

powers of local agencies result from state-legislation and are applica-J ble to general types of agencies rather than being specific to any

particular agency.

Financing Capabilities - The financing arrangement must provide funds

for annual expenses such as administration, operation and maintenance,

and purchase of any existing local facilities, as well as provide a

means for raising the local share of capital costs to match state and

federal water pollution control grants. The financing plan must also

consider the method of sharing costs both among the existing agencies

in the region and among the sewerage customers which means that the

estimated costs per homeowner must be developed.

Goals of Institutional and Financial Planning - One of the primary goals

; ;n institutional and financial plan is to stimulate the decision-
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making process. The institutional and financial plan should be designed

to satisfy the following objectives:

1. To encourage facilities planning to-proceed as rapidly as possible.

This avoids the unnecessary inflation costs which delays would

cause.

2. To allow sufficient discretion in implementing the wastewater manage-

ment pogram -for individual agencies to reach mutually acceptable

agreements.

3. To provide sufficient flexibility for on-going project planning to

integrate smoothly into any institutional reorganization which may

occur at the regional level. This includes, but is not limited to,

possible formation of a metropolitan municipal corporation or some

other form of regional consolidation.

4. To enable each project to minimize interest costs.

- S. To assess the financial impact of each project on ind- ,idual users.

6. To demonstrate how initial costs and annual expenses may be allocated

among participating agencies in an equitable manner ior each project.

7. To meet state and federal revenue program requirements within the

limitations of available information.
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8. To identify projects which have special institutional or financial

difficulties and to suggest possible solutions.

Existing Sewerage'Agencies

General - Eighteen separate public entities with sewerage powers now ex-

ist within the urban planning area. The levels and degrees of service

vary widely among these entities with a majority of them presently pro-

Viding no sewerage service at all.
Ls ,

Table 1 shows the existing agencies in the Spokane Urban Planning Area

with wastewater management authority. Not all of these agencies are

engaged in wastewater functions, but the list shows those with the

legal powers to potentially provide some wastewater service.

Table 2 shows a summary of sewerage functions that are currently

performed in the urban planning area. The table shows that in the

entire urban planning area only the City of Spokane currently provides

sewerage facilities to more than a small local area. j
Of the eighteen agencies inside the urban planning area with some

sewerage powers, only six provide some level of sewerage service.

Outside the City of Spokane, no other agency currently owns and

operates sewerage facilities for its entire population. Those sewer-

age facilities that do exist serve only local pockets of development.
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-An analysis is made'below of se, Age seryice currently provided

to determine what local areas within the urban planning area already

r are providing sewage functions and to determine the level of this service.

The analysis is also to determine whether any existing sewerage facili-

ties investments will benefit the proposed sewerage program.

City of Spokane - The City of Spokane operates a 40 mgd treatment plant

which discharges into the Spokane River. The city also operates about

610 miles of sewers, most of which are combined sanitary and storm sew-

ers. The city is upgrading the plant to provide secondary treatment

plus 85 percent phosphorous removal. Cost estimatl-s to upgrade the

treatment plant are $45,800,000 including federal grants- of $34,350,000

and state grants of $6,752,000. Spokane will pay its share of the costs

4from reserve funds on hand. Currently, there is one sewer revenue bond

outstanding in the amount of $348,000. No general obligatiop sewer

bonds are outstanding. The city currently levies a sewer service charge

of $3.50 per month for a single family dwelling unit. The current sew-

erage sezvice population of Spokane is about 170,000.

The expanded and upgraded City STP is an essential element in the recom-

mended plan. Likewise, the existing internal sewerage system of the City I
of Spokane would continue its function under the recommended plan. There

is a need for extensive correction of combined sewer overflow and local

flooding from the combined sewer system. The estimated construction

cost of these corrections is $45,000,000.
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The City of Spokane also owns and operates the following interim

facilities all in the North Spokane service area:

Subdivision Population Served

Cozza-Calkins 1,500

Northwest Terrace 900

Panorama Terrace 18

Sundance Hills (200 homes design cap.)*

Pacific Park (60 homes design cap.)*

* These facilities have been in service for less than a year.

The Cozza-Calkins and Panorama Terrace-service areas would be in-

tegrated into the initial stage of construction -of community sewerage

for -the North Spokane area and the respective treatment -facilities

would be phased out at that time. The other interim facilities all west

of Five Mile Prairie are projected to remain in service to 1990 under

the recommended plan at which time conveyance facilities would be ex-

tended into this area for diversion of flows to the city-sewer treat-

ment plant. Further building pressure in this area could-move the

conveyance construction date ahead.

Spokane County Spokane County does not own any sewerage facil-ities but

has contracted -to operate- three interim treatment facilities for sub-

- division developers. The three interim works located within the urban

planning area are summarized- below:

1• 801.3-8



Monthly
Subdivision PP•p6pIlatioi-SdVed 'Service"Charge

Aloha Addition "26 $5.50 per SFD

Castle Addition 123 5.50 per-SFD

Camelot Addition 42 5.50 per -SFDo

The monthly service charges may be adjusted by the Board of County'

Commissioners to ensure that these charges cover all the costs of opera-

ting the treatment facility. There is currently no county bonded indebt-

edness-outstanding for the above facilities. The county is currently

negotiating to acquire the Fairwood-treatment facilities which are pres-

ently-pperated by thes-A-itworth WaterDistrict #2.

All of the above interim facilities are in the North Spokane service

area. The interim treatment facilities have no permanent place in the

recommended plan and would only serve until their respective service

areas are connected to- the community sewer. The smal-i collection systems

would be mostly useable for incorporation into the community system.

'Town of Millwood - The Town of Millwood operates a small treatment facil-

ity and collection system serving only about 90 mainly commercial custom-

ers. The facilities were constructed in 1963 at a total cost including

collection sewers of about $59,000. No sewer bonds are currently out

standing. Sewer charges average about $2.50 per month.

' " 8 01. 3 9
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The small treatment facility has no- permanent place in the community

sewerage plan-for the Spokane Valley. Most-of the existing collection-

system would be integrated into the community collection .system.

Vera Irrigation-Distridt'#15 - Vera Irrigation District #15 owns and op-

erates three-developer-donated treatment facilities as follows:

Population
Subdivision' Served

Belle Terre 40

Opportunity Terrace 90

Timberlane Development 90

220

The population served represents about 100 connections total. Th-eie

are currently no sewerage bonds outstanding-.

All of the interim facilities operated by Vera Irrigation District

are in the Spokane Valley service area and-would have no permanent place

in a community system. The associated c6llection system would be-mostly

j incorporated into a community collection° system.

Whitworth Water Distttidt'2 - Whitworth Water District #2 operates and-

maintains the -Fairwood sewage system through a contract with the developer.

Spokane County is currently attempting-to--acquire the facilities which

include stabilization lagoons. The facilities serve a population of-about

3,200. No sewerage bonds are currently outstanding.
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This facility is in the North Spokane service area. The lagoons have

no permanent place in the recommended plan but the extensive collection

system would be integrated into the necessary internal sewerage system

for North Spokane area.

Liberty Lake SeoerDisttict*#i - Liberty Lake Sewer District #1 was

formed in 1973. The district is negotiating to purchase the facilities

owned privately. Present sewerage facilities serve a population of

280. In November 1974, the district's voters approved a $1,700,000

revenue bond to fund proposed- sewerage improvements.

The Liberty Lake area is remote from the main community area of Spo-

kane Valley and -would not be feasibly connected until a late stage of

development when trunk sewers are extended. Whatever treatment facilities

are constructed with the bond issue would have prospects of operating for

a number of years before possible replacement by connection= -to the Spokane

Valley trunk system.

Elements oflnstitationalAlternatives

Initial Screening - The constitutional and statutory bases for- various

institutions available in the State of Washington- are described in

Section 801.2.
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In Washington, there are essentially four special district forms

I which are most suitable to provide sewerage functions. These are

counties, cities, sewer districts, and metropolitan municipal corpora-

tions. In addition to these four forms, water districts may be granted

the same powers as sewer distri'cts under certain conditions. Irrigation

districts and sewer improvement districts have specialized sewerage powers.

Therefore, the list of agencies for consideration can be summarized

as follows:

e metropolitan municipal corporation

-* county I

city

*-sewer and 'water district

' irrigation district

9 diking and drainage districts

* sewer improvement district

Another agency form considered is an inter-local cooperation agency.

Several of the above agency types may be eliminated from further con-

sideration. An irrigation district may be formed in unincorporated terri-

tory only, and its voting structure, which is based on land ownership,

is not a satisfactory vehicle to represent public opinion. Diking and

drainage districts and sewer improvement districts also have a landowner

voting structure. The three above districts are -generally intended for

local improvement projects and are not intended to manage a regional

sewerage program. The other agency types merit further consideration

i and are discussed below with important features summarized in Table 3.
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* <
Some of the most important features to be considered in evaluation

of the role each agency can play are the following:

0*FormationPTocedure -- Difficulties must be kept to a minimum.

e Area Includable -- Must be all the areas of the engineering project.

-i a Governing Board'-- Must be a workable number able to administer

the regional organization and determine regional policy.

*'Financing'POWers -- Must be- sufficient to carry out its functions.

*-Financing-Re~ourCes -- Must be adequate to meet all annual and

l !capital expenses.

*'Administrative Structure -- Must be adequate to meet existing an&

potential future regional needs for planning and coordination.

a Regional InstitUtional Arrangement -- Must serve- as a grounds for

the various existing entities to cooperate in -their common sewerage

problems.

1 801.3-13
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Metropolitan Manicipal-Corporation - The Metropolitan Municipal Corpora-
tion Act (Metro Act) was written in 1957 to provide an agency capable of

managing a regional sewerage program such as this one. The Act was used

to provide the administrative vehicle for the Seattle metropolitan area.

There, the main purpose of the regional agency was to coordinate and man-

age the on-going wastewater programs of many existing agencies. In the

Seattle area, the City of Seattle, fourteen towns and numerous sewer

districts were working independently towards solution of sewage problems.

The Seattle "Metro" was formed to coordinate existing sewerage programs
-and develop and implement a regional approach. There are several im-

portant ways in which the Seattle experience differs from the situation

j in the Spokane urban planning area.

$I
Firstly, except for the-City-of Spokane and a few other isolated

areas, there is no sewerage service-provided or sewerage districts al-

ready formed. Secondly, the MetroAct requires at least two cities in

= the urban area. There are only two cities in the Spokane urban area,

the City of Spokane and the Town of Millwood. this means that the

Town of Millwood with a sewered population of about 200 could exercise

a veto power over the entire metro formation. Thirdly, the Metro Act

is intended to set up a wholesaling operation providing services to local

agencies which in turn provide the direct customer contact. The Act does,

however, enable collection systems construction and maintenance, so this

point is not important except that a local area which is not in a "member"

political jurisdiction cannot be represented directly on the metro gov-

erning board. Fourthly, there is presently little incentive to either

8 01. 314-



of the cities in the urban area to form a metropolitan municipal cor-

poration. The City of Spokane which would be expected to take the lead

if such an agency is to be formed is presently constructing its own

treatment plant which-will serve its needs for many years to come.

Once the wastewater plan has brought much of the urban metropolitan area up

to similar levels of sewerage service by implementation through other

institutional arrangements, then one regional management agency may be

indicated for the entire urban metropolitan area.

1 Spokane County - Spokane County may provide all sewerage functions in the

unincorporated areas of the county, and may perform these functions for
cities as well through an inter-local cooperation agreement. The county

can form a local utility improvement district (LID) to-provide collection

sewers to those not presently receiving sewerage service. The county

requires an adopted sewerage master plan before it may provide sewerage

functions.

Spokane County is a likely selection to manage the wastewater program

in the unincorporated areas throughout the urban planning area and would

likely serve the Town of Millwood by contract, as-well. In those areas

where a local agency currently provides some sewerage functions, the county

-will also have to obtain approval to provide this service or it may con-

tract to provide the services- in the future. The City of Spokane, however,

which not only-has the-existing physical plant but also the operational

experience in sewerage management would not have the need or desire for

county services in these fields.
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{ City of Spokane - The City of Spokane is capable of continuing the

management of its own sewerage program and is currently upgrading its:

sewage treatment plant to provide full secondary treatment with phospho-

rus removal. The future role assigned to the City of Spokane in regional

wastewater management must recognize these facts and)in addition that

Spokane is the recipient of large state and federal grants toward

I implementation of their program. The City may legally provide sewage

treatment and disposal services to areas outside the city limits through

inter-local cooperation arrangements if the City chooses to adopt-sudh

a policy.

Sewer and Water Districts - Sewer and water districts are included

together because the statutes granting water districts-sewerage powers

give them the powers of a sewer district. A regional management pro-

gram using a sewer district as a management vehicle is not a likely

candidate. A large sewer district could be formed over the entire urban

planning area, and this would require the same type of contract as with

the county except that any of the existing water districts would :have to

-go out of the business. A sewer district has less broad financing

powers than the county, so the selection of a sewer district would-not

be optimal. Another optional use of sewer districts-would be to form

them in all those areas scheduled -to receive sewerage service and-n-rot

yet served by either a sewer, water or irrigation district. these

agencies could sign contracts to join together to provide sewerage

service; however, the inter-local cooperation act does not provide for

use by sewer, water, or irrigation districts so a
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separate agency probably could not be formed to manage the program. One

sewer district would have to be appointed the lead agency, and the other -

district would -contract with the lead agency for treatment and disposal

of sewage. An advantage of formation of a number of sewer districts is

that collection system operation and customer contact would remain on a

completely local basis.

Spokane Regional Planning Conference. The Spokane Regional Planning

Conference is a vehicle created by the City of Spokane and Spokane County

under provisions of RCW 35.63.070 and 36.70.060. It is recognized by

the Governors office as the clearing house for planning in the Metropolitan

Spokane area. It is certified by HUD as meeting the qualifications for

a regional planning agency in the field of general planning. In the-area

of transportation planning, it is recognized by the Urban Mass Transit

I Administration and by the Federal Highway Administration.

The Conference is supported by funds from the City and County and by

grants from federal agencies for specific projects. The Spokane Regional

Planning Conference has no legal basis for becoming an implementation

agency. The City and County have inter-local cooperation powers for

implementation as described above. These powers would not result in a

separate entity but operate within the existing City and County institutions.

The Spokane Regional Planning Conference does not have a place as a potential

wastewater management implementation agency.

Considerations Specific to the Engineering Plan.

Certain features of the engineering wastewater management plans have

an important impact on both formulation and evaluation of alternative

institutional plans. The recommended plan for wastewater management to

meet 1983 standards is Plan A. The most important feature of the recommended
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figineering plan for its impact on institutional alternatives is that

two separate systems are recommended to serve the urban planning area.

The second important feature is that one of the two systems serves

-an area with a large degree of sewerage development while the other

system-serves an area with essentially no present sewerage development.

The separate system serving the City of Spokane and North Spokane

includes service areas of both the city and the county. County area

-in turn includes an irrigation district which provides some minor sew-

-erage service. Also- important to this system is the fact that the North

Spokane area includes incorporated land not tributary to the city sew-

erage treatment plant but served by separate interim treatment facili-

ties. Water service in the City-North Spokane service area is provided

J-by the city, private utilities and irrigation districts.
I

The Spokane Valley subsystem is entirely within unincorporated areas

-except for the Town of Miliwood. Water service in the Spokane Valley is

-provided by numerous water districts, irrigation districts, and private

utilities.

The immediately following discussion of institutional alternatives is

directed specifically to the recommended plan. The institutional

implications of other wastewater management plans is discussed in a

[ subsequent paragraph.

-Candidate Alternative-Plans

The field of alternative agencies after initial screening consists of:

1. Metro

2. County

3.city

q 4. Sewerage District

-801.3-18
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In addition, these agencies may be combined through inter-local

cooperation contracts. 
-

The engineering plan which recommends two separate systems suggests

the alternatives of either separate institutional arrangements for each

or a single institutional arrangement for both. A matrix of possible I

t

Jf1

801A-1

tI

. !1

* ji
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institutional arrangements is shown in Table 3. Consideration of the

limitation of the agencies acting alone eliminates-many alternatives

from- the -matrix as shown in Table 4. The remaining-alternatives are
considered further below including the role of existing agencies.

Consideration of One-Agency for-the Entire Utban Planning Area

Because the selected engineering-plan results- in- two separate

sewerage-systems, and because these two systems are--at much different

levels of development, there is little need for one agency to adminis-

I ter and 6perate both of these systems at least at the initial phases

-of the program. Being separated, the systems can operate independently

of one another. Similarly, each system will -have its own expenses, and

the agency or agencies-operating the system -will-be more capable of dev-

eloping a system's budget than a regional organization. Physical -separa-

tion also-diminishes the need to standardize materials and construcion

-methods. Less standardization provides the flexibility sometimes required
to solve technical problems which individual projects may face.

Despite the physical separation of the systems, a regional sewerage

organization can handle several functions more effectively than the in-

dividual agencies. Until projects receive state and federal approval =

there-wil-l be a need to coordinate planning for the various projects.
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Future changes in administrative guidelines or other unforeseen circum-

stances omay result in an entirely different wastewater management program.

Adjustments to any such changes would be easier if a regional agency is

coordinating facilities planning. There will- also be a continuing need

to work with higher levels of government, such as the federal Environ-

-mental ProtectionAgency. A regional entity could handle routine matters

with state and federal agencies and refer them-to the local agencies when

appropriate.. Similarly, the regional agency could act as an information

-clearinghouse, keeping local agencies abreast of-each other's activities

and funneling state and federal information to individual agencies.

The main-issue to be decided is whether, at-present, there is suffi-

j cient need or advantage to have a single regional agency for the entire

urban planning area rather than consider the optimum arrangement for each

subsystem-separately. Some of the problems of forming a metro for this

particular area have already been mentioned One of the most important

considerations has not yet been mentioned which: is the time and costs

required tO establish a regional sewerage organization. These potential-

ly criticalodisadvantages must be weighed against the benefits derived

from the-organization. For example, even if a particular type of region-

al sewerage-organization fulfills an additional need, it may require a

long and -complex formation procedure. This coul-&roffset any benefits

by delaying projects and consequently increasing construction costs.

801.3-21
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Consideration of Cooperative Arrangements between Existing Entities

The- Spokane urban planning area has a- number of governmental entities

with some level of sewerage powers including-two cities, ten irrigation

districts, four water districts, one sewer-district and several county

7 improvement districts. Except for-the City of Spokane, none of these

i entities-are presently capable of providing the proposed level of sewerage

service to more than just a local area. Large portions of the urban plan-

ning-area are not yet served by any-agency with sewerage powers.

-As shown in Table 4 and the above °discussions, the required capa-
- -bility for serving both subsystem areas can be developed throug-h-coopera-

jtive arrangements between exist-ig -agencies, either:

City- County

City - Sewerage District

-City - County - Sewerage District

Theie are advantages to involving both the County and Sewerage Districts,

- the former to provide coordination in dealing -with the City and the latter

to operate collection systems and provide local control.. It is:not nec-

essary to involve the city in the arrangements for the Spokane Waliley sub-

system--since neither city areas nor-city facilities are involved With

the county involved in both, the county is in a position to provide an

- I iarea-planning input that would yield some of the same advantages as a

single-regional agency. i"
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-A plan'based on the above is described- below and shown schematically

in Table S.

' 1. For the subsystem serving the city and North Spokane:

a. The City of Spokane would continue to operate its own sewerage fa-

cilities, including the-treatment plant, the collection system and

-customer services inside city limits.

-b. In areas outside the city, the county- would serve as the master

-sewerage agendy, would construct and -oerate conveyance facilities,

and would contract with the City of Spokane for treatment services

and for joint operation and construction of certain-mutually used-

-conveyance facilities.

:c. Local improvement districts _(seweiag-e) would be formed in county

areas to construct and maintain collection systems.

d. The county=, after adopt-ion of the sewerage general:-plan, would-

-serve as the sewerage program management agency in areas outside

the city.

e. In the event that an area-provided-sewerage service by the county

-is annexed to- the City of Spokane, then -the sewerage -functions would

transfer to the city in accordance with RCIV 36.94.180. -Th
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., 2. For the Spokane Valley subsystem:

a. The county would construct and operate the treatment facilities,

disposal facilities,- and trunk sewers.

-b. Local improvement districts-would be. formed to construct and

-maintain collection systems.

;c. - In areas whei local agencies provide s.ome level of sewerage

service, such- as the Towh=of Millwood, the county would obtain

-written approval, to manage the regional sewerage program.'

-Selection of an InstitutiOnal Plan

The plan described above and shown in Table 5 is based on a coopera-

S-tive arrangement between City of Spokane and Spokane County for the

fCity-North Spokane subsystem and for a County arrangement in the Spokane

Yalley subsystem. This plan has the advantages of easier implementation

and political acceptance that recommend it over a regional agency. The

remaining factors to be considered are the financing powers and resources.

As described in Section 801.2, financing powers and resources are "-I'

-very broad for three types- of agency- cities, counties and metropoli-

tan- municipal cooperations. The selection of any of these-agency types

-for a role in regional sewerage administration insures that the regional

sewerage agency has the necessary broad financing powers and resources.
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In addition, common financing powers may be coordinated through inter-

local cooperative.agreements. Therefore, the recommended- institutional

plan also meets the financing requirements of a regional sewerage

program.

Institutional Requirements for Other Structural AlternativesI

The foregong recommendation is specifically applicable- to Plan A,

the recommended structural plan. -Other structural plans that are considered

1 in final evaluation include Plans B, C,,-D, E, F, G and H.

Plan D is the recommended plan for -upgrade of Plan A to- meet

interpreted 1985 standards. Plan D is compatible with Plan A-and requires

no different institutional considerations. City-County cooperation for the

City-North Spokane subsystem and County for the Spokane Valley subsystem are

equally appropriate for Plan D as for Plan A. Plans E and F are similar in

their institutiona1 requirements to Plans -A and D since they- Also combine

-the City and North-Spokane in one subsystem and the Spokane Valley in a

separate subsystem.

Plans B and-H which provide for-se parate subsystems for the City,

North Spokane and-Spokane Valley have the simplest institutional requirements-

in that each subsystem- can utilize the :ekisting agency in which they are

located except that for North Spokane subsystem, City-County cooperation is

-still required if the entire North Spokane service area is handled as a unit. -

If either of these p'lans were considered, it is likely that the City areas i

of North Spokanewduld be separated from -the North Spokane service area

functionally by pumping these areas to :the City system, thus making it possible

to have City and County areas separated with no need for cooperative

- arrangements.

8 0 13-25-
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Plan G which provides for combining the North Spokane and Spokane

Ls iio i I w . i b-'. iO~ ,- Lq it. -. _ J1 -0 -S

Valley service areas into a subsystem with the City separate is similar

in its institutional requirements to Plans B and H as described above,

with the same possibility of the City elements of North Spokane being

functionally separated.

Plan C which combines all service areas together in one treatment

and disposal system could be implemented by a City-County cooperation or

a metro. A City-County cooperation has been recommended over a metro for

reason cited above. In this case, however, the very reason for considera-

tion of Plan C could be an expression of local opinion that both a single
adi 1 n , )O3 t.

regional system operated by a single regional agency are worth the additional

cost and effort required.

The unique condition of the Spokane Metropolitan Region with the

City and County being practically the only existing entities with wastewater

management needs and capabilities points to their involvement in practically

any plan either singly or in cooperation with each other. Even the potential

of incorporation of West Plains areas in an urban wastewater plan could not

alter this condition significantly.

a.lri' t ra. qco a :," , - .

eIri±'t oq I- : n Alri - ., , . ,',c K
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TABLE 1
EXISTING AGENCIES WITH WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT
AUTHORITY IN THE URBAN PLANNING AREA

Sub-Area
Agencies Population Designation

City of Spokane 173,000 City S. A.
Town of Millwood 1,800 SV 2
Vera Irrigation District #15 11, 000 SV 3-5
Consol. Irrigation District #19 5,700 SV 5-9
Model Irrigation District #18 4,300 SV 3, 4
Orchard Ave. Irrigation District #6 3,500 SV 2
Trentwood Irrigation District #3 3, 400 SV 9, 10
Hutchison Irrigation District #16 2,100 SV 3
Pasadena Park Irrigation District #17 2,000 SV I
North Spokane Irrigation District #18 1,900 NS 4
Carnhope Irrigation District #7 1,400 SV 3
MOAB Irrigation District #20 170 SV 8
Whitworth Water District #2 8,900 NS 3,5
East Spokane Water District #1 3,200 SV 3
Irvin Water District #6 1,700 SV 2
Colbert Water District #9 500 NS 9
Liberty Lake Sewer District #1 900 SV 7
Spokane County (small sewered areas) 300 Various

I
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TABLE 3
MATRIX OF POSSIBLE
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Areas To Be Administered
City Plans

Institutional North Spokane Spokane Valley Entire Urban
Agency or Combination Alone Alone Planning Area

Metro5  XI I

County, Alone X 3 X2

City, Alone X4  x 4  X4

Sewerage District, Alone X2  X
City-County Coop
Sewer District-City Coop X6  X6  X
City-County-Local Agency Coop

1- Not possible since the area served contains only one city.
2- Cannot operate in incorporated areas without contract.
3- Could cover all except Millwood.
4- Cannot operate outside the City without contract.
5- Metro, by law, is not alone. It is in cooperation with all.
6- Sewer District cannot use Inter-Local Cooperation Act.
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TABLE 5
INSTITUTIONAL CONFIGURATION

SERVICE AREA
City of Spokane Spokane Valley
North Spokane

City of SoaeCounty Service
- ___ JArea

Contract

County Service Contracts
Area

Contracts

ANY LOCAL ANY LOCAL
AGENCIES WITH AGENCIES WITH
SEWERAGE SEWERAGE
FUNCTIONS FUNCTIONS

Sewerage Functions

Lead Planning Agency City of Spokane Spokane County
Treatment & Disposal City of Spokane Spokane County
Interceptor System 0 & M City of Spokane, Spokane Co. Spokane County
Collection System 0 & M City, County, Local Agencies County, Local Agencies
Customer Contact City, County, LocalAgencies County, Local Agencies
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SECTION 801.4
FORMULATION AND EVALUATION OF
-ALTERNATIVE -FINANCIAL PLANS

Objectives

The primary objective of this section is the development of finan-

-cial plans for inplementation--of a selected wastewater management alter-

-native -forthe urban planning area. The primary-selected-plan, Plan A,

-consists of two physically separated self-contained subsystems. The in-

-st-itutional plans developed in the previous section provide for institu-

tionally separate arrangements for the two subsystems, having in common

-only the fact that Spokane County is an agency participating in both.

The financial plan deyeloped- for Plan A must recognize the separate sub-

systems- and the institutional arrangements proposed to serve them.

-The basic financial plan is -to be developed to support forecast capi-

tal and- operating costs -for facilities meeting the 1983 standards of

SPL92-500. In addition, the financial impact and general financial

- feasibility of possible futuie upgrading -to meet interpreted 1985 stan-

-dards is addressed.

I The developed financial plan is to recognize current policies with

--regard to -federal and state -grant eligibility and is to propose methods

-of financing that would meet eligibility requirements.

A 801. 4-1-



Given the initial and staged capital requirements and the annual

--A -operation and maintenance costs for the engineering plans for waste-

water -management, the goals of this section are to formulate suitable

financial plans to meet these forecast cost obligations. A financial

plan is composed of the following elements:

T. ;A determination of the net capital funds which must be obtained

locally after deducting the estimated amounts available from grant

sources from the gross project cost.

°o 2. AKtime schedule of net funding needs for capital improvements.

~ 3. A plan for raising the funds for capital improvements and repay-

ing borrowed funds from the financial resources of the service

area.

-4. -A plan 'for maintaining the capital investment of the sysltem.

5. A plan for continuously supplying the funds to meet operation and I
maintenance costs.

-6. A plan- for recognizing the value of existing physical plant that is

-to become a part of the wastewater management plan including integ-

ration of existing financial obligations into the new plan. -

7. A plan. for equitably allocating all costs among those benefiting

from the wastewater management plan.

801.4-2
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It is also a function of financial planning-to evaluate the existing

and forecast financial resources- of the service area and to test -the fi-

nancial requirements of the proposed plan against -these resources- for

feasibility.

There are a number of alternative methods for raising the required

funds. It is an- objective of th-i-s- study to consider these alternatives,

determine their compatibility -with the institutional constraints and

formulate an integrated financing: plan. The planw-for revenue develop-

ment must also -be tested for conformance with the-requirements of -the

agencies administering state andlgfederal grant prgrams that are to'be

utilized.

Existing Sewerage Facilities

:City and North Spokane Service Areas - ithin both-the City and NQ-th

-Spokane serviceooareas there are existing sewerage-facilities. Practi-

-cally all of these existing faciities except interim treatment facili-

ties will become useful elements- in the primary selected plan. These

existing facilities include the fo-llowing:KIi

-City Service Area--

(I) The sewerage collection system serving approximately 170,000-persons.

The collection system contains a number of pump- stations.

-(2)- A sewage treatment plant currently in the process of upgrading

and expansioh- to 40 mgd.

8014- 3



-North- Spokane Service Area

(L ) Sewage collection systems in the city areas.-

-(2) interim treatment facilities serving collection systems in

j:city areas.

-3)-:Sewage collection -systems in county areas.

-(4)- Interim treatment facilities -serving- col-lection systems in

-county areas.

The historical cost of the- city facilities both inside the city

service area and inside the North Spokane service area are shoin in

- labes,-, and 2. The only city facility in the -North Spokane ser-

-- vice area for which there is a -historical cost is the Cozza-Calkins

Slagoon- and the sewer outfall- to- it. All other sewers and interim facil-

i- tie- in the within city limits in the North Spokane service area were

built ;by- developers and dedicated to the -city. All of the interim

treatfieit facilities-will eventually- be phased out of service under the

-recommended pl-an, some at the initial implementation and some on a stage

-basis-. -Refer to Section 704.-1 for details of stage construction.

The county has no -historical cost for existing sewerage facilities-

-in the -county areas, -all having :been buil-t by developers. As for exis-

ting facilities in-city areas, some interim treatment facilities will -

be phased out at initial implementation and others at a later stage.

i - I - -
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-Spokane Valley Subsystem - The only existing sewerage facilities- in the

Spokane Valley Subsystem are very small collection systems served by

interim facilities. A collection system and treatment facility serves

the commercial area of the Town of Millwood. The -Vera Irrigation Dis-

trict -#15 -operates three small developer-built systems. A few other

developer-built interim treatment facilities and a number of small

developer-owned systems operate in the subarea. The extent to -which

these very small systems can be integrated into the community collec-

tion systems is unknown.

At some time after 1995 it would be feasible to connect the Liberty

Lake area- to the stage construction- of the Spokane -Valley Trunk System.

Due to- the remoteness in time and the -uncertainties of -the need to con-

-nect, the financial plan-does not include Liberty Lake. The forecast

Liberty Lake service population is only 2-percent of the- total forecast

Spokane Valley service- population so the omission or inclusion of this

-element will -make no- difference to the financial plan. The recently

formed Liberty Lake Sewer District #1 has recently passed a $1,700,000

bond issue which- is proposed for construction of facilities providing

collection, conveyance, treatment and disposal -to the Spokane River.

A Presumably, these facil-ities would -operate to 1995 or after.

804-!I 8.01 ,.4-5
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The Primary Selected Plans I

General - The plan selected for formulation of a financial plan is-waste- I

water alternative Plan A. Plan A consists of two separate subsystems.

One subsystem serves the City of Spokane and North Spokane with treat -

ment at the City STP, the other subsystem serves Spokane Valley with a
treatment at a separate plant located near Felts Field. Both treatment

plants are to provide secondary treatment to 1983 standards plus year I

around phosphorous removal for disposal to the Spokane River.

Subsystem for City -and North Spokane - The subsystem serving the City -j

and North Spokane utilizes the committed expansion and--upgrading of-the

City STP.

No significant additional apital expenditure for treatment facilities

for this subsystem is required except minor contingency 
items. See Section

704.1

-The other elements of the subsystem serving the City and North Spo-

kane under Plan A are as follows:

- 1. Conveyance Facilities for North Spokane Service Area.

a. Initial construction to implement plan.

b. Staged construction to increase the service population.

801.4-6
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In addition to the above elements whichi are unique to Plan A,-

there are--the -following internal sewerage-elements which are common-

to all _plan alternatives and which must be recognized in the total

finanCial--response of the communities:

1. Collection systems, City Service Area.

a. The -existing collection system.

[ .b.- E ~sions to the existing system-to Serve-growth during the-

p~anning-period.

c. Rehabilitation of the existing system to solve the problems of

c -~bined- sewer overflow- and local -flooding.

2-. C01lecti~n:-systems, North Spokane Serice-Area..

2.Coleti toteexsignytm tL erve fac1ilui ngithe

a. Ecity systems tributary toi

b. Existing county arca systems tributary to interim facilities.

-c. New -ystems to be built in city aieas -to serve existing struc-

tures-,presently served by on-site disposal facilities.

d. New Systems to be built in county areas to serve existing struc-

tures presoently served by on-site disposal facilities.

801.4-7-
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e. -New- Systems to be built in city areas to serve growth during

:the planning period.

f. New systems to be built in county areas to serve growth during I
the planning period.

3. Existing Interim Facilities, North Spokane Service- .-a
-4

-Refer to Figure A.-

:a. Serving 'City Areas

(i) Cozza-Calkins -(Lidgerwood)

-(2)- Panorama Terrace

-(3) Northwest Terrace

-(4)- Sundance Hills

(5) Pacific Park ]
b. Serving -County Areas

1~ Fairwood

(2) Whitworth College

(3) Camelot-Carriage Hills

Of the above enumerated interim facilities the following will be

phased out of -service with the initial stage of plan implementation in

1980 whereas the remainder will continue in service to later stages.

(1) Cozza-Calkins

(2) Panorama Terrace

-(3)- Faixwood

-)- - 4 -itworth -College
__ - -~ 4-8 :-



Subsystem for Spokane Valley There are essentially no existing facili-

ties that become -elements of a permanent System for the-Spokane Valley.

The -required elements of the subsystem as defined in Plan A are as

foirows:

1. Treatment facility to pro~de secondary treatment and full-time

phosphorous removal complete with solids processing consisting of

anaerobic digestion, vacuum filtration-and sanitary landfill.

2. An outfall sewer from the treatment plan site to .a location approxi-

imately 11,000'feet downstream.

3. -A sanitary sewage collection system.

in addition, the internal sewerage for the entire service area i s

an- element of the -total cost -to the community. There are essentially

no existing collection systems:in: the Spokane Valley:-

a:. To connect existing :;tructures at the time of implementation-

which are -presently served by on-site disposal.

-b: To serve structures added after initial implementation through-

out the planning period-.

r ~801.-4-9



Separate Financing: Plans Required

Separate financial plans are required- for the two subsystems which

make up: the primary selected-plan, Plan-A. The two subsystems are not

2. mutually dependent. The two subsystems probably will not be implemented

at the -same time.

Forecast Subsystem:-Costs

Forecast capital costs for the subsystem elements described above

are shown in Tables- 3 through- 6 expressed- in dollars, at the price level

of mid-1974 corresponding to-an ENR-indek of 2000.- -For details in the

development of these costs refer to Section 704.1.

Capital costs. are in terms of project cost which is equal -to 1.4

times -the construction costs- for facilities and 1.25 times acquisition

costs :for land. These factors are applied to cover owners costs in

-addition to basid :acquisition. For development of these factors see

Section 401.1. Capital costs are given -for the year in which the

facility is expected to go into service. For purposes of financing,

safeguards costs are escalated: to the price leveL at the time -of imple-

mentation.

Operation and maintenance costs are-mean annualr costs for these

functions including long-tem maintenance items which actually occur

in am irregular manner. These costs are out-of-pocket expenses and

do not include any allowance for capital recovery. - -.
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Co-st -Escalation

T-he basic forecast cost data for each subsystem as described above

are- in dollars at a fixed price- level. It is necessary to :estimate

future price level trends to convert these costs to dollars -at future

dates for financial plan formulation. The price escalation trends of

capital costs and operation and maintenance costs are considered sepa-

rately.

The National Consumers Price -index (CPI) is selected as-iepresen-

tative Of the kind of costs included in operation and maintefiance ex- enI

-pn-dtur Table 7 shos the -historical trend- in the -CPI xfor -the i
ten- year period prior to 1974-. This data indicates that the -National

-Consumer Price Index has grown at a compounding rate of 4.Tpercent1

per. year. Over the past two years the CPI has increased at-a compound

rate6f 8.6 percent. This recent higher rate is especially-due to the

veY -high inflation rate in 1974- of 11.0 percent. According -to recent

federal -government predictions,, the Consumer Price Index will: increase-

-by about 9 percent in 1975 and by about 7 percent in 1976, .after which
time- it will diminish to more historic levels. For purposes :Of this i

study, an inflation rate of 9 percent in 1975, 7 percent in 1976, and-

a -constant annual rate of 6 percent thereafter will be used to esca-

la te operation and maintenance cost estimates. If the actual inflation

rate -is above or below this estimate, then projected operation and main-

tenance costs will be above or below those shown. Table 8 shows the

- foperating cost escalation index used to project future operation and

4 maintenance costs in current year dollars.

801. 4-11
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The historical trends of price level for capital improvements in

the wastewater management area are exemplified by :the indices inaugu-

rated by the Federal Water Pollution-Contro1 Administration which are-

identified below- as (WPC-STP) and (WpC-S) Historical

values for these indices and the Engineering-News Record- (ENR) index

-are shown- in Section 401.1. These indices- show average compound

increases- as follows ior the ten years 1964-1974 for-Seattle:

WPC-STP (Treatment Plants) !5.6 percent per year

WPC-S (Sewers) -5.2 percent per year

ENR 6.7 percent per year

-Sntanticipated that-the recent-trends will be permitted to continue
! Rceft tend have jumped to in excess of 10 percent per year. It

indefinitely and that there will, in -the lung runijbe a return to levels

closer to long-term historical. Estimates of 10 percent for 1974-75

f011owedi-by long-term mean of 7.5 percent per year are -used for this j
study. Table -9 shows capital cost index to compute current year dollar

values through -the year- 2000.0

DI -

Forecast- Service- Population

A forecast ,service population is used as the :basis for the -engineer-

t in g forecast of-needed facilities and the :cost of operation. This same

00.41

7- i -p
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service population forecast may or may not be used to forecast the reve-

nue resources for financial planning. A safety factor for financial- II
feasibility is sometimes introduced by selecting a smaller rate of ser-

AI
vice population growth for financial planning than was used in the en-w

-gineering estimates. This financial plan study uses the same service-

A population forecasts as for engineering and cost purposes. Recogni-

tion is given to the sensitivity of revenue to population forecasts in

j discussion.I

For financial planning it is more convenient to express the service

population- in terms of equivalent dwelling units (EDU) rather than indi -,

Viduals. This unit represents one sewerage customer, either domestic -
or commercial, and is defined as a sewer user which generates the same

I volume of sewage that one family unit would generate. Thus, a1l singl-e-

S.family residences would- count as one EDU, whether in multiple configur I
ation-, mobile home, or detached single-family residence.

-A. commercial customer -would be some multiple of EDU (not less than I
1-. O), based-on the average sewage generated or some other measure such-

-as plumbing fixture units. For example, a -gas station which generates-

double the average home's flow per day of domestic strength-sewage would

-be two- EDU's and would be charged twice the rate of a sinfgle-family dwel--

1 -ling. A I commercial customers which discharge above average strength-

sewage -would be rated at a higher EDU level to cover the costs of addi- I

-tional required treatment. It is not within the scope of a-planning

-study to develop the total EDU- on such a detailed basis. For :planning

801.4-13-



zp rposes-, the- total'EDIs -ate -estimated- on the- -basis -of 3. O-persons per

I EDU -for residential -users -plus-an-additional 15-percent to account for-

Sc-ommiiercial industrial and-other non-residential customers. -Experience

I jhas. -shown- -that 15 -to- 20 -percent -more- EDU-'s -become available to share the

i system -expense- than the- -number -computed -for -residential customers. -Cone-

-servativeily.,-;the- lower -end- of -the -range is- selected- so that -computed costs-

jer=EDU will- _be -realistic -but -iot -understated.- The- forecast service popu-

3 laton an qiv'~EDU'6 I for- each subsys4tem are shown- in- Tables 10 and- -1-1.

I Exfsting -Debt1 for- SewerageFac ilities

I sindicated- under the- description-of -existing se wetage -faci-ities,

onythe-City of _Spokane- and -the- Town- -6f- Mi11woo6d- -have- made- pub 1ic agency

expencditures fosewerage faci-lities- in- the -urban- -planning _area. The-

cmUn Iy -of -Liberty Lake_ is currently -making -plans- for swerage fcl

-Tnly -one bond- issue= for sewerage- is-outstanding in -the -entMire -urban-

p1annin a. Table- -1-2 -shows that the -City- of SpokAne -has -one::-bond -Is

_Se_ -otstanhding- in- the -amount -of $348,000. The- -city's- -current- sewerage-

improvement, -resulting in-.a local share- -cost -of -about $4,-700,000, are

A being= financed-entirely -from- reserve funds- on- :hand.-

Assessed2 Valuationu,

AlIthough there -are no- agencies- which are- currently relying on- -ad-

-x l-e- taxes. to -finance =sewerage functions, levels- of -assessed- valu-

--at n--hol- -be- considered: -in any -financing- -program- for -new reg-ional

z801.4-14 f
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sewerage facilities. Also, historical- information on assessed valu-

ations is useful in estimating growth.

Table 13 shows the growth in assessed values for both the City of

Spokane and Spokane County from 1965 to 1974. Since 1965 the assessed

value in the City of Spokane has grown by an average compound amount of

about 4.5 percent. The similar figure for property for the entire coun-

ty is 6.5 percent.

The specific assessed valuations for the North Spokane and Spokane

Valley service areas as of 1974 have been made available by the county

through selective computer runs from their rolls. The res'ults are shown

in Table 14.

The computer runs show 6,256 parcels in North Spokane and 21,801 par-

cels in Spokane Valley. giving average assessed valuations per parcel of

$23,300 and $18,200 respectively.

Forecast Funding Requirments

General - This financial plan requires that project costs forecasts be

expressed in terms of current year dollars. Current year dollars are

1 based on the capital and operating cost estimates shown on Tables 3

A through 6 and are escalated by the appropriate index developed on

Tables 8 and 9.
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-City and North Spokane- Subsystem Project Costs - Table 15 shows the

I- escalated capital cost for regional use facilities in the service area. ]
I -Included as regional use facilities are the following: conveyance

facilities, treatment and disposal facilities, force mains, trunks and

interceptors 12 inches and larger in diameter, and pump stations.

Table 16 shows the escalated capital cost for local benefit faci-

lities in the subsystem. Escalated operation and maintenance costs for

the subsystem are shown on Table 17.

S pokane Valley Subsystem Project Costs - The escalated capital costs for

regional use facilities and local benefit facilities for the Spokane Val-

ley Subsystem are shown on Tables 18 and 19. The escalated operation

and maintenance cost for the subsystem is .shown on Table 20.

Alternative Financing Method.

. I General - The available methods for meeting project funding needs not

~ ~Il covered by grants fall into the two categories: (l) pay-as-you-go cash -1
basis and (2) long-term debt financing. The financing program can use

elements of either or both but, in the long run, whichever elements are

used the funds must be produced by an adequate revenue program. The

same elements that provide the alternatives to pay-as-you-go financing

also constitute the alternative for a revenue program:

8 0 -16
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1. User charges

a. Residential-Commercial

b. Industrial

2. Connection charges

3. Taxes

The alternatives under long-term debt financing include:-

1. General Obligation Bonds

2. Revenue- Bonds

3. Assessment Bonds

The advantages and disadvantages of these alternatives are explored

Pay-As-You-Go Cash Basis Ibis method involves the accumulation of funds

from current-sources to fund future projects. The principal advantage

of this method is that projects can be funded with a minimum outlay of

funds. By comparison, long-term debt financing methods require the pay-

ment of substafitial interest costs over the debt amortization period.

The disadvantages of this method are that it often is not possible I
to meet the capital funding requirements to implement the project in a

timely manner from pay-as-you-go sources. Another consideration relates

to equity. Most sewerage projects include capacity to accomodate future

users. Placing the burden of raising sufficient cash on present users .

801.4-17
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to implement the proposed projects as scheduled, without immediate con-

tributions from future users, is-an inequitable burden on the present

users. For a sewerage program of the magnitude of this one pay-as-you-

go financing could only serve as a supplement to reduca the amount of

long-term debt.

Discussion of fund sources available to pay-as-you-go financing is

covered below under revenue program.

Long-Term Debt Financing - This method involves the issuance o:f long-

term debt instruments which are amortized over a period of yeafs. Funds

to meet immediate costs are obtained as needed by borrowing and are re-

paid over an extended=_periodd duing-which the debt-finne failties

are used. Thus present users, as well as future users, pay for use of

the facilities during-the period of debt amortization.

This approach has several other practical advantages which--may be

summarized as follows-:

1. In an expanding economy, even without inflation, per capita incomeI
is on the increase. Therefore, payment of a reasonable annual

-charge for the "rental" of a facility can be made easier over a 4

period of years compared to the option of making full payment at

the time of the-acquisition.
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2. The capacity of most communities to generate sufficient funds

from current revenue for immediate construction is severely

I limited. If it is desirable to Proceed with the timely build-

ing or acquisition of the facilities needed for the proper

conduct of public business, it can be done conveniently with

I long-term debt financing,

3. Future users of a facility are obliged to make fair payment

toward the provision of the facilities used.

4. In an economy which has throughout our history been marked by

long-term inflation, the average dollars used to repay debt
I

will be cheaper than those raised to meet funding requirements

on a cash basis.

The principal disadvantage of long-term debt financing is that it

is more costly. Over the period of debt amortization, substantial in-

terest costs are incurred. Depending on the term of the debt and the

interest rate paid to the lender, interest costs can nearly equal, or

exceed, the principal amount of funds obtained.

The principal classes of long-terin debt instruments used to finance

projects which have community-wide benefit are: (1) general obligation

bonds, and (2) revenue bonds. Special assessment bonds are used to

finance facilities which provide immediate and localized benefits.

S-801.-19
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-i General Obligation Bonds - These debt instruments are secured by the

--- full faith and credit of the issuing agency, and the issuer is obli- I
A gated to levy or cause the levy of ad valorem (property) taxes to

pay annual bond interest and principal, to the extent other funds

S - are not available. Although this power and obligation to levy ad

valorem taxes forms the underlying security for such bonds, no taxes
-F

need be levied if other revenues are sufficient to meet bond service.

The issuer may use revenues from service charges or other sources to

I meet the required payments on the bonds.

Because the bonds are secured directly by an unlimited power to -_

tax, they usually command about 0.5 percent lower interest rate than

I revenue bonds. Because of their security features, their tax exempt

status, and their general acceptance by the bond market, general obli- ]
- gation bonds lend themselves readily to competitive public sale at

the lowest interest cost available to the borrower.

With a revenue-supported general obligation bond, revenues from

the enterprise are pledged toward payment of debt service. This limits

the potential increase in the general tax rate. A self-supporting

general obligation bond has the advantages of a revenue bond, but main-

a n n c bt a p r t i n etains the low interest rate and ready marketability of a general obli- p.,

gation bond-secured by the taxing power of the issuing agency.
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-An authorized amount of general obligation--bonds may be divided

into one or more series and each series sold :separately. Authorized

but unissued bonds do not constitute an obligation of the issuer.

I ] - Under the present statutes, general obligation bondS of a con-

stitutionally created entity (cities, counties)- must receive an affir- -

mative vote of three-fifths (60 percent)- of those casting a vote on

the measure to authorize the bonds. General obligation bond- limits

are set at 5 percent of the total assessed va-lation of taxable

property for counties. In the case of cities and towns providing for

sewer service, an additional indebtedness of uip to S percent of asses-

sed valuation is allowed. This, therefore_ allows a city or town up

to a total of 10 percent indebtedness upon-a three-fifths majority

vote for sewer service. For a county, there is a statutory 8 percent

maximum interest rate for general obligation bonds. For most other

issuing agencies in the State of Washington there is currently no

maximum statutory interest rate for general obligation bonds.

Revenue Bonds - The principal feature of revenue bonds is that they are

secured solely by a pledge of the revenues from a facility or enterprise

they are used to acquire, construct or improve. This type of bond may

be issued to finance sewerage system improvements. A simple majority

vote is required.

I4

The issuing agency cannot levy taxes for the payment of revenue bond

- - "service. There is no legal limitation on the amount of authorized reve-

n nue bonds which may bc issued, but from a practical standpoint the size
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of the issue must be limited to an amount which will require annual in-

teiest and principal payments -which are well Within the :facilities' re-

h venues that are available fdr bond service. For most issuing agencies

-there iS no statutory limit on the maximum interest rate for revenue

bonds in Washington. - --

The actual interest rate bid on the bonds will depend on the degree-

of security provided and- the -.current status of the:-bond market. General-

ly -well secured revenue bonds-may be expected to sell at an "interest rate -i
about one-half of one percenit over general obligationh bonds for the same

pUrpose.

-A measure of revenue bofid security is the so-called "doverage" pro- I
vi-ded. Coverage is the rati6of net revenue to annual bond service re-

quirements. For revenue bonds to be salable the issuer should pledge

to maintain net revenue of from 1.25 to 1.50 times annual bond service.

The degree of coverage which investors will expect to be pledged will I

vary with the type of facility to be financed and its historical earnings

record. Furthermore, the marketability of the bonds will be enhanced I
if it can be shown that the actual coverage provided by the net reve-

nues will exceed the pledged ratio.
IA

A clear distinction should be drawn between pledging to maintain

A- excess rcvenues (coverage) for bond service and actually using the

revenues for that purpose. Except to the extent such revenues may be I
used to retire bonds ahead of maturity, all revenues pledged to the
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payment- of bonds, but not needed to meet bond service, may be -used-

for --any- lawful purpose. Frequently- -these extra revenues are used

for--replacements and expansion. I

-An additional safequard demanded by revenue bond buyers is the:
-i-estabilishment of a reserve fund-equal to average or maximum-annual

bond- serice. This reserve is usually created from the proceeds

of the bond sale. It is maintained as a safeguard and is pledged

to meet annual principal and interest requirements in case opera-

ting -revenues are not sufficient for the purpose in any year.

The principal advantages of revenue bonds are that funds for

payment -of the bonds are derived from -those who use the facilities fOr

which the bonds were issued. As such, bonds are payable solely from

revenues derived from the project and can nevet become a lien or charge1

against real property. An additional advantage lies in the fact that

for an approved regional plan, governing boards of both city and -county

may authorize revenue bonds without an approving vote of the electorate.

Revenue bonds are not considered applicable debt toward an

entity's general obligation bonding capacity. The issuance of reve- I

nue bonds to finance revenue-producing facilities preserves an enti-ty's j
general obligation bonding capacity to meet its needs to finance non,-

revenue-producing facilities.

The disadvantages of this type of bond are that revenues to secure,-

their payment must be from 25 to 50 percent above actual requirements;
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* however, in the case of grant-aided sewerage system revenue bonds this

* disadvantage is offset by the need to obtain sufficient funds to meet

accruals for depreciation or in this case by the continued large capi-

tal improvement expenses.

Use of revenue bonds necessitates a larger bond issue, compared to

a project financed with general obligation bonds, since a bond service

reserve must be established and maintained over the life of the issue. I
This disadvantage is offset somewhat in that the reserve fund is used

to make the last payment of debt service. In the intervening years,

the reserve fund is invested and earnings may be used to help meet

accrualfunding requirements.

Interest rates bid on revenue bonds tend to be higher since they

are secured soley by the revenues of the project financed with the

bonds, and not by the unlimited taxing power of the city as in the

case of general obligation bonds. Finally, owners of property (unde-

veloped, or developed but not tied into the sewerage system) pay

nothing to service the revenue bonds even though they derive benefits

from the project. This latter disadvantage in the case of undeveloped

property owners can be offset somewhat through establishment of appro-

priate connection charges based on demand placed on the system and the

entity's investment in facilities to meet that demand.

Assessment Bonds - Assessment bond financing is a possible vehicle for

a project of identifiable benefit. A utility local improvement district L

(LID) can be established and assessments spread for projects of special
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local benefit. Assessments constitute a lien against the benefited

property which serves as security for issuance of bonds to finance the -A

project costs. These liens would not represent an encumbrance on any

7 overlapping district and do not affect any district's debt capacity.

The property securing the lien must, however, be of sufficient value

to more than cover the assessment.

hAssessments must be spread only over property that benefits from LI
the project. Because unbuildable property receives no benefit, an

engineering determination of buildable lots must be made in spreading I
j Assessment bonds have specific application to finance collection ]

sewers, lateral sewers and trunk sewers where the benefits of the

facilities can be easily identified.

Revenue Programs, General I
An entity's sewerage system revenue program must meet three basic

tests. First, total annual revenues _..huld exceed operating and bond

service expenses. Second, revenue from industrial users should be

obtained on the basis of their proportionate use of the system's facil-

ities in accordance with Environmental Protection Agency guidelines "

published in the Federal Register, February 28, 1973. The third 4. .

test relates to the princioal that the sewerage system revenue pro-

gram should generate funds to place the system on a belf-supporting
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and self-renewing basis, i.e., annual revenues, after meeting opera-

ting expenses, should equal or exceed annual depreciation of capital

plant based on original cost and estimated useful life of the system.

To meet this test, the combination of: (1) annual capital outlay,

(2) debt principal payments, and (3) accruals to a capital reserve

fund must equal or exceed annual depreciation of capital plant.

Sewer User Service Charges

The sewer user service charge is the basic continuing revenue pro-

ducer other than ad valorem taxes. The sewer service charge can be

f Iallocated in a variety of ways providing alternative methods of equita-

bly spreading costs to those benefiting from the service. The ad va-

lorem tax does not have this flexibility.

For residential sewer service charge some of the bases for cost

allocation that have been considered include the following:

(1) Flat rate per dwelling unit
g"R

(2) In proportion to water consumption _A

(3) In proportion to the size of water meter

(4) In proportion to the number of bedrooms or baths
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X For commercial customers, the rate structure may include bases

such as:

(1) Equivalent dwelling units

(2) In proportion to water consumption

(3) In proportion to water meter size

It is not within the scope of this study to devise detailed rate

structures. The objective of this study is to determine the total share

of financing to be produced from sewer service charges as compared with

other sources. For the purpose of evaluating the impact on each customer,

the estimated service charge is expressed in terms of the flat rate per V

dwelling unit (EDU). This is compatible with the present method of levying

service charges in the City of Spokane.

The guidelines for industrial user charges are established by law

for federally funded facilities. The guidelines consider parameters

of flow, BOD and suspended solids and permit inclusion of other para-

meters. An industrial user charge study for the City of Spokane has

been completed (Bovay, 1974). As for residential user charges, it is

not within the scope of this study to develop the detail of possible

future industrial users charge rate schedules for the city and other ser-

vice areas. The objective in this study is to estimate the share of N-A

total user charge revenue that will be produced by industry, primarily

for the purpose of evaluating the impact on the residential flat rate.

This is done by assigning 15 percent additional EDU's to commercial and

industrial customers.
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Connection Charges

Connection charges are lump sum payments made by a customer at the

time his service begins. This type of charge produces a one-time source

of revenue from each new customer. A connection charge is usually

regarded as a payment by the new customer to purchase his share in the

existing facilities previously paid for by the existing customers.

4

Two classes of connection charge are considered, one for customers

existing at the time of implementation of a community sewerage plan

and one for future customers. A connection charge for customers at the

time of implementation is not used herein. The specific financing plans

provide for either purchase of a share in existing facilities or equali-

zation compensation for existing facilities as project cost elements. By

not having a connection charge for initial customers, these costs are

met in the computed service charge. This is regarded as a conservative

approach and financial safeguard at this stage of planning.

The connection charge for future customers will depend upon the actual

local investment (exclusive of grant financing) incurred by the existing

customers, the price level at the time they were incurred and the price

level at the time the connection charge is paid. The City of Spokane

t experience is selected as an example for the approximation of an appro-

priate level of service charge for the entire study area. From Table 1, 2

the net local investment at completion of the expanded STP is found to be

approximately $11,300,000 incurred over a period 1945 to 1975. This is
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equal to approximately $200 for each of the less than 60,000 EDU's now

served. Inflated from an average price level of 1965 to 1980, the value

per EDU is $315.

Ad Valorem Taxes

Taxes levied in iproportion to the value of the property are a poten-

tial revenue source that can be used to pay for either bond amortization iA

or recurring operation and maintenance costs. Due to the trend of commit-

ment of taxes for other civic purposes up to the limit of the maximum

statutory rate and because of the inequities inherent in the payments

related to the services, this revenue source has not been favored recently

for sewerage financing.

Taxes are not shown as a revenue source in this report because of the

federal grant regulations preference for user charges as well as the local

history of sewer user charges. Taxes may be used on voter approved general

obligation bonds, but the expectation is that a good share of the long-term

debt will be revenue bonds.

Assessments

The bond service (principal and interest) on assessments is paid annually

as an addition to the property owner's tax bill for convenience in collection

but it is distinct from ad valorem taxes. It is the only revenuedevice to

repay individual property assessments for local benefit facilities.
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Federal and State Grants

Public Law 92-500, admin-stered by the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), provides a 3-step grant program for total development of

sewage treatment" facilities. The law has extended the definition of

treatment facilities to include collection systems and storm drainage

facilities. The administrative guidelines, however, discourage the

eligibility of collection or storm drainage facilities except in unusual

cases. PL 92-500 grant funds are available for facilities planning under

Step I, for preparation of contract drawings and specifications under

Step II, and for construction under Step III. Grants are available to

75% of project cost. The allocation of priorities and control of grant

dispursement is by the State Department of Ecology (DOE), subject to

concurrence by EPA.

Washington State offers companion grants of up to 15% which are

administered by D.O.E. to the same eligibility requirements as PL 92-500.

A state grant may not be offered without a committment of a federal grant.

While federal and state grant assistance is not assured throughout

the project life, this study assumes that grants will continue to be

available at the same level as at present.

One problem with the present grant program is that grant funds are

forwarded at pre-arranged intervals (usually at certain percent

completion points) and in arrears. The subareas should be prepared to

finance a disproportionate share of the total project cost during initial

constriction to cover cash flow needs. At this time, it is difficult to

say if the project will have a cash flow problem.

In the meantime, these partial remedies are available.
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* Careful staging of the construction program, including postponement

of local ineligible construction so that all available local funds

can be used to meet the short-term cash flow problem.

* The subarea can use other available resources such as reserve funds.

6 Sale of notes may be possible to provide short-term funds.

As a financing safeguard, aesistance from other state and federal

programs has rot been included in this plan. Application for such funds

would be made and pursued expeditiously wherever practical to assist in

reducing local costs. The following summarizes the primary sources of

Federal grant and loan funding available for sewerage programs, other than

PL 92-500:

* E.D.A. Programs, U.S. Department of Commerce (The Public Works and

Economic Development Act of 1965) - Certain designated economically

depressed areas may obtain grants for public works projectsfor

up, to 80 percent of costs. In recent years applicability of

E.D.A. grant programs for construction of sewerage works has been

limited to those projects which could demonstrate a strong impact

Z ion economic growth. The program has further been limited in the

amount of funds appropriated ar.d distributed. E.D.A. funds are not

normally made available to projects which are e,.ighible for a signifi-

cant amount of E.P.A. grant funding under PL 92-500.

0 Basic Water and Sewer Facilities Grant Program, U.S. Department of

Housing and Urban Development (The H.U.D. Act) Granta for con-
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struction of public works facilities in communities and metropolitan

areas are available in amounts of up to 50 percent of land and

construction costs. H.U.D. has not recently received significant

appropriations to fund the water and sewer facilities program and

it is unlikely that funds from this source would be available unless

there is a future policy revision. H.U.D. funds would not be

applicable to facilities eligible for E.P.A. funding and would be

applicable to collection systems only, exclusive of lateral sewers.

* The "701" Program, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development -

Provides funds for solving comprehensive planning problems. Grants

of up to 66.7 percent of the cost of comprehensive planning programs,

including wastewater management planning elements, are available.

This program has functionally been superseded in the area of

wastewater management planning by the provisions of PL 92-500,

section 303e and 201 for basin planning and facilities planning.

* Public Facility Loan Program, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development- Loans provide up to 100 percent of project costs

for sewerage facilities. This program is a companion program to the

H.U.D. basic water and sewer facilities grant program applicable

T, essentially to unusual conditions where conventional loan funding

cannot be obtained.

* Farmers Home Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture- Provides -

grants to rural areas of less than 4,000 population for comprehensive

plans for sewer system development up to 50 percent of cost of

sewer systems. 1his program also provides for loan funds to assist
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in that portion of rural. projects ineligible for F.H.A. or E.P.A.

grant funding. Lutgislation and appropriations decisions may

influence the availability of funding through the aboive programs.

I _

Formulation of the Financing Plan

General - The magnitude of the sewerage projects in both subareas neces-

sitates the use of all types of financing available except ad valorfem

taxe:. This plan allows for the use oi revenue bonds, state and federal

grants -ervice charges, connection charges, some pay-as-you-go financing

for sewr corrections and assesswent bonds for local benefit facilities.

Regional Use Facilities - Regional use facilities include sewage treat-

ment plant, disposal outfall, trunks and interceptors 12 inches and

greater in diameter, ftree mains and pump stations. The total project

cost of regional use facilities would be financed in the following manner:

All state and federal prants would be applied for, then the net

local cost would be raised by sale of bonds. This report shows revenue
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bond as the finance instrument as a financing safeguard. Wherever gen-

eral obligation bonds are sold, the financing cost would be somewhat

less than the estimated debt se.:vice assuming that interest rates re-

main somewhat near normal historical levels. Revenue bond interest

rates for the City-North Spokane area are estimated at 6.75 percent

which except for short-term times of high interest rates such as the

present would likely be a conservative guess at the area's cost of

borrowing. Revenue bond interest rates for the Spokane Valley are

assumed slightly higher at 7.0 percent because there is no past history

of sewerage revenue bonds for this area. Wherever the voters approve

general obligation bonds for any .,f the projects, the interest rates

would likely be about 0.5 percent below the corresponding rates for

revenue bonds.

The bond principal amounts include provision for one year's debt

service. Because of the extensive continued capital improvements in

regional as well as local benefit improvements, the coverage of the

bonds would require no extra revenues over the amounts needed to oper-

ate the system during the period of this study.

Local Benefit Facilities -Local benefit facilities would be financed

entirely by the users receiving the benefit. In general the financing

for local benefit facilities would be provided by some form of connec-

tion charge at the time of initial connection. Three methods of pay-

ment for local sewers are available.
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(1) A local agency could finance and construct the facilities with

whatever funds or reserves are available. As new users connect

to the system they pay their share of the cost of the facilities

as a connection charge based on some pre-determined basis simi-

lar say to assessment allocation of costs.

(2) Local sewers could be provided by a private developer and

these facilities be turned over to a local agency to maintain

and operate. The developer would pass on the cost of these

facilities to sewer users in the form of a higher sales price

of each home. The customers would benefit from this type of

arrangement because the cost of these local benefit facilities

would be spread over the life of a home mortgage and the finan-

cing costs of home mortgages is usually the best personal fi-

nancing arrangement that most people can obtain.

(3) A Utility Local Improvement District could be formed and for

a specific local benefit project cost allocation could be

made to all property that directly benefits from the facili-

ties. Usually an engineering determination of cost alloca-

tion is necessary to equitably spread the cost of the pro-

ject. Assessment bond would be sold and the benefiting pro-

perty would pay the annual bond service over the life, of the

issue. A problem sometimes occurs where much unimproved

property is involved and where the value of this property is ....

low in relation to the size of the assessments. This type
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of situation often leads to a high percentage of defaults and

thus weakens the bond sale and results in increased interest

costs.

City and North Spokane Subsystem - Tables 21 and 22 show the summary of

financing for the City and North Spokane Subsystem. Regional facilities

are financed by state and federal grants to the maximum extent possible.

The remaining local share is financed by the sale of bonds. The bonds

are assumed to be revenue bonds as a financing safeguard since these are

more expensive than general obligation bonds. General 3bligation bonds

are the least expensive form of financing and are recommended if they are

repaid from revenue. Whenever the voters approve general oblig;)tion bonds,

the bond service cost will be somewhat reduced from that shown on the Table.

Local benefit facilities would be financed by charges from those

receiving the benefit. Table 21 shows that the average cost of these

facilities is over $1,000 in North Spokane per customer and slightly

less than $1,500 per customer in the city.

Table 22 shows the proposed financing of sewer separations and con-

nections in the City of Spokane. Assuming that this program is eligi-

ble for state and federal grants, the remaining local share could be

financed by the sale of bonds. Whatever additional reserves or other

surplus funds are available could also be applied to this program.
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In any respect the project listed on Tables 21 and 22 are far too

extensive to finance by any type of pay-as-you-go financing. Pay-as-

you-go funds are not shown in this program and any that are available

would serve as a financing safeguard to reduce the principal anount

of bond sales.

The bonds could best be issued by the City of Spokane where only

council action is required to authorize sewer revenue bonds. For any

share of the proceeds of bonds used for residents outside the city a

contract would be necessary to specify the terms of the financing.

Alternatively, the county area in North Spokane could also issue sewer

bonds. The county could establish a sewer service area and if the voters in

this area authorize bonds then these could be sold to finance the sew-

erage program. If facilities serving the residents of the city were

constructed from the proceeds of these bonds then contracts would need

to be arranged to specify the details of the arrangement.

Spokane Valley Subsystem - Table 23 shows the summary of financing for

the Spokane Valley subsystem. The financing program is exactly similar

to that for the City and North Spokane subsystems. For regional facili-

ties, costs in excess of state and federal grants would be financed by

the sale of bonds. Local benefit facilities would be financed by those

who receive the benefit in the same manner as discussed previously.

Local benefit facilities average $1,508 per customer based on 1974

dollars) considering the entire planning period.
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Capital Adequacy Test

As a consequence of the receipt of grants, federal agencies want

assurance that adequate revenues are derived to maintain the investment

in the physical system. For a program such as this one, the question

of capital investment adequacy is understandably trivial since a local

investment of over $95 million is planned for the City-North Spokane

]i subsystem and about $150 million for the Spokane Valley subsystem up

to the year 2000. However, to demonstrate the plan as well as provide

future guidelines on capital improvement a test developed in another

4 state is included here. This test demonstrates the maintenance ofiv
the level of capital investment.

The test compares a guideline annual depreciation on certain facili-

ties to the level of annual capital expenses into the system. The ra-

tional of the test is that the annual depreciation of the system should

at least be offset by new improvements in the system. This is a form

of pay-as-you-go plan to help maintain the system's integrity through-

out its useful life.

The guideline annual depreciation is straight line, thirty-year life

on treatment facilities and pump stations. For the test annual capital

expenses are defined as;

(1) principal payments on debt or financing and,

- (2) local share of capital improvements.
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Table 24 shows the guideline depreciation for the City and North Spokane

Subarea System. The annual d~preciation in 1980 is $l,648,000. Additional

depreciation is added as new improvements are made to the system. At the

bottom of the Table, this annual depreciation is compared to capital ex-

penses. Because the capital expenses greatly exceed the annual depre-

ciation, there is no need to fund additional capital accruals. If, how-

ever, depreciation exceeded annual capital expenses then additional revenue

would need be generated and placed in a capital reserve account. A similar

calculation for the Spokane Valley Subsystem is shown in Table 25.

Cost and Revenue Allocation Methods

The implementation of a complex public service facility involves a

determination of how the users of that facility participate in its cost.

The problem is further aggravated when the users are in different political

units and there are existing facilities and debt that are proposed to be

incorporated into a larger system.

In effect, one important decision of cost-sharing has already been

made in the foregoing discussions by designation of certain facilities as

"regional" and "local benefit." This division is widely accepted and

is indirectly recognized in law by the definition of what capital expend-

itures can be financed by a local improvement district. The division at

12-inch sewer'size is arbitrary but widely accepted.

The discussion below is directed at consideration of the alternatives

for sharing the costs for the "regional" component. The discussion is
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made even more specific by the nature of the two subsystems which make

up the recommended plan for the urban planning area in this study. Only

the City-North Spokane subsystem involves more than one existing political

agency and involves the utilization of significant existing faciliites and

debt.

The proposed wastewater plan will involve much greater capital and

operating costs than in the past. The ability to support the local finan-
A

cial burden is one of the important problems to be considered in the present

planning. The potential impact of cost-sharing methods on financial feas-

ibility is another important reason for consideration of alternative

methods. Four alternatives are considered below.

Assessed Valuation -A cost allocation method often used in public works

financing is in proportion to assessed valuation. Such a procedure is

commonly used when the facilities constructed are of common overall bene-

fit to the area served. Internally this method of distribution is used now

by most public agencies where a tax rate for sewerage is levied. However,

federal grant regulations now prohibit property taxes as a source of rev-

enue for operational expenses.

Payment in proportion to assessed valuation would not be capable of

recognizing existing facilities and debt in different political units. For

this reason and the general incompatibility of the method with federal grant

regulations, this method is not considered further.

r g
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Independent Program Share - Capital cost distributions may be made in

proportion to what an independent, go-it-alone program would cost for

each agency. The agencies would pay as their share regional costs in

proportion to the estimated costs of their respective go-it-alone pro-

grams. This method does not lend itself to a convenient comparable

method of sharing operation and maintenance costs in proportion to hypo-

thetic operation and maintenance costs of go-it-alone system. Operating

costs would likely be based on annual volume of sewage from each agency.

A

Also, this method does not conveniently recognize existing facilities,

facilities which meet either higher or lower standards than the hypothetical

individual systems or the problem of future facilities upgrading. Further

consideration of cost sharing based on ratios of independent programs is

not recommended.

Capacity Cost Sharing - Cost shares may be allocated on the basis of capa-

city requirements by each element in each component of the system. The

application of this method to facilities such as a treatment plant or out-

fall is clear, but various degrees of interpretation are possible when

applied to major trunks, interceptors, and other conveyance facilities.

In the latter case, this method, when carried to the extreme, would assign

all of the cost to the uppermost entity for the uppermost section of sewer.

Facilities further down the line would be shared by more and more users

and the costs allocated among these users. A major drawback under such a

procedure is that it penalizes areas which are located on the extremities

of the system Upstream users are sometimes subject to an impossible economic
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burden only because of geography or an engineering decision of where to

locate the treatment. facilities, For this reason,. when grant funds are

involved, some states have formulated restrictions against the use of this

type of arrangement. These restrictions require that all conveyance costs

(interceptors) shall be considered a basic part of the regional facilities

and shall be lumped together with treatment costs and apportioned in the

same manner as are treatment costs.

To an increasing degree regional sewerage projects are made feasible

by the large percentage of grant funds available. These grant funds enable

several entities to work together to solve sewerage problems on a region-

wide basis. An inherent feature of region-wide projects is the large por-

tion of interceptor costs to the total project cost. The grant program

effectively offsets most inequalities with respect to unfavorable location.

Thus the disadvantage of high interceptor costs to one location is over--

shadowed to a major degree by tho availability of a 90 percent total grant

to regional projects.

On the other hand, interceptors can be said to directly benefit only

that segment of the population which uses them. This is usually pointed

out by the entity with a favorable location which has no economic incentive

r. for a regional project since it must pay a share of the cost of interceptors

which it does not need or use. This argument cannot overcome the fact that

a regional facility is proposed because it is more cost effective than sep-

arate solutions and that it is in the general best interest to create reg-

ional facilities, in support of which grants are made.

_
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Washington does not have a specific requirement that all facilities be

lumped together with the treatment facility for capacity sharing on a reg-

ional basis. This permits formulation of an alternative that is between the

extremes described above. As applied specifically to the City-North Spokane

Subsystem, the capacity cost-sharing alternative developed herein for con-

sideration makes the following assumptions:

1. Capacity rights in the City STP for the County residents of the

North Spokane Services area are purchased from the City in pro-

portion to the flow at design year.

2. The operation and maintenance costs of the City STP are shared by

City and County residents in proportion to flow.

3. Capital costs of conveyance facilities from North Spokane to the

City STP and of trunk sewers, pump stations and force mains in

the North Spokane service area are shared only by the City and

County residents of the North Spokane service area in proportion

to their respective flows.

Equalized Cost Sharing - Every entity that levies a uniform charge through-

out its service area uses this method. This method assumes that a desir-

able goal is a uniform charge for a uniform level of service throughout

the area served. On a regional. basis the use of this method is best jus-

tified if combined with a program of the regional agency to assume existing

plant assets and liabilities. This plan would equalize the overall costs of

service not only for present and future costs, but for past costs as well.

801.4-43
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This method of cost allocation is the closest of any in meeting require-

ments of the federal grant regulations because it is based on equal cost

for equal service throughout the service area. This method is demonstrated

in this report and compared with the capacity share method as described

above for the City-North Spokane Subsystem. There is no need to consider

alternative cost-sharing methods for the Spokane Valley Subsystem since it

is institutionally ideal for the equalized cost method and other systems are

not relevant. Application to the Spokane Valley Subsystem is described sub-

sequently.

[ Revenue Program Based on Equalized Cost-Sharing Method

Compensation for Existing Facilities -- As a basis for establishment of an

equal charge system some compensation for existing major facilities that

are made part of a regional sewerage system must be made. The engineering

V plan recommends utilization of existing facilities, particularly those of

the City of Spokane. Compensation is due the owners for their equity and

debt.

The compensation funds are normally used by the agency receiving payment, first

to meet the outstanding debt and the remainder applied to other sewerage

purposes such as repairs, reduction of service charges or accumulation as

reserves. As applied herein, the compensation is applied toward debt and

reduction of the local component of the service charge.
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Title to existing local facilities need not change. The interagency

agreement would, however, indicate which facilities are part of the total

regional system.

The exact equalization payment due each entity wculd be based on

a future precise audit of original costs. The loc.i entities would work

together to determine exactly which existing local major facilities

would be included in the equalization program.

The equalization-compensation method is available only if the uniform

charge approach is used to allocate regional costs. This is because only£121
by collecting uniform area-wide charges can compensation amounts L- ob-

tained equally from each sewer user. Any other cost allocation system

would only serve to create new inequalities.

Only major facilities are included in the equalization program. These

facilities include the following:

* Trunks and interceptor sewers 12 inches and larger in diameter.

Other smaller diameter major interceptors and some trunk sewers

on an individual case by case basis.
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* Force mains and pump stations (other t'an those which serve

only to solve a local collection probleta).

* Treatment plants.

* Outfall sewers.

* Land.associ.ated with facilities listed above.

Table 1 shows the original cost of major sewerage facilities for

the City of Spokane. This Table includes investment in facilities which

do not qualify as major facilities. In addition, some of the facilities

(especially within the original treatment plant) may no longer have any use-

ful life remaining. For purposes of this study, the compensation amount due for

existing major facilities listed on Table 1 is as follows:

Interceptors - 25 percent of amount shown.

Treatment Plant - 10 percent of amount shown before 1973 and all

costs from 1973.

Pump Stations - 25 percent of amount shown.

Grants - Exclude all grants before 1973 and include all grants

from 1973 and after.
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The foregoing reduction from book values should be recognized as

highly tentative. A detailed study would be required before values could

be brought up for consideration by the.agencies involved to set contract

amounts.

Table 2 shows a summary of the original cost of major facilities

used in this study.

Table 26 shows the equalization and compensation plan for major sewer-

age facilities based on the above asmimptions. These costs are subject

to a future audit to determine the validity of the above assumption, the

exact original costs, and the actual facilities which qualify as major

regional facilities. The original cost of major facilities minus all grants

received represents the net local investment in major facilities. The reim-

bursement is made in 25 equal principal installments plus five percent

interest on the unpaid balance.

*Table 26 shows that the entire amount of sewerage investment is by the

City of Spokane in the City-North Spokane Subsystem. In the Spokane Valley

Subsystem, the Town of Millwood sho .'s a total sewerage investment of $59,000,

including the cost of the collection system which does not qualify for eq,:%l-

ization reimbursement. For purposes of cost analysis, this report assumes

i- $10,000 as the original cost of the Millwood treatment system.
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Revenues and Expenses-City and North Spokane Subsystem - Revenues and ex-

penses are developed in Table 27 for the entire combined service area of

the City and North Spokane, including both City and County subunits. The

costs shown in Table 7 are for treatment and conveyance only and do not

include any local benefit costs. The regional operation and maintenance

costs are the sum of treatment and conveyance costs from Table 17. The

bond service costs are from Table 21 and include costs associated with

treatment, conveyance, and trunk sewers 12 inch and larger. The item

identified as equalization compensation is based on the amount required

to reimburse the net City investment in regional facilities of $5,313,000

over a period of twenty years with interest on the balance. The principal

installments are $213,000 per year and the first year (1980) interest on

the unamortized balance is $265,000 for a first-year total of $478,000.

As described above, a regional connection charge of $315 at 1980 price

level is adopted for all future connections in the total City-North Spokane

service area, regardless of location. All other revenue is made up to meet

expenses from a uniform regional service charge. The principle of equali-

zation method being equal charges for equal service, there is only one service

charge applicable throughout the combined service area. This is computed as

$4.40 per dwelling unit in 1980. If general obligation bonds are authorized, - -

- some of the revenues may be derived from property taxes. On a constant dollar

(de-escalated) basis, the service charge actually decreases over the period

of this study.
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Revenues and Expenses-City of Spokane - Based on the regional revenues

and expenses derived in Table 27, the revenues and expenses for a home-

owner in the City of Spokane are developed in Table 28. In addition to

the subarea-wide service charge of $4.40/month for treatment and disposal- I
Irelated expenses, collecton system (internal) and customer service expenses

must also be levied. The cost per homeowner starts at a total of $6.06

per month and increases to $17.70 per month in the year 2000, expressed

in escalated dollars. Based on 1974 dollars, the charges per EDU are

comparable to those of other communities which have upgraded their sewer-

age systems and actually show a decline over the years, beginning at $4.12

per month and ending at $3.75 per month in year 2000 for total regional

ln and local costs.

The capital cost of providing local benefit sewers is shown but not

included since it is a financing operation normally either paid directly

at cost if provided by the City or as a donation if provided by a developer.

Revenues and Expenses-North Spokane - The expenses for North Spokane res-

idents are developed in a similar manner as those for the City of Spokane.

Table 29 shows that the total regional plus local service charge costs of

the sewerage program for this subarea is slightly higher initially than for

the city, due of course to the higher local cost since the regional charge

is uniform. The total monthly service charge is within acceptable limits.
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Revenue Program Based on Capacity Cost-Sharing Method

Allocation of System Capacity - The accepted method of allocating capa-

city shares in capital facilities of a system is on the design year use

of the facilities. For example, the sewage treatment plan in Spokane is

designed for a flow rate of 40 mgd. As shown on Table 30 the sewage flow

in the year 2000 for the North Spokane area outside city limits will be

4.44 mgd. which equals 11.1 percent of the total. Therefore, North Spokane

should pay 11.1 percent of the local capital cost of the treatment plant.

Allocation of capital costs for conveyance facilities is likewise

based on the share of design year flow. Conveyance facilities, unlike the

treatment plant, are used only by the North Spokane Service Area. The
I

costs are therefore shared by the users within the North Spokane Service

Area.

For all facilities operation and maintenance e';ts are according to

common practice allocated on .h1e basis of the flow in each year as shown

at five-year intervals in Tabl-" 30.

As may be seen from the L,,ve explanation much of the cost allocation

is based on predicted sewage flows from each element using a facility. The

extent to which an area grows fa.ster or slower than forecast affects the

degree of accuracy of actual cost sharing as compared with intent. Another

problem with this method of cost allocation is that frequently one area

exceeds its capacity before another area needs or is willing to invest in

I, additional facilities and the cost-sharing situation must be reevaluated.
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Table 30 develops the allocation percentages based on the above

assumptions. Table 31 allocates the capital and operating expenses based

on the percentages developed in Table 30. The County purchase of an 11.1

percent share of the City equity in the existing treatment plant is shown

as a separate capital expense.

Revenues and Expenses-City of Spokane The revenues and expenses for the

capacity cost-sharing method for residents of the City of Spokane are

shown on Table 32. Based on this method of cost sharing the monthly

service charges are about four percent lower initially than for the equal-

ization cost-sharing method. This is due to the cost of conveyance facil-

ities financed through area-wide financing in the equalization method but

assigned only to the North Spokane Service Area in the capacity share method.

Revenues and Expenses-North Spokane - Based on the capacity shares of costs

shown on Table 31, the revenues and expenses for the North Spokane subarea

are shown on Table 33. The monthly service charge for residents of the

North Spokane area are initially about 50 percent higher than for the equal-

ization cost-sharing method.

The monthly service charge of $6.46 in 1980 based on 1974 dollars is

somewhat above the commonly acceptable level of charge for this service.

It would be expected that a monthly charge of this amount would be carefully

weighed by the public against the benefits of the project.
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Evaluation of Alternative Methods for City-North Spokane Subsystem

The costs under the two alternatives for cost sharing in the City-

North Spokane Subsyst, are summarized as follows for the year 1980:

Equalized Capacity-Share
Cost Method* Method*

City

SI- "Regional Service Charge $4.40 )

Local Service Charge 1.66 ) $5.80

Total Service Charge $6.06 $5.80

County

Regional Service Charge $4.40 )

Local Service Charge 1.97 $9.50

Total Service Charge $6.37 $9.50

*Expressed in dollars at 1980 price level

Both of the foregoing methods of cost allocation have been utilized else-

where and are regarded as equitable. In this particular case there are

obvious advantages to the County areas to the equalization method which

reduces the service charge by thirty-three percent. The offsetting cost to

the City is an increase of four percent. The equalization method is in effect

an approach to regionalization and is comparable to the rate structure that

would likely evolve using a Metro, but without the delays and costs of form-

ing a Metro. The equalization method is recommended for consideration by the
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agencies involved. Resolution of this methodology is one of the first

hurdles to forming the cooperative relationship between agencies necessary

to the physical, institutional, and financial implementation of the recom-

mended plan.,

The Recommended Plan for City-North Spokane Subsystem

Under the recommended institutional plan, the City becomes the lead

agency in owning and operating the treatment facility. Due to the physical

location of much of the conveyance system within the City limits and the need

to coordinate parts of it with needed sewer improvements, the City should

also own and operate those conveyance facilities within he City. The

City would therefore provide the financing for these facilities not covered

by grants through revenue bonds. The County would own and finance the con-

veyance system and-pump stations outside the City as well as the trunks

12 inches and larger in the County service area. The County could finance

these facilities directly through revenue bonds, or by repaying under con-

tract to the City for financing by City bonds.

The County would have further duties as coordinator, operating.agency

and contracting party in agreements with the City. The County would take

the lead in the formation of Local Improvement Districts to finance and con-

struct local collection sewers smaller than 12 inch. The County as lead

agency for the facilities in County areas could either augment its own

utilities operation and maintenance department or contract for the work

with the City. Similarly for customer service, the County could either estab-

lish its own organization or contract for these services with the City.
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Local Cost Considerations - The foregoing discussion about cost allocation

of regional facilities is important in determining the level of monthly

service charges. For the presently unsewered areas in North Spokane, there

is the additional immediate concern for the funding of the connection charge

for internal sewerage, that is for internal collection sewers less than 12

inch size. It should be recognized that this cost will have to be funded by

methods other than those already discussed, namely by a Utilities Local

Improvement District (ULID).

The area as a whole requires an assessment bond issue in 1980 of

$10,900,000 (at escalated 1980 price level) to construct local benefit sewers

serving 6,600 EDU's. Refer to Table 35. The bond service cost for 20 years

at 8 percent is $1,110,000 per year or $168 per average EDU per year which

would appear on the tax bill. De-escalated to 1974 price levelgthe cost

Kz is $114 per EDU per year. This calculated result is conservatively high

based on EDU's served since the actual assessment will also cover vacant

lots that benefit. The word average is emphasized since the actual individual

assessment will depend upon application of an assessment formula to each

individual parcel. The foregoing has assumed no offsetting aid through

grants. A uniform policy relating to grants for this type of facility has

not been established in Washington.

Without offsetting grants, the ULID financing is feasible and at a typ-

ical cost level. Note that the financial impact of the ULID portion of

the work is approximately twice that of the regional facilities paid for

by service charge.
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Individual dwellings presently using individual on-site disposal also

face a capital cost not covered by any public agency, namely alterations

to plumbing on private property to connect public sewers at the property

line. These costs will be highly variable on an individual basis depend-

ing upon the location and elevation of the existing septic tank and its

relationship to the proposed public sewer house lateral. This cost can

be a significant amount and is a difficult added financial burden for the

individual in addition to his share of the publicly owned facilities.

Unfortunately, financing for the private share of sewerage facilities must

remain a matter for the individual to work out through normal home improve-

ment financing channels.

Financial Requirements for Spokane Valley

For the Spokane Valley, the recommended lead agency is the County as

owner and operator of facilities for the subarea. Local improvement dis-

tricts would be utilized to construct local benefit facilities. Since

only county areas are involved, except for the minor exception of the

Town of Millwood, there is no need to consider alternative cost allocation

plans. The equal payment for equal service method is appropriate.

Capital and operation and maintenance costs for the regional facilities

for the Spokane Valley subsystem have been previously referenced in Tables 4

and 6 respectively. In a manner similar to that described above for the

City-North Spokane subsystem, these costs are developed into financial'
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requirements based on revenue bond financing by the County for regional

use facilities and assessment bonds for local benefit facilities. The

capital cost and operation and maintenance cost summaries for regional

use facilities are shown in Tables 18 and 20. The capital cost summary

for local benefit facilities is summarized in Table 19. The operation

and maintenance costs of local benefit facilities are merged with regional

costs as shown in Table 34 under .the headings "internal sewerage" and

1"customer service." The summary of financing of regional use facilities

is shown in Table 23 based on revenue bonds at 7 percent interest.

A test is made in Table 25 to determine if additional capital accruals

are necessary for depreciation. The test indicates that there is no need

3 for additional accruals since the payments on bond principal exceed depre-

ciation.

Subarea expenses and revenues are calculated in Table 34. The calcu-

lation shows an initial year service charge of $7.00 per month at 1974 price

levels. This is ten percent higher than that which results for the equali-

zation cost method for County areas in the City-North Spokane subsystem of

$6.37, also at 1974 price levels. As more customers are brought into the

Spokane Valley system, the service charge could be expected to fall, reaching

a level of $4.86 at 1974 price level in year 2000.

The service charge of course does not reflect the recovery of the capital

cost for local benefit facilities built with assessment bond financing. To

finance local benefit sewers for 20,020 EDU's in 1985 assessment bonds
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totaling $74,000,000 (at 1985 escalated price level) would be required

without any credit for grant funding. As pointed out above, grant fund-

ing for this type of facility is highly uncertain at this time. The bond

service cost for 20 years at 8 percent is $7,537,000 per year equal to an

average of $376 per year per EDU. Refer to Table 35. In addition to the

escalation from 1980 to 1985, the Spokane Valley cost is significantly

higher than the North Spokane Cost due to the absence of any existingj local benefit sewers and the more scattered development pattern. The annual

cost per average EDU, which would be collected as an addition on the prop-

erty tax bill , is $191 per year when de-escalated to 1974 prices. This

cost is much higher than average. Although high, this is judged to be

feasible on the basis that the average assessment in terms of 1974 price

level at $2,100 per EDU is 12 percent of the average assessed valuation in

Spokane Valley at $18,200 per parcel, also at 1974 price level.

Financial Impact of Possible Upgrade to 1985 Standards

Interpreted 1985 Standards - In conformance with Corps of Engineers policy

to protect the federal financial interest by consideration and evaluation

of the impact of a possible upgrade of disposal standards to meet the

goal expressed for 1985 in PL-92-500, this study has developed a,

recommended plan for upgrade as well as a recommended plan for 1983 statu-

tory requirements. The 1985 goal of PL 92-500 has been interpreted in this

study in terms of specific acceptable treatment systems, hence the desig-

nation "interpreted 1985 standards" to distinguish them from standards
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actually detailed by law or administrative guidelines.

It has been postulated that it is unlikely that a national effort beyond

the 1983 standards of PL 92-500 would take place before 1990. Therefore,

this study assumes implementation of upgrading to take place in 1990.

The Recommended Plan for 1985 Standards - The recommended plan for up-

'Igrading of Plan A, the recommended plan to meet 1983 standards, is

nated Plan D. Plan D provides for infiltration-percolation disposal to

replace surface water disposal of Plan A for both the City-North Spokane

and the Spokane Valley subsystems. Plan D is compatible with Plan A in

that it utilizes the Plan A facilities and adds to them.

For the City STP, the infiltration-percolation site is on a terrace

on the north side of Long Lake. The capital additions to the City STP

facilities therefore include effluent pumping facilities and approximately

12.6 miles of transmission main in addition to the infiltration ponds

themselves. The construction cost of the conveyance facilities and the

infiltration ponds is estimated to be $18,400,000 with a project cost of

$25,600,000. No additions to the treatment plant itself are required

since it has been assumed that denitrification will not be required at

L. this specific infiltration-percolation site since access to the receiving

aquifer is limited.

F? i The forecast operation and maintenance costs in 1990 of the Cit., STP r
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with added facilities for infiltration-percolation disposal are $1,900,000

per year. This is less than the forecast O&M cost in 1990 with Plan A

facilities for surface water disposal at $2,200,000 per year. The.reason

for the reduction is elimination of the need for year around phosphorus

removal with its 1990 chemical costs of $670,000 which more than offsets !

the added costs of O&M for added conveyance and ponds under Plan D.

For the Spokane Valley STP, the infiltration-percolation site is on

the downstream end of the aquifer as it approaches the Little Spokane River V

in the North Spokane area. The access to the aquifer downstream from the

disposal site cannot be completely limited or controlled and it is assumed

that denitrification will be required. Therefore, the added facilities

required include)in addition to conveyance to the disposal site and the

application ponds, the addition of nitrification-denitrification facilities

to the treatment plant. The conveyance distance is approximately 10.2

miles. The estimated construction cost for the conveyance facilities and

infiltration-percolation ponds is $7,800,000. The estimated construction

cost of the nitrification-denitrification facilities is $3,400,000. Total

estimated construction cost of additions is $11,200,000 for a project cost

of $15,700,000.

I The forecast operation and maintenance costs in 1990 of the upgraded

Spokane Valley STP plus conveyance and ponds are $891,000 per year. Unlike

the case for the City STP, these costs are significantly higher than the

costs under Plan A conditions at $690,000. In this case the elimination
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of the costs for phosphorus removal chemicals at $144,000 per year is mole

than offset by the addition of nitrification-denitrification at $220,000

per year.

Impact on the City-North Spokane Subsystem. If it is assumed that federal

and state grant funding are the same in 1990 as at present, the estimated

project cost of upgrading at $25,600,000 is reduced to $2,600,000 local

cost. These costs would be an addition to the capital costs for regional

use. The 1990 escalated cost would be $8,476,000 and would add approxi-

mately $700,000 to the annual bond service cost. Under Plan A the average

annual bond service cost in 1990 is $1,315,000 (Table 27, equalized cost

method). Under Plan D it would rise to approximately $2,015,000.

The annual regional operation and maintenance costs in 1990 under Plan

A are $6,007,000. As indicated above, under Plan D the treatment and

disposal operation and maintenance costs would experience a net decrease

of $300,000 at 1974 price level. The decrease in terms of 1990 escalated

dollars would be $792,000, making the annual O&M under Plan D equal to

$5,215,000.

Since equalization compensation would remain unchanged, the Plan D

regional expenses may be compared with Plan A as follows:
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1990 Expenses
Plan A Plan D

Regional Operation and Maintenance 6,007,000 5,215,000
Equalization Compensation 372,000 372,000
Bond Service 1,315,000 2,015,000
Total Expenses 7,694,000 7,602,000

This indicates that the cost to locals under Plan D at 1990 would be

no more fhan for Plan A and might even be less. Note that this is not at

variance with the cost effective analysis result which showed that Plan D

was significantly more costly than Plan A. The apparently anomolous result

in terms of cost to locals results from the offsetting of 90 percent of

the capital costs by grants.

Impact on the Spokane Valley Subsystem- Again assuming future federal

and state grznt funding in 1990 comparable to the present, the estimated

project coat of upgrading at $15,700,000 results in a local cost of

approximately $1,600,000. The 1990 escalated local cost then becomes

$5,216,000 and would add approximately $450,000 to the annual bond service

cost. Under Plan A the average annual bond service cost in 1990 is

$2,313,000 (Table 34). Under Plan D it would rise to $2,763,000.

The annual operation and maintenance costs under Plan D are shown

above to increase $201,000 at 1974 price level. This increase is equal to

$531,000 at escalated 1990 escalated dollars. The Plan A O&M costs shown

in Table 34 for 1990 are $1,827,000. Under Plan D these costs would rise

to $2,358,000.
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Other system expenses for internal sewerage O&M, customer service and

equalization compensation would remain unchanged at $692,800 for 1990

(Table 34). Thus Plan A and Plan D expenses at 1990 can be compared as

follows:

1990 Expenses
Plan A Plan D

Regional Operation and Maintenance $1,827,000 $2,358,000
Unchanged Elements of Expense 692,800 692,800
Bond Service 2,313,000 2,763,000
Total Expenses $4,832,800 $5,813,800

Unlike, the City-North Spokane Subarea, the Spokane Valley Subarea

would experience a twenty percent increase in annual expense under the

implementation of Plan D in 1990. The corresponding increase in the monthly

service charge would also be approximately 20 percent, raising the de-

escalated service charge for Plan A in 1990 at $5.93 to approximately $7.12

for Plan D at 1990. This is high but not infeasible. As shown above, the

internal sewerage cost remains the primary factor in financial feasibility

for the Spokane Valley.

Incremental Development Plan I

In addition to the above described subsystems, it is anticipated that

there may be incremental implementation of subsystems in multiple stages. Li
The implementation plan and related financing plan should optionally provide

for this possibility. This is particularly true in Spokane Valley where the

difficulties of developing and financing a single project serving the total

urban area would be substantial. For this reason, it is considered that an -37

incremental financing plan staged in response to an incremental development

pla. implied as an element of the financing plan described herein, but Is
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not detailed due to lack of any firm basis of definition at this time. This

lack of definition results from the fact that decisions both at the local

political level and at the level of st4te and federal agencies are required

with regard to relative priorities of need and availability of financing.

Because of the potential complexity of incremental development plans and the

need for political decisions which will only be made at a more advanced stage

of planning and implementation, it has not been considered that inclusion of

an assumed incremental financing plan is appropriate at this time other than

recognizing that this concept, relative to the "corridor plan" concept for

Spokane Valley or other possible incremental development units should be

formally recognized. For this reason forecast subsystem costs are not further

subdivided with regard to potential incremental development units such as

the "corridor plan".

' a
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TABLE 4
Ylf

CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM

Internal
Sewerage Treatment Disposal

Year Facilities2  Plant Outfall Total

1985 $41,587,000 $9,336,000 $1,708,000 $52,631,-000
1986 507,000 - 507*,000
1987 507,000 - 507i000A 1988 -507,000 - 507-000
1989 507,000 - 507, 000
1990 2,540,000 - 2,-540,000

1994 462,000 - 4620 00
191 462,000 - 462,000
1992 462,000 - 462,000
1993 462,000 6- 462,000 I
1995 2,488, 000 - 2,488,000
1996 582,000 - 582,0002
1997 582,000 - 582-000' g

1998 582,000 - 582, 000

1999 582,000 - -582,000

2000 1,304,000 - 1,304,000
2001 486,000 - 486,000
2002 486,000 - 486,000
2003 486,000 - 486,-000
2004' 486,000 - 486,-000
2005 -- ---

Totals $56, 067,000 $9, 336, 000 $1, 708,000 $67, 111,000

1As project costs = 1.4 x construction cost for structural elements and 1.25 x

2-Does not include Liberty Lake internal sewerage or transmission.
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TABLE 7
HISTORICAL TREND OF NATIONAL
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

National
Consumer Change

YerPrice Index Percent

YCA1963 91.8 -- 1
1 1964 93.01.

1965 94.5 1.7
1966 97.2 2.941967 100.0 2.8 4
1968 104.2 4.2
1969 109.7 5.3
1970 116.2 5.9 A
1971 121.2 .4.3

1972 125.3 3.4
S11973 133.1 6.2

1974 147.7 11.0
S1975 9.0* A

1976 7.0*
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TABLE 8
OPERATING COST ESCALATION INDEX*:

Index
Escalation Compute Current

Year Rate Percent Dollar Value

Mid 1974 1.00
Mid 1975 9.0 109
Mid 1976 7.0 1.17Mid 1977 6.0 1.24
Mid 1978 6.0 1.31
Mid 1979 6.0 1.39
Mid 1980 6.0 1.47
Mid 1981 6.0 1.56Mid 1982 6.0 1.65
Mid 1983 6.0 1.759
Mid 1984 6.0 1.86
Mid 1985 6.0 1.97
Mid 1986 6.0 2.09
Mid 1987 6.0 2.21
Mid 1988 6.0 2.35Mid 1989 6.0 2.49
Mid 1990 6.0 2.64
Mid 1991 6.0 2.80
Mid 1992 6.0 2.96
Mid 1993 6.0 3.14 "
Mid 1994 6.0 3.33
Mid 1995 6.0 3.53
Mid 1996 6.0 3.74
Mid 1997 6.0 3.96
Mid 1998 6.0 4.20
Mid 1999 6.0 4.45
Mid 2000 6.0 4.72

* (Escalation Index) X(Current Dollar Estimate) (Escalated Cost).
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TABLE 9
CAPITAL COST ESCALAT1I INDE X":

Index To
Escalation Compute Current

Year Rate Percent Dollar-Value 4

Mid 1974 1.00
Mid 197510.0

Mi 9615 1.10
Mid 1976 7.5 1.18
Mid 1977 7.5 1.27A
Mid 1978 7.5 1.37IMid 1979 7.5 1.47
Mid 1980 7.5 1.58
Mid 1981 7.5 1.70
Mid 1982 7.5 1.93
Mid 1983 7.5 219
Mid 1984 7.5 2.11

Mid 1986 7.5 2.44jMid 1987 7.5 2.62
Mid 1988 7.5 2.82
Mid 1989 7.5 3.03
Mid 1990 7.5 3.26
Mid 1991 7 .5 3.50
Mid 1992 7.5 3.762
Mid 1993 7.5, 4.04
Mid 1994 7.5 4.35
Mid 1995 7.5 4.67

iMid 1996 7.5 5.02
Mid 1997 7.5 5.40
Mid 1998 7.5 5.81
Mid 1999 7.5 6.24
Mid 2000 7.5 6.71

I%
*'(Escalation Index) X (Current Dollar Est~rnate) =(Escalated Cost).
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Table 10
PROJECTED SERVICE POPULATIONS,
SPOKANE URBAN PLANNING AREA

-1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2020,

Spokane Valley 61,077 52,227 57,737 63,166 69,154 74,061 91,02l!I_

North Spokane 22,466 17,220 19,818 29,443 36,080 44,627 62.482
city 172,578 174,107 175,519 177,026 178,681 180,392 11024
Moran Prairie 4,552 3,097 3,714 4,392 5,515 7,438 11,007;

South West 3,004 741 887 1,088 1,241 1,452 2,276

Sub-Total 263,677 247,I392 257,675 275,105 290,671 307,970 3S7,818J

West Plateau 2,483 1,807 1,993 2,187 2,401 2,614 3,SU32N
Fairchild AFB 6,700 6,700 6,700 6,700 6,700 6,700 6, 70 0;__

Sub-Total 9,183 8,507 8,693 8,887 9,101 9,314 10,232'1

TOTAL 272,680 255,899 266,368 283,992 299,772 317,284 368,050

NewmanLk 160 17 286 435 592 72 1,418

Liberty Lake 944 953 1,141 1,342 1,467 1,580 2,097~

*Total population. After 1975 populations are those receiving sewerage service.
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TABLE 11
NUMBER OF SEWERAGE CUSTOMERS*

- C SPOKANE URBAN PLANNING AREA

1980 ..985 1990 1995 2000

City of Spokane
Residential 58, 035 58,505 59,010 59,560 60,130
Commercial & Non-Residential 8,705 8, 775 8,850 8, 935 9,020

Total 66,740 67,280 67,860 68,495 69,150

Spokane Valley
Residential 17,410 19,245 21,055 23,050 24,685
Commercial & Non-Residential 2,610 2,885 3, 160 3,460 3,705

Total 20,020 22,130 24,215 26,510 28-390

North Spokane
Residential 5,740 6, 605 9,815 12, 025 14, 875
Commercial & Non-Residential 860 990 1,470 1, 805 2,230

Total 6,600 7,595 11,285 13,830 17,105

North Spokane
Inside City 955 1,186 2,679 3,302 4,004
Outside City (County) 5,645 6,409 8,606 10,528 13,101

Total 6, 600 7, 595 11,285 13, 830 17, 105

*Based on Equivalent Dwelling Units (EDU's).

8
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TABLE 13 J

GROWTH OF ASSESSED VALUATION
FOR CITY OF SPOKANE AND SPOKANE COUNTY

Assessed Valuation Percent Assessed Valuation Percent
1 Year City of Spokane(1) Increase (3) Spokane County(2) Increase(3)

1965 $ 239,109,000 - $ 362,550,000 -
1966 242,843,000 1.6 374,582,000 3.3
1967 249,810,000 2.9 388,794,000 3.8

i 1968 256,046,000 2.5 406,378,000 4.5
1969 261,376,000 2.1 438,427,000 7.9
1970 277,146,000 6.0 933,798,000 6.5
1971 531,130,000 (4.2) 919,135,000 (1.6)
1972 562,508,000 5.9 1,088,068,000 18.4
1973 627,184,000 11.5 1,178,338,000 8.3
1974 $1,390,827,000 10.9 $2,582,342,000 9.6 =

Average Compound Growth 1965-74 4.5 6.5

Notes:

(1) Assessed valuation was 25 percent of market value through 1970, 50
percent through 1973 and 100 percent in 1974.

(2) Assessed valuation was 25 percent of market value through 1969, 50
percent through 1973 and 100 percent in 1974.

(3) Percent increase (or decrease) is-expressed in terms the common basis
of market value to recognize the changing ratio of assessed to market
value. Parentheses indicate negative numbers.

-2801o-76
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TABLE 14
ASSESSED VALUATION OF
SUBSYSTEM SERVICE AREAS

North Spokane Sevc raSpokane Valley -

Land $ 25,718,740 $ 59,830,360
Improvements 119,949,060 336,071,190 i

j - Total $145, 667, 800 $39, 901,550

Number of Parcels 6,256 21,801

Average Value per Parcel $23,300 $18,200
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TABLE 19
CAPITAL COST SUMMARY FOR LOCAL BENEFIT FACILITIES
SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM

Escalation Internal Sewerage Escalated

Year Index' Facilities Cost' Cost

1985 2.27 $32,453,000 $ 73,663,000
1986 2.44 507,000 1,237,000
1987 2.62 507,000 1,328,000
1988 2.82 507,000 1,430,000
1989 3.03 507,000 1,536,000
1990 3.26 1,726,000 5,627,000
1991 3.50 462,000 1,617,000

1992 3.76 462,000 1,737,000
1993 4.04 462,000 1,866,000

1994 4.35 462,000 2,010,000
1995 4.67 1,615,000 7,542,000
1996 5.02 582,000 2,922,000
1997 5.40 582,000 3, 143,000

1998 5.81 582,000 3,381,000
1 1999 6.24 582,000 3,632,000

2000 6.71 807,000 5,415,000

Subtotal $42,805,000 $118,086,000

2001 7.21 486,000 3,504,000 1
2002 7.75 486,000 3,767,000
2003 8.34 486,000 .4, 053, 000
2004 8.96 486,000 4,355,000 :1

Total $44, 749, 000 $133,765, 000

1 - As a financing safeguard, costs are escalated to year shown.
2 - Does not include trunks and sewers 12" and larger in diameter, force mains

and, pump stations.
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TABLE 20
ESCALATED OPE RATION AND MARNTEN.AiNCE COSTS ($000)
SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTE1M

Year
Cost Element 1980 18 1990 1995 2000

Treatment plant and outfall $ - $1,314 $1,827 $2,517 $3,597
Internal sewerage -- 165 246 371 604

ICustomer service -- 301 446 678 1, 104

Total $ - $1,780 $2,519 $3,566 $5,303
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TABLE 22
FINANCING SEPARATION AND CORRECTIONS
OF EXISTING SEWERS - CITY OF SPOKANE

Escalated Cost of State and Net
Year Sewer Corrections Federal Grants1  Local Share

1980 $11,060,000 $9, 954, 000 $1, 106, 000
1981 11,900,000 10,710,000 1,190,000

1982 12,810,000 11,529,000 1,281,000

1983 13, 720,000 12,348, 000 1, 372, 000
1984 14, 770, 000 13,293,000 1,477,000

1985 15,890,000 14,301,000 1,589,000

1986 17,080,000 15,372,000 1,708,000
1987 18, 340,000 16,506,000 1,834, 000

Totals $115,570,000 $104,013,000 $11,557,0002

BOND SALES TO FINANCE SEPARATION AND CORRECTION

Average Aimual
Year Principal Amount 3  Bond Service 4

1980 $2,300,000 $193,000
1982 2,650,000 222,OOU
1984 3,070,000 258, 000
1986 3,540,000 297,000

I - Assumes sewer corrections are fully grant eligible.
2 - If equalization method is used, mayfinance some sewer corrections from equalization

compensation payments. If other cost sharing methods are used, finance
through combination of bonds and pay-as-you-go.

3 - Offer bonds on alternative years.
4 - Based on 25 years at 6.75 percent interest.
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SECTION 704.1

-COST ESTIMATES FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING

Objectives-

The objectives of this section are to develop cost estimates

for elements of -the recommended plan in a form suitable for formulation

i of a financialoplan. Costs to be included are both capital and operation

and maintenance costs. Capital costs are to be -project -costs and are to

be associated with service lives so that capital recovery costs may be

computed. Operation and maintenance costs are to -be-mean annual costs

including the impact of infrequently occurring major maintenance items.

j Price Level

All costs are at mid-1974 level as previously developed for

cost effectiveness analysis. Recognition of inflationary trends is to

be incorporated in the financial plan but is specifically excluded from

the presentation in this section.

The Selected Plan

General. The plan selected for formulation of a financial

plan is wastewater alternative Plan A. Plan A consists of two separate

subsystems. One subsystem serves the City of Spokane and North Spokane

with treatment at the City STP. The other subsystem serves Spokane
lV

Valley with treatment at a separate plant located near Felts Field.

Both treatment plants are to provide secondary treatment to 1983

- 704.1-1 A
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standards plus year around phosphorus removal for disposal to the Spo-

kane River. Both plants are to include provision for sludge processing

and disposal in accordance with alternative Plan S, anaerobic digestion,

vacuum filtration and sanitary landfill.

Subsystem for City and North Spokane. The subsystem serving

the City and North Spokane utilizes the committed expansion and upgrading

of the City STP which includes secondary treatment to 1983 standards,4 facilities for full time phosphorus removal and sludge processing facil-

ities- consisting of anaerobic digestion vacuum filtration and sanitary

landfill. That is, the committed City facility has all the required

elements for Plan A. Furthermore, the capacity at 40 mgd is adequate

r for the forecast flows from the combined service areas of City and North

§ ISpokane to year 2000. No additional capital expenditure for treatment

facilities for this subsystem is required over that which already exists

as a sunk cost except to implement possible modifications for features

'such as seasonal nitrification or dechlorination.

The other elements of the subsystem serving the City and North

Spokane under Plan A are as follows:

1. Collection systems, City Service Area.

a. The existing collection system

b. Expansions to the existing system to serve growth

o .during the planning period.

c. Rehabilitation of the existing system to solve the

r ": problems of combined s2wer overflow and local

flooding. "-

[1 704.1-2



2. Collection systems, North Spokane Service Area,

a. -Existing-City systems tributary to interim facilities

-b. Existing County'areas systems- tributary to- interim-

facilities

c. New systems to be built in City areas to- serve

existing structures presently served- by on-site

disposal facilities.

j d. New systems-to be built in- County areas to -serve

existing structures presently served -by on-site

disposal facilities.

e. New systems to be built in City areas to serve

growth during the planning.

f. Newsystems to be built in County areas to serve-

growth during the planning period.

3. Existing interim facilities, North Spokane Service Area

a. Serving CIty areas

(l)- Cozza-Calkins (Lidgerwood)-

(2) Panorama Terrace

(3) Northwest Terrace

(4) Sundance Hills

(5) Pacific Park

b. Serving County areas

(1) Fairwood

(2) Whitworth College

(3) Camelot"Carriage Hills

704.1-3L!



4. Conveyance Facilities for North Spokane Service Area

a. Initial construction to implement plan

b. Stage construction to gather other areas as growth

makes feasible.

It is the purpose of this section to provide cost estimates

for all of the above that involve future construction except Item 1-c,

j rehabilitation of the existing City system to solve combined sewer over-

flow and local flooding, which is to be adopted from the City plan of

study.

Dwellings and other structures presently served by on-site

disposal will have costs associated with abandonment of the on-site

facilities and altering existing plumbing to connect to the sewer house

lateral. These costs which accrue to the individual owner are not

included in the financial plan of the implementing public agency and are

not included herein.- These costs, nevertheless, are as real to each

owner as his share assessed by the implementing public agency and are

to be pointed out in the financial plan as one of the costs each owner

must consider.

Subsystem for Spokane Valley. There are essentially no

existing facilities that become elements of a permanent system for the

Spokane Valley. The required elements of the subsystem are as follows:

1. Treatment facility to provide secondary treatment and

full time phosphorus removal complete with solids proces- .

sing consisting of anaerobic digestion, vacuum filtration

704;.1-4~
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and sanitary landfill.

2. An outfall sewer from the treatment plant site to a loca-

tion approximately i1,000 feet downstream.

3. A sanitary sewage collection system:

a. To connect existing structures at the time of imple-

mentation which are presently served by on-site

disposal.

b. To serve structures added after initial implementa-

tion- throughout the planning period.

It is -the purpose of this section to provide cost estimates

for all of the above items. As pointed out above under the City-North

Spokane subsystem, -there will be additional costs to individuals for

alteration of existing plumbing to connect to the community sewerage

-system that are not included herein.

The community of Liberty Lake is feasibly connected to the

Spokane Valley collection system after the trunk extension scheduled in

1995. The community of Liberty Lake will have been providing separate

treatment and disposal in accordance with current planning. The need

for incorporation into the Spokane Valley system in 1995 cannot be firm-

ly established at this time. Incorporation of Liberty Lake into the

Spokane Valley system will not make a significant difference in the

-trunk system, treatment plant or outfall sizing and cost since the

increment to total service population is only 2 percent. Therefore,

4 the financial plan for Spokane Valley exclusive of Liberty Lake will be

substantially unchanged whether Liberty Lake joins the system or not.

704.1-5
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J In the event that connection ia elected, a separate finaficial plan would

be required for Liberty Lake in 1995 to construct a connection to

Spokane Valley and acquire a share in the use of Spokane Valley facili-

ties. The tables herein-do not include separable costs for Liberty Lake.

Implementation Schedules

For the City-North Spokane subsystem where the treatment plant

is already under construction and the need for immediate sewerage in

the North Spokane area is generally recognized and accepted, the schedule

is based on immediate action. An implementation schedule leading to

initial service to North Spokane in 1980 is shown in Table 1.

For the Spokane Valley the decision process is expected to

preclude early action. If a decision is reached to proceed with a community

sewage collection system it is estimated that implementation will not

start until 1980 with initial service in 1985. An implementation

schedule based on this assumption is shown in Table 2.

The service populations for the Spokane Valley by years is

more a function of the -number of feasibly sewered structures and the

rate at which new structures will fill in or extend from an established

sewer system than on- the total population. It is judged therefore that

the initial service population in 1985 would not be substantially dif-

ferent than that previously estimated for 1980 based on existing housing

patterns. Therefore, the service populations for a 20 year planning

period delayed 5 years to 1985 are assumed to be substantially equal to

that previously developed beginning in 1980 for cost effectiveness

analysis.

704-1-6
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Capital Costs, General

Capital costs are developed ae project co,§ts. Project costs

are deff.ned as construction cost plus .ngineering, owiiers overheadz-and

-contingency in the amount of 40 percent of construction- cost -and at 25

percent of acquisition cost for land. Refer to Section 401.1 for details.

The year given for a capital expenditure is the year -the- -faci-

lity goes into service. Recognition of stage -expenditurep -prior to- ser-

vice date is not included herein. Service population and flow forezasts

for the two subsystems -are shown in Tables- 3 and 4.

Operation and Maintenance Costs, General1

Operation and maintenance costs- are developed for both- exist-

ing facilities (for which capital cost are "sunl:") and- facilities con-

structed as part of the implementation plan. The costs are mean annual

costs in which long-term infrequently occurring naintenance- charges are

spread uniformly.

For both the City STP and Spokane Valley SIP year around phos-

phorus removal is included to conform with current DOE directives, The

difference in cost between year around and seasonal reiuoval is so signi-

ficant that the difference is developed for discussion purposes.-

Other significant elements of the total cost of sewerage

service in addition to maintenance and operation of the -physical facili-

ties are those costs associated with providing and billing customer

service.

- • 70.1-7
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Capital Costs, City STP

The City STP after committed expansion and upgrading will have

an average dry weather capacity of 40 mgd and will be complete with facil-

ities for phosphorus removal and sludge disposal. Since the forecast

flow for the combined City and North Spokane areas is 40.05 mgd at year

2000, there is no need for capital expenditure within the planning period

for additions to the process elements provided.

The committed expansion and upgrading does not provide facili-

ties for removal -or conversion of ammonia if needed to forestall ammonia

toxicity in the receiving waters. For brief periods when low flow makes

this need a critical possibility, the required nitrification could be

achieved by reduction of load on the activated sludge reactor by moving

the chemical coagulation to the primary. Additional aeration capacity

may be required in this case to carry nitrification to the necessary

level.

Other contingent needs for additions to the plant are reaera-

tion to raise the dissolved oxygen level of the effluent and dechlorina-

tion to remove chlorine residual from the effluent.

To provide for these contingent possibilities, capital project

I-, cost items of $300,000 in 1980 and $700,000 in 1990 are included without

r identification of a specific facility to be constructed. This, in

effect, is (. .al to providing a 10 percent contingency, in two steps, on

the sunk cost item.

704.1-8
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The estimated remaining life of the Indian Trails landfill

site-which is presently receiving the-dewatered sludge from the City STP

is 10 to 15 years. An item of future capital cost will be additional

land for sanitary landfill. This cost is based on an area of 160 acres

required from 1990 to year 2000. The required area utilized in the

existing landfill site, which is a sunk cost, is 144 acres for the 1980

to 1990 period.

Capital Costs, Conveyance of North Spokane Area Flows to Cit' STP

The conveyance plan for the North Spokane Area is shown in

Figure A. This plan is a refinement of the plan used in cost effective-

ness analysis and utilizes a route south of Five Mile Prairie in lieu

of a route around the north and west of Five Mile Prairie. The refined

route eliminates some difficult construction, greatly reduces the pump-

ing head and provides an opportunity to combine a part of this work withLi a needed relief sewer in the City.

The conveyance facilities are planned to be constructed in two

[ stages. The first stage, to be accomplished for 1980 implementation,

provides all the basic facilities to serve the North Spokane Area east

of Five Mile Prairie. The second- stage, to be placed in service in 1990,

provides facilities to convey wastewaters from the area west of Five

Mile Prairie. L

The cost estimates for these two steps of conveyance construc-

tion are shown in Appendices I and II and summarized in Table 5.

+- - - -= 704.1-9



Capital Costs, Internal Seweragei North Spokane Area

A preliminary plan for internal sewerage of the North Spokane

Area is developed and shown in Figure A. The collection system is

designed to be compatible with the conveyance system. The collection

system is staged to gather up the most intensively built up areas first

and then extend into the area forecast to develop later. Figure A shows

sewers 10 inch and larger only. All other collection sewers are 8 inch

minimum size.

Cost estimates for the 10 inch and larger sewers are based on

measured quantities from the layout shown in Figure A. The cost of 8

inch sewers is based on an average length per capita required to serve

j development of typical forecast density. Refer to Appendix XVII. Cost

estimates are shown in Appendix III and are summarized in Table 5. A

significant number of existing dwellings and other structures are

served by sewage collection systems associated with interim facilities.

The cost of these existing sewers is not included in Appendix III or the

summarized costs in Table 5. The historical cost of these existing

sewers is not known. Their cost on the same basis as new construction

is estimated at $1,600,000 (including side sewers) serving the 5646

persons incorporated into the cor-,unity system in 1980. The cost of the

sewers serving the 1060 persons still served by interim facilities in

1980 is estimated to be $300,000 on the same basis.

The internal sewerage system for North Spokane involves a num-

ber of pump stations. These are estimated on the basis of stations

with full standby for continuity-of operation.

704. 1-10
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Internal sewerage costs as shown in Appendix III-and-summarized

• on Table 5 include the-cost of sid-e-sewers, that is the extension from

the street sewer to the property- ine of each customer. The costs to the

. i individual customer of connecting structure plumbing to the side sewer

at the property line is not included. This later cost is highly variable

depending upon the siting of the individual structure and whether the

structure is new construction with- plumbing oriented toward a street

sewer or an existing structure with plumbing oriented toward-a septic

tank in a rear or side yard. The- cost of plumbing- on the individual

customers property is not evaluated herein but is pointed out as a sig-

nificant-cost to be born by the individual customer in addition to his

share of the publicly -owned sewers.

Where the -dwellings already exist there is no question that

all of the required internal sewerage will be a direct cost to the agency

providing the sewerage service. For future customers, -the allocation of

the cost between the-developer or customer and the sewerage agency

becomes difficult to define. Where -the new customer is an individual

the sewer extension and side sewers are constructed by the sewerage

agency with costs all or in part offset by a connection charge. For

larger developments, -the developer constructs the collection system and

side sewers and the agency constructs any major extension all or part ofI: which is offset by the connection charge. The cost estimates herein for

internal sewerage to serve future customers include costs of all sewers

and side sewers necessary to make collection possible regardless of who

actually constructs them or how they are paid for.

704$.1-1-1
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Capital Costs, Internal Sewerage, City Service Area

There are two elements of future expense relative to internal

sewerage for the City. The first is construction of new sewers and side

sewers to serve growth in the City area. The second is revisions to the

existing combined sewerage system to correct combined sewerage overflows-

and local flooding.

Since the City growth in population will be in the form of

filling in on the routes of existing sewers plus some building in new I
areas, estimation of the costs of sewer additions requires that some I
assumptions be made as to the proportions of the various -kinds of growth.

Approximately 55 percent of the forecast City service area growth is ini --1
developed areas and 45 percent in lightly developed or undeveloped areas.

It is estimated that half the growth in the developed area will not

require sewer extensions and that half of the new side sewers will be

to multiple unit structures where the average side sewer would serve

50-persons. In the other half of the developed area and- in all the I
lightly and undeveloped areas, it is assumed that sewer extensions and

side sewers are needed in proportion to growth. The resultant estimate -j
is shown in Appendix IV and summarized in Table 5.

The program for correction of combined overflows and local

flooding proposed in the City Plan of Study submitted to DOE September

1974 extends over a period of eleven years from 1975 through 1986. The

projected work consists of nine projects of average construction cost

5 million dollars each. One project is scheduled for construction prior

to 1980. For the purpose of indicating a probable schedule of demand

704.1-12
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for funds, it is assumed that one 5 million dollar project would be

completed prior to 1980 and that the eight remaining projects would be

completed at the rate of one per yedr averaging 5 million dollars each

* 1980 through 1987. The estimated -costs, converted to project costs by

the addition-of 40 percent are summarized in Table 5.

'7 1

Operation and Maintenance Cost, City-North Spokane Subsystem

Sewage Collection -System O&M and Customer Service. National

average values for these two annual cost elements are developed by Smith

and Eilers (1970) on a per capita basis. Adjusted to 1974 price levels

the Smith and-Eilers results are- as -follows:

Annual cost, dollars-

per capita per -year

Operation and- maintenance
of the collection system $1.32
Customer service and accounting 1.09

General and administration 2.11

Total $4.52

The 1973-budget experience for -the City of Spokane for compari-

son gives the following approximations:

Annual cost, dollars
per capita per year

0 0&M collection system $2.35

Customer service and accounting 1.60

General and administrative* 1.60

Total $5,55

_ _

wL i*Designated "taxes" in the City budget representing transfer of monies

to the general fund. V
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The City O&M experience is undoubtedly on the high side of the

average due to the problems associated with the combined sewer system J
and existing system deficiencies. These costs are forecast by the City

to go higher to about $2.80. For City sewers, $2.75 is selected for

estimating purposes, reducing to $2.00 at 1985 after system corrections-

are accomplished. For new areas -with- separated sewers, $1.75 is

selected since there is a longer per capita sewer length for areas in

this study than the national average.

The actual allocated general and administrative expense may

-not be identifiable from the City budget. Likewise it is not known

whether the split between customer service and accounting and general j
-administration as shown in Smith and Eilers is on a corresponding basis.

The sum of these two elements from both Smith and Eilers and the City ]
are in substantial agreement being about $3.20 per capita per year.

This value is adopted for this study. I
Annual costs for the North Spokane and City service areas for

internal sewerage O&M and for customer service, including administration,

are developed in Appendix V and ar-e summarized in Table 6.

Conveyance Facilities. Operation and maintenance costs for

conveyance facilities to deliver wastewater from the North Spokane area

to the City STP are developed in Appendix VI and summarized in Table 6.

The costs shown at five year intervals are the average costs in the

named year and the variable component, due primarily to increased

704.A_-1 4
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-pumping costs s shown as an annual increase per year to be added: to

-each base year Io: arrive at the total cost -for an- intervening- year. 

-City Treatment -Facilitie6. Operatin-rand: iiihtehiance c6sts-

for the comitted City STP-:handling the combined o flows of the -City and- i

North Spokane are developed in Appendix VII -and summarized- in Table -6. A

I4The -costs as developed with criteria from- Section 401.2 -are approximately A

40 per cent :higher -than- costs -developed by the City's- consultant for A

* first year budget. A part of this difference-may:be due to the fact

that -the -cur-ves in Section 401. 2 have long -term maintenance- items which-

oill Occur as large amounts- in. single future year spread- evenly over the

entirexoperating -life. The more -conservative cost -level is-judged

appropriate for financial planning.

Capital Csts, Spokane Va-ley Subsystem

-Captal -cost elements for the Spokahe Valley subsystem consist
and- ,.,iats ahd :th-eseaedletin

ofily- of :the treatment -plant and- it otfaI - sewage collection-

system. Costs are developed: in Appendices IX and- X and are- suitmarized

in Table-7-. -As previously- discussed under -cost effectiveness analysis j

the -forecast flow increase from 7.0 mgd at init-ial QperatiovtQi- 100- I
t mgd at -the end- of 20--years -does not justify -stage construction-.

The preliminary plan- for internal sewerage -of-the-Spokane

-Valley- is--shown in Figure -B, The incremental expansicn of -the -trunk A

system- is-based- on- an evaluation of -the present -husing density and the

forecast increase -by years.- The initial service area is- based on the t-: j

-housing density and configuration- and takes in as much- contiguous area--"
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as possible without developing excessive length per unit of housing.

Other considerat:ions such as the amount of the community to be in a
II

state of disruption at any one time may reduce the initial construction

increment and spread it over several years. The cost estimate herein

I does not consider this limitation but it may well be considered in I

financial planning. A

Internal sewerage costs for Spokane Valley are on the same

basis described above for North Spokane and include side sewers. The

cost of plumbing revisions or sewer connection lines on the property

of the customer are not included. There are no significant amounts of

existing sewage collection systems to interim facilities in the Spokane

Valley except in the Town of Millwood. Refer to Appendix XVII for

development of the internal sewerage system.

Operation and Maintenance Costs, Spokane Valley Subsystem I

The unit costs used to develop sewage collection system opera- I
tion and maintenance costs and customers service are as developed for

the North Spokane system above and are applied in Appendix XI and summar-
Sized in Table 8.A

Operation and maintenance costs for the treatment plant and Ii
outfall are developed in Appendix XII from data from Section 401.2.

Results are summarized in Table 8. As for the City STP, these costs are -q

for ft. time phosphorus removal. -

a
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- Possible Financial Effect of Seasonal Phosphorus Removal

The operation and maintenance costs for both the City STP in

Table 6 and-the Spokane Valley STP in Table 8 are based on year around

phosphorus removal in accordance-with current DOE direction. The cost

of chemicals for year around phosphorus- removal are very large. In 1980

at a flow of 32.4 mgd, the- cost for chemicals at the -City STP-is esti-

mated to be $597,000 for year around phosphorus removal. By year 2000,

when flow reaches 40 mgd, -the chemical -cost will be $737,000 per year.

Refer to Appendix VII and-Appendix XII for details of -chemical cost for

the City and Spokane Valley STP respectively.

It is possible that either simulation modeling or full scale

field testing will determine that less than year around phosphorus

removal will provide the desired water quality conditions in Long Lake.

If this proves to-be feasible, significant reductions in chemical costs

for phosphate removal could result. If seasonal removal for a period

May - through October 15, five and one half months, proves satisfactory,

the annual cost w-ill be only 46 percent of year around -costs. The

annual reduction for the City STPin 1980 would be from $597,000 to

$274,000 and for the Spokane Valley STP the annual reduction at 1985

would be from $129,000 to $59,000. The difference in cost at five year

intervals is shown in Appendices VII and XII.

The present worth of the average annual difference between

seasonal and year-around- for the City STP of $350,000 over a twenty

year planning period is $3,700,000.
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Potential Impact of Future Upgrade to lfiltration-Percoltion-Disposal

If disposal standards are invoked that are comparable to inter-

preted standards to meet the 1985 goals of PL 92-500; as described in

Section 31=2, upgrading of both the City STP and the Spokane STP would be

required. Cost effectiveness analysis andeconomic, social and environ-

mental evaluation have demonstrated that Plan D is a favorable choice I
for the required upgrading. Plan D provides for infi1tration-percolation

disposal to replace surface water disposal of Plan A -for both the City-

-North Spokane and the Spokane Valley subsystems. Plan D is compatible

with Plan A in that it utilizes :the Plan A facilities and adds to them.

It has been postulated that it is unlikely that a national effort beyond

:~the 1983 standards of PL 92-500 would take-place before 1990. The sub-

ject of this paragraph is the determination of the financial impact of

upgrading Plan A facil-.ties to Plan D facilities in 1990.

For the City STP, the infiltration-percolation site is on a

-terrace on-the north side of Long Lake. The capital additions to the

City STP facilities therefore include effluent pumping facilities and

approximately )9.6 miles of transmission main-in addition to the infil-

tration ponds tht. elves. The construction cost of the conveyance

-facilities- and the infiltration ponds is estimated to be $18,400,000

with a project cost of $25,600,000. Refer to Appendix: XIII. No addi-

tions to the treatment plant itself are required since it has been

assumed that denitrification will not be required at this specific

infiltration-percolation site since access to the receiving aquifer is

limited.

The forecast operation and maintenance costs in 1990 of the

704.1-18
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City STP with added facilities for infiltration-percolation disposal

are $1,900,000 per year. -Refer to -Appendix XIV. This is- less than the

forecast O&M cost in 1990 with Plan'A facilities for surface water

disposal at $2,200,000 per year-. The reason for the reduction is

elimination of the need for year around phosphorus removal with its

1990;-chemical costs of $670,000 which more than offsets-the added costs

of O&M for added conveyance and-ponds under Plan D.

A For the Spokane Valley STP, the infiltration-percolation site

is on the-downstream end of the aquifer as it approaches- -the Little

-Spokane--River in the North Spokane area. The access to the- aquifer

downstream from the disposal site cannot be completely limited or con-

trolled and it is assumed -that denitrification will be required. There-

j J fore, the added facilities required include in addition to conveyance to

the disposal site and the application ponds, the addition of nitrifica-

tion-denitrification facilities to the treatment plant. The conveyance

distance is approximately 10.2 miles. The estimated construction cost

for the conveyance facilities and infiltration-percolation ponds is

$7,800,000. The estimated- construction cost of the nitrification-

denitrification facilities is -$3,400,000. Refer to Appendix XV. Total

estimated construction cost of additions is $11,200,000 for a project

cost of $15,700,000.

Plan D impact on the Spokane Valley STP is proportionately

-much more severe than on the City STP. The long conveyance and the need

for nitrification-denitrification are disadvantageous. At present, the

cost -of advanced treatment and surface water disposal to interpreted

704.1-i9
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1985 standards is only slightly more costly than-the infiltration-perco-

lation plan. Any significant reduction in the future cost of advanced

-processes, particularly carbon adsorption, could-make the surface water

alternative more attractive for Spokane Valley. The important point is,

that if more severe standards are imposed by 1990, the magnitude of the

-costs as estimated would be applicable to either alternative.

The forecast operation and maintenance costs in 1990 of the

upgraded Spokane Valley STP plus conveyance and-iponds are $891,000 per

year. Refer to Appendix XVI. Unlike the case-for the City STP, these

costs are significantly higher than the costs under Plan A conditions

at $690,000. In this case the elimination of the costs for phosphorus

removal chemicals at $144,000 per year is more than offset by the addi-

tion of nitrification-denitrification at $22Q00per year.

Service Lives

Guidelines for service lives for cost effectiveness are given

in Federal Register Vol. 38 No. 174 September 10, 1973 as follows:

(7) Service life.-The service life of treatment works for a

cost-effectiveness analysis shall be as follows:

Land Permanent

Structures 30-50 years
(includes plant buildings, concrete
process tankage, basins, etc.; sewage
collection and conveyance pipelines;
lift station structures; tunnels;
outfalls) ,-
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Process-equipment 15-30 years

(includes-major-process equipment

such as clarifier mechanism, vacuum
filters, etc.; steel process tankage
and chemical storage facilities;
electrical generating facilities on
standby service only)

Auxiliary equipment 10-15 years

(includes instruments and- control
facilities; sewage pumps and electric
motors; mechanical equipment such as
compressors, aeration systems, centri-
fuges, chlorinators, etc.; electrical
generating facilities on regular service)

For financial planning these guidelines are considered

equally appropriate; The selected values are shown below with- the pro-

portion of the three classes in overall cost figure.

Sewers and-Force Mains 40 years
Pump Stations 50% - 30 years 50% - 15 years
Treatment Plants 50% - 30 years 50% - 15 years

7412
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TABLE I

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE FOR
SERVING NORTH SPOKANE UNDER PLAN A

Date

I Jan 1976 Decision to begin implementation.

1 May 1976 Formalize basis for institutional arrangements.

1 June 1976 Award engineering design contract.

1 July 1976 Begin predesign engineering.

1 Jan 1977 Begin final design, acquire lands and R/W. I
1-Feb 1978- Complete plans and specs. and receive grant ok's.

1 March 1978 Advertise for bids.

1 April 1978 Receive bids.

1 May 1978 Award construction contracts.

1 June 1978 Start construction of conveyance system, trunks 1
and collection system.

1 June 1980 All conveyance from North Spokane to City STP
complete and 70 percent of trunks and collection system.

1 July 1980 Divert Lidgerwood and Fairwood systems into
completed trunk and conveyance system to begin
delivery of raw sewage to City STP. Begin
transferring individuals from septic tanks to
collection system.

31 Oct 1980 Seventy percent of individuals transferred from
septic tank dispoal to collection system.

30 June 1981 Last individual transferred from septic tank
disposal to collection system.

704. - 22



TABLE 2

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
SPOKANE VALLEY

Date

I Jan 1980 Decision to -begin implementation.

1 May 1980 Formalize institutional arrangements.

1 June 1980 Award engineering contract.

1 July 1980 Begin predesign engineering.

1 Jan 1981 Begin final design engineering, acquire lands and R/W.

i-Oct 1981 Complete first increment of construction plans.

1 Mar 1982 Complete last increment of construction plans.

1 Apr 1982 Advertise for bids for last increment of construction.

1 May 1982 Receive bids -for last increment of construction.

1 June 1982 Award contract for last increment of construction.

1 July 1982 Start construct for last increment of construction.

1 Mar 1984 All construction completed except individual house
connections.

1 Apr 1984 Begin making individual house connections and begin
treatment plant operation.

1 Nov 1985 Make last individual -house connection.

I Jul 1995 Possible connection of Liberty Lake to the system.
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TABLE 5

CAPITAL COST ( I ) SUMMARY
CITY-NORTH SPOKANE SUBSYSTEM

- -Internal Sewerage Facilities

CityService Area
N. Spokane Correction Conveyance
Service New of Existing N. Spokane Additions

Year Area Customers Sewers to City STP to City STP Total

1980 8,647,000 152,000 7,000,000 4,297,000 300,000 20,396,000

1981 133,000 152,000 7,000,000 - - 7,285,000

1982 133,000 152,000 7,000,000 - - 7,285,000

1983 133,000 152,000 7,000,000 - - 7,285,000

1984 133,000 152,000 7,000,000 - - 7,285,000

1985 1,469;000 167,000 7,000,000 - - 8,636,000

1986 221,000 167,000 7,000,000 - - 7,388,000

1987 221,000 167,000 7,000,000 - - 7,388,000

i 1988 221,000 167,000 - - - 388,000

1989 221,000 167,000 - - - 1.88,000

1990 6,328,000 205,000 - 1,408,000 700,000 8,641,000

1991 501,000 205,000 - - - 706,000

1992 501,000 205,000 - - - 706,000

1993 501,000 205,000 - - - 706,000

1994 501,000 205,000 ... 706,000

1995 683,000 268,000 - - - 951,000

1996 683,000 268,000 - - - 951,000

1997 683,000 268,000 - - - 951,000

1998 683,000 268,000 - - - 951,000

1999 683,000 268,000 - - - 951,000

2000 - . -

TOTALS 23,279,000 3,960,000 56,000,000 5,705,000 1,000,000 89,944,000

I 1As Project Cost - 1.4 x Construction Cost for structural elements and

1.25 x acquisition cost for land.
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TABLE 7

CAPITAL COST~ 1  SUMMARY
SPOKANIE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM

Internal
Sewerage Treatment Disposal

Year Facilities (2) _Plant Outfall Total

1985 41,587,000 9,336,000 1,708,000 52,631,000

1986 507,000 -- 507,000

1987 507,000 -- -507,000

1988 507,000 -- 507,000

1989 507,000 -- 507,000[21990 2-,540,000 -- 2,-540,000
1991 462,000 -462,000

1992 462,000 -- 462,000

1993 462,000 -- 462,000i 1995 28,000 2,4886,000

1994 2462,000 -- 2462,000

1998 582,000 -- 582,000

1999 582,000 -- 582,000

2000 1,30,000 -- 5830,000

2001 486,000 -- 486,000I;2002 4860,000 -- 4860,000

2003 486,000 -- 486,000

2004 486,000 -- 486,000

200358,0 8,0

TOTALS 56,0o/,000 9,336,000 1,708,000 67,111,000

Asproject cost - 1.4 x construction cost for structural elements and 1.25
x acquisition cost for land.
(2)
~LDoes not include Liberty Lake internal sewerage or transmission.
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FIGURE A

NORTH SPOKANE ARI, A

CONVEYANCE AND INTERN-L SEWERS

See 801.4-99
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FIGURE B

NORTH SPOKANIE AREA
SEWERAGE PLAN~

IC See 801.4-1001
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APPENDIX I I

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Conveyance-North Spokane to'City STP-1980 Increment i
FRANCIS BLVD. ROUTE

Unit Construction
Item Description - Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

Pipeline Force Main #11, Dev 100
psi 301' 20,000 LF 51.17 B-2 1,023,400

Gravity Sewer #1 Dev 42" 10,800 LF 86.85 B-i 937,980
Gravity Sewer #2 Dev 42" 200 LF 86.85 B-i 17,370

SUBTOTAL 1,978,750

Pump Sta. Pump Sta #1 Raw Sewage 3.6 MGD 1 EA - B-3 265,000
Pump Sta #2 Raw Sewage 3.8 MGD 1 EA - B-3 272,000
Pump Sta #3 Raw Sewage 11.1 MGD I EA - B-3 550,000

SUBTOTAL 1,087,000

Land Site Pump Sta #1 2500 SF 1 EA 1000 1,000
Site Pump Sta #2 2500 SF 1 EA 1000 1,000

Site Pump Sta #3 2611 SF 1 EA 1000 1,000 1
SUBTOTAL 3,000

TOTAL 3,068,750

7I
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APPENDIX II

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Conveyance-North Spokane to City STP - 1990 Increment
FRANCIS BLVD. ROUTE

Unit Construction

Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost
_: I

4 Pipeline Force Main #2 Open 100

-psi 14" 10,100 LF 19.50 B-2 279,871
Force Main #3 Open 100

psi 16" 11,450 LF 21.59 B-2 342,584
-SUBTOTAL 622,455

Pump Sta Pump Sta #4 Raw Sewage 2.0 MGD I EA - B-3 180,000

PupSaPump Sta #5 Raw Sewage 2.4 MGD 1 EA - B-3 200,000

SUBTOTAL 380,000

Land Site Pump Sta #4 2500 SF 1 EA 500 500

Site Pump Sta #5 2500 SF 1 EA 500 500
R/W Force Main #2 - 115 ROD 6.00 E-3 691

R/W Force Main #3 - 258 ROD 6.00 E-3 1
SUBTOTAL 3,236

TOTAL 1,005,691
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APPENDIX III

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Internal Sewerage - North Spokane Area

Unit Construction
Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

1980 INCREMENT
(1 )

Gravity Sewers-Paved -8" 162,036 LF 21.50 B-i 3,483,774
Gravity Sewers-Unpaved 8" 40,509 LF 1-2.97 -B-i 525,402
Gravity Sewers-Paved 12" 9,000 LF 23.74 B-I 213,660
Gravity Sewers-Unpaved 12" 3,030 LF 14.98 B-i 45,389
Gravity Sewers-Paved 15" 6,890 LF 28.13 B-i 130,107
Gravity Sewers-Unpaved 15" 5,280 LF 18.64 B-i 148,526
Gravity Sewers-Paved 21" 8,770 LF 32.08 -B-i 281,342
Gravity Sewers-Unpaved 27" 660 LF 36.24 B-i 23,918
Gravity Sewers-Unpaved 30" 1,850 LF 40.36 B-I 74,666
Force Main Paved (100

psi) 8" 3,960 LF 22.00 B-2 87,120
Force Main Paved (100

psi) 16" 5,140 LF 29.92 B-2 153,789
Pump Sta #6 Raw Sewage 0.8 MGD 1 EA - B-3 100,000
Sidesewers 6" 3617 EA 225.00 813,825

TOTAL 6,081,528

1980-1984 INCREMENT
(2)

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 2,798 LF 21.50 B-I (0,157
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 25,184 LF 12.97 B-i 3z6,636
Sidesewers 6" 500 EA 175.00 87505

474,293
1985 INCREMENT

Gravity Sewers Paved 12" 7,791 LF 23.74 B-1 184,935
Force Main Paved (100
psi) 12" 5,810 LF 25.96 B-2 150,828

Force Main Paved (100
psi) 16" 6,7",) LF 29.92 B-2 201,362

Pump Sta #7 Raw Sewage 2.6 MGD B EA - B-3 212,000
Pump Sta #8 Raw Sewage 1.4 MGD 1 ): - B-3 142,000

TOTAL 891,125

(1)Design population 17,220 of whom 5,646 are already served by 8" sewers to
interim facilities. Cost for these existing sewers not included.

To serve the increase in customers represented by the difference between the
1985 and 1980 design populati on, 19879-18280 1599 including those remaining on
interim facilities.
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APPENDIX III - Continued

COST ESTIMATE

. Element: Internal Sewerage -North-Spokane-Area-I i
Unit Construction

Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

1985-1989 INCREMENT
(1)

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 4,664 LF 21.50 B-i 100,276
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 41,974 LF 12.97 B-i 544,403
Sidesewers 6" 833 EA 175.00 145,775

§ TOTAL 790,454

1990 INCREMENT
(2 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 12,912 LF 21.50 B-i 277,608
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 116,204 LF 12.97 B-i 1,507,166
Gravity Sewers, Paved 12" 39,000 LF 23.74 B-i 925,860
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 12" 5,020 LF 14.98 B-i 75,200
Gravity Sewers, Paved 15" 3,960 LF 28.13 B-i 111,395
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 15" 4,360 LF 18.64 B-1 81,270
Force Main Paved (100
psi) 12" 6,210 LF 25.96 B-2 161,212

Force Main Paved (100
psi) 14" 4,090 LF 27.71 B-2 113,334

Pump Sta #9 Raw Sewage 1.7 MGD I EA - B-3 160,000
Pump Sta #10 Raw Sewage 1.0 MGD i EA - B-3 115,000
Pump Sta #11 Raw Sewage 1.0 MGD 1 EA - B-3 115,000
Sidesewers 6" 2,306 EA 225.00 518,850

TOTAL 4,161,895

1990-1994 INCREMENT
(3 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 10,563 LF 21.50 B-i 227,104
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 95,067 LF 12.97 B-I 1,233,019
Sidesewers 6" 1,886 EA 175.00 330,050

TOTAL 1,790,173

1To serve the 1985-1990 customer increment 22,544-19,879 = 2665.
(2 To extend service into new areas and serve 7378 persons in existing structures.
~(3)0

serve 1990-1995 customer increment 35,958-22,544 13,414 of which 6036
are in new structures and 7378 in existing structures.
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APPENDIX III- Continued

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Internal Sewerage - North Spokane Area

Unit Construction

Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

1995 INCREMENT
No Major Sewers

1995-2000 INCREMENT
(1 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 14,397 LF 21.50 B-i 309,536

Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 129,575 LF 12.97 -B-I 1,680,588

Sidesewers 6" 2,571 EA 175.00 449.925

TOTAL 
2,440,049

(1)To serve 1995-2000 customer increment 44,185-35,958 
8227.
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APPENDIX IV

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Internal Sewers - City

I
Unit Construction

Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref._- Cost

1980-1985 INCREMENT
(1 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 10,080 LF 21.50 B-i 216,720
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 17,518 LF 12.97 B-I 227,208
Sidesewers, Paved 6" 199 EA 225 44,775
Sidesewers, Unpaved 6" 306 EA 175 53,550

TOTAL 542,253

1985-1990 INCREMENT
(2)

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 11,060 LF 21.50 B-I 237,790
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 19,215 LF 12.97 B-I 249,219
Sidesewers, Paved 6" 218 EA 225 49,050
Sidesewers, Unpaved 6" 336 EA 175 58,800

TOTAL i94,859

1990-1995 INCREMENT
(3)

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 13,598 LF 21.50 B-i 292,357
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 23,590 LF 12.97 B-I 305,962
Sidesewers, Paved 6" 268 EA 225 60,300
Sidesewers, Unpaved 6" 412 EA 175 .72,100

TOTAL 730,719

1995*-2000 INCREMENT
(4 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 17,833 LF 21.50 B-i 383,410
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 30,958 LF 12.97 B-I 401,525
Sidesewers, Paved 6" 352 EA 225 79,200
Sidesewars, Unpaved 6" 541 EA 175- 94,675

TOTAL 958,810

WPopulation increase 180,120-177,945 - 2J.75

Population increase 182,506-180,120 = 2386
(3)

Population increase 185,437-.182,506 = 2931
(4)Ppli n

Population increase 189,282-185,437 = 3845

70.4.1-38
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APPENDIX VI

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
CONVEYANCE-NORTH SPOKANE TO CITY STP

Sewer and Force-Main Component

O&M equal capital cost times 0.5 percent.

Construction Cumulative O&M at
Year Capital Cost 0.5 Percent

1980 1,979,000 9,895
1990 2,601,000 13,005

Pump Station Component

Composed of two -elements, O&M on the facilities-and electrical power.

Facilities O&M

O&M From
Construction Nominal Figure G-2

Year Pump Sta Capacity Mgd Dollars Per Year

1980 #1 3.6 $ 9,000
#2 3.8 9,250
#3 11.1 15,500

1990 #4 2.0 6,950
#5 2.4 7,500

Electrical Power - Annual Energy Cost Figure (G-3)

Initial Operation Year 2000 Operation
Pump sta Year Cost Cost

1 1980 926- 2,986
2 1980 388 1,088
3 1980 4,473 8,993
4 1990 421 901
5 1990 230 460

704.1-40
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APPENDIX VII

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
CITY STP

Wastewater Component, 40 mgd Capacity, existing in 1980

Element Annual Cost Ref.

Headworks and Primary 470,000 H-I
Activated Sludge Reactor 390,000 H-i
Chlorination Facilities 16,500 H-3

Subtotal w/o solids handling 876,500

Chemicals for phosphorus removal (Ref. H-1)

Year Around Seasonal
Year Average Flow Md Operation May 1 - Oct 15

1980 32.4 596,970 273,611
1985 34.2 630,135 288,812
1990 36.3 668,828 306,546
1995 38.2 703,835 322,591
2000 40.0 737,000 337,792

Chlorine costs for disinfection (Ref. H-3)

Chemical Cost @
Year Average Flow Mgd 5 mg/i Dosage

1980 32.4 43,200
1985 34.2 45,600
1990 36.3 48,400
1995 38.2 50,933
2000 40.0 53,333

7414
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APPENDIX VII - Continued

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
CITY STP

Solids Processing Components

-Size or Annual
Element -Capacity OPM Cost Ref.

Gravity Thickener 3850 SF 11,000 1-1(3 )

Flotation Thickener 2400 SF 18,500 1-1
Anaerobic Digestion= 825,000 CF 195,000 1-2
Vacuum Filtration 9,461 to 11,680 tons/yr See Table 1-3
Truck Haul 144 to 178 cy/day See Table 1-5

Sanitary Landfill 144 to 178 cy/day See Table 1-5

Annual Cost
Dry Solids to Annual Cost Cake Haul

Aver. Flow Vacuum Filtration Vacuum Filtra. Filter Cake & Sanitary
Year Mgd tons/yr(1) O&M cy/day(2) Landfill

1980 32.4 9,461 195,000 144 162,000
1985 34.2 9,986 203,000 152 166,000
1990 36.3 10,600 211,000 161 175,000
1995 38.2 11,154 220,000 170 180,000
2000 40.0 11,680 225,000 178 187,000

WI
At 1600 pounds per mg per plant design criteria.
At 20 percent solids and density 65 pounds per cubic foot (equal .18 tons dry

solids per cy).
(3)O
'O&M of gravity thickener taken as equal to elutriation. -
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APPENDIX VIII

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
INTERIM FACILITIES IN NORTH SPOKANE

Name Kind Capacity An____nualO&M Cost

Northwest Terrace Mechanical .3 mgd 5 300(I)

Sundance Hills Lagoon 200 homes 1,200 I
Pacific Park Lagoon 60 homes 400

I
SUBTOTAL, Remaining in service to 1990 6,900

Camelot-Carriage
Hills Lagoon 200 homes 1,200

SUBTOTAL, Remaining in service to 1985 8,100

Ii

<:

SBased on supervision of 1 man hour per day 250 days per year plus 5 percent A
of estimated capital cost.
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APPENDIX IX

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Internal Sewerage - Spokane Valley - 1985-2005

Unit Construction
Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

1985 INCREMENT
(1 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 683,740 LF 21.50 B-i 14,700,410
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 368,168 LF 12.97 B-i 4,775,139

- Gravity Sewers, Paved 12" 26,895 LF 23.74 B-i 638,487
Gravity Sewers, Paved 15" 16,335 LF 28.13 B-i 459,504
Gravity Sewers, Paved 18" 12,045 LF 29.31 B-i 353,039
Gravity Sewers, Paved 21" 13,200 LF 32.08 B-i 423,456
Gravity Sewers, Paved 24" 14,850 LF 39.37 B-i 584,644
Gravity Sewers, Paved 27" 2,970 LF 49.12 B-i 145,886

Gravity Sewers, Paved 30" 4,950 LF 53.69 B-i 265,766
Gravity Sewers, Paved 36" 19,305 LF 74.01 B-i 1,428,763
Gravity Sewers, Paved 42" 10,230 LF 86.85 B-I 888,476
Gravity Sewers, Paved 48" 7,260 LF 97.80 B-i 710,028
Force Main Paved (100

* psi) 12" 16,005 LF 25.96 B-2 415,490

Pump Sta #1 Raw Sewage 2.3 MGD I EA - B-3 192,000
Sidesewers 6" 14,942 EA 225.00 3,361,950

TOTAL 29,343,038

1985-1989 INCREMENT 
(2)

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 11,097 LF 21.50 B-i 238,586
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 99,871 LF 12.97 B-i 1,295,327
Sidesewers 6" 1,576 EA 175.00 275,800

TOTAL 1,809,713

1990 INCREMENT
(3)

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 5,302 LF 21.50 B-i 113,993
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 47,718 LF 12.97 B-I 618,902
Gravity Sewers, Paved 12" 11,798 LF 23.74 B-i 280,085
Gravity Sewers, Paved 15" 10,725 LF 28.13 B-i 301,694
Sidesewers 6" 753 EA 225.00 169,425

TOTAL 1,484,099

i1)Design population 47,814. II

To serve 1985-1989 customer increment: 52i858-47,814 = 5044. .

(3) Textend service into new areas to serve 2410 persons in existing structures.

704.1-44
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APPENDIX IX - Continued

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Internal Sewerage - Spokane'Valley - 1985-2005

Unit Construction
Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

1990-1994 INCREMENT
(1 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved ^" 10,113 LF 21.50 B-i 217,430
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 91,021 LF 12.97 B-i 1,180,542

Sidesewers 6" 1,437 EA 175.00 251,475
§ TOTAL 1,649,447

1995 INCREMENT
(2 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 4,332 LF 21.50 B-I 93,138
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 38,936 LF 12.97 B-1 505,648
Gravity Sewers, Paved 12" 7,260 LF 23.74 B-i 172,352
Gravity Sewers, Paved 15" 4,785 LF 28.13 B-I 134,602
Gravity Sewers, Paved 18" 10,808 LF 29.31 B-i 316,782
Sidesewers 6" 615 EA 225.00 138,375

TOTAL 1,360,897

1995-1999 INCREMENT 3 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 12,751 LF 21.50 B-I 274,146
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8" 114,761 LF 12.97 B-i 1,488,450
Sidesewers 6" 1,811 EA 175.00 316,925

TOTAL 2,079,521

"-i . i

To serve 1990-1994 customer increment 59,865-52,858 7,007, of which 4,597
are in-new structures and 2,410 in existing structures. , .

To extend- service into new areas and serve 1,969 persons in existing structures.

To serve 1995-1999 customer increment 67,630-59,865 7,765, of which 5,796
are in new structures and 1,969 in existing structures.
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APPENDIX IX - Continued

-COST ESTIMATE

Element: Internal Sewerage - Spokane Valley - 1985-2005

Unit Construction

-Item- Description Size Quaatity Units 'Priee Ref. Cost

2000 INCREMENT_(1)
Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 1,351 LF 21.50 B-i 29,046
Gravity Sewers, Unpaved 8'' 12,157 LF 12.97 B-1 157,676
Gravity Sewers, Paved 12" 4,290 LF 23.74 B-I 101,845

Force Main Paved (100
psi) 8" 6,270 LF 22.00 B-2 137,940

Pump Sta #2 Raw Sewage 1.0 MGD 1 EA - B-3 115,000

Sidesewers 6" 192 EA 225.00 43,200

TOTAL 584,707

2000-2004 INCREMENT (2 )

Gravity Sewers, Paved 8" 10,637 LF 21.50 B-I 228,696

Gravity-Sewers, Unpaved 8" 95,733 LF 12.97 B-I 1,241,657
Sidesewers 6" 1,511 EA 175.00 264,425

TOTAL 1,734,778

' I
I

To extend service into new areas and serve 614 persons in existing structures.

To serve 2000-2005 customer increment 73,079-67,630 5,449, of which 4,835

are in new structures and 614 in existing structures.
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APPENDIX X

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Treatment Facilities - Spokane Valley - 1985 Increment

-Unit Construction
Item Description- Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

Treat- Primary Treatment 10 MGD - - LS C-i 2,550,000
ment Activated-Sludge 10 MGD - - LS C-i 2,300,000
Faci- Chlorination 10 MGD - - LS -C-3 130,000

lities SUBTOTAL 4,980,000

SSolids Dissolved- Air Flotation 696 SF - - LS D-1 115,000
Handling Anaerobic-Digestion 282,946 CF - - LS D-2 930,000

Faci- Elutriation- 3400 SF - - LS D-1 226,000
lities Vacuum Filtration 272 SF - - LS D-3 355,000

SUBTOTAL 1,626,000

Land Site: Treatment Plant - 12.2 AC 2000.00 E-3 24,400
Site: Sanitary Land- - 92 AC 500.00

fill 46,000
SUBTOTAL 70,400

TOTAL 6,676,400

' i
- .
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APPENDIX X -Continued

- COST ESTIMATE

Element: Conveyance -Spokane Valley Outfall -1985. Increment

Unit Construction
Item - Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

Gravity Sewer, Paved 54" 10,296 LF 111.59 B-1 1,148,931

Gravity Sewer, Unpaved 54"1 792 LF 89.84 B-i 71,153
TOTAL 1,220,084

7041-4
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APPENDIX XII

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COST
SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM

TREATMENT PLANT AND OUTFALL

Wastewater Component, 10 mgd capacity, in service 1985

Element Annual Cost Ref

Headworks and Primary 162,000 H-i

Activated Sludge Reactors 134,000 H-1

Chlorination Facilities 10,200 H

Outfall 6,100 G-1
Subtotal w/o solids handling 312,300

Chemical Costs Costs Ref H-1 Costs Ref H-3

Average Flow Alum for Phosphorus Removal Chlorine for
Year Mgd Year Around Seasonal(l) Disinfection

1985 7.0 128,975 59,114 12,240
1990 7.8 143,715 65,869 13,640
1995 8.5 156,613 71,781 14,860
2000 9.4 173,195 79,381 16,430

2005 10.0 184,250 84,448 17,480

}I

- II

I

, I,

(1May 1 to October 15.
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APPENDIX XII - Continued

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COST
SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM

TREATMENT PLANT'AND OUTFALL

Solids Processing Components

Size or Annual
Element Capacity O&M Cost Ref.

Flotation 696 SF 8,800 I-i
Anaerobic Digestion 283,000 CF 81,000 1-2
Elutriation 3,400 SF 10,200 1-1
Vacuum-Filtration 2044 to 2920 tons/yr See Table Below 1-3
Truck Haul 31.1 to 44.4 cy/day See Table Below 1-5
Sanitary Landfill 31.1 to 44.4 cy/day See Table Below 1-5

Vacuum Filtration Truck Haul and Landfill
Filter Cake

Aver. Flow Dry Solids Annual Cubic Yards Annual
Year Msd Ton/Yr(1) O&M Cost Per Day(2) -Cost

1985 7.0 2044 66,000 31.1 47,000
1990 7.8 2278 71,000 34.7 51,500
1995 8.5 2482 75,000 37.8 54,700
2000 9.4 2745 81,000 41.8 59,000
2005 10.0 2920 85,000 44.4 63,000

i - .4

"1WAt 1600 pounds per mg.
At 20 percent solids and density 65 pounds per cf (.18 tons/cy).
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APPENDIX XIII

COST ESTIMATE

Element:- Upgrade City STP to Infiltration-Percolation Disposal

-Unit Construction
Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref. Cost

Con- Gravity Sewer, Unpaved 78" 5,808 LF 160.00 B-I 929,280:
veyance Force Main, Unpaved

(100psi) 66" 7,920 LF 125.95 B-2 997,524
Force Main, Unpaved

(100psi) 60" 52,800- LF 111.64 B-2 5,894,592
Equal STO Earth Basin

Treat. Eff. 9 MG - , LS B-4 410,000
Pump Sta #4 Treat. Eff. 68.4 MGD - - LS B-3 1,200,000
Pump Sta #5 Treat. Eff. 52.1 MGD , - LS B-3 1,010,000

SUBTOTAL 10,441,396

Land R/W Force Main 160 ROD 4.00 E-3 640-
Site EQ. Storage 2.7 AC 2000 E-3 5,400

SUBTOTAL 6,040

CONVEYANCE SUBTOTAL 10,2447,436

Infil. Infiltration-Percolation
Perc. Pond 377 NET AC 18,267 C-6 6,886,659
Pond

Land Site Infiltration-

Percolation Pond 528 AC 2,000 E-3 1,056,000

TOTAL 18,390,095

704.1-52
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APPENDIX XIV

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
CITY PLUS NORTH SPOKANE SUBSYSTEM

UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION DISPOSAL

Conveyance

-Sewer and Forca Main Component
I

-O&M equals capital cost times 0.5 percent.

Construction Year Capital Cost O&M at 0.5% - $/Yr

1990 7,821,396 39,107

Equalizing Storage

O&M equals capital cost times 1.0 percent.

Construction Year Capital Cost O&M at 1% - $/Yr

1990 410,000 4,100

Pump Station Component

Composed of 2 elements, O&M on the facilities and electrical power.

Facilities 0&M

Nominal O&M from
Pump Sta Construction Year Capacity Mgd Fig. G-2, $/Yr

4 1990 68.4 49,000
5 1990 52.1 41,000

Electrical Power - Annual Energy Cost - Fig. G-3

umSaInitial Operation

_Pump Sta Year Cost

4 1990 16,550
5 1990 76,270

7I



APPENDIX XIV -Continued

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
CITY PLUS NORTH SPOKAN~E SUBSYSTEM

UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION DISPOSAL

* Wastewater Component,_40 mgd Capacity, in Service 1995

Element -Annual Cost Ref

IHeadworks and-Primary 470,000 H-1
--- Activated- Sludge Reactors 390,000 H-i

Chlorinat-ion-Facilities 16,500 H-3
Subtotal wlo--solids handling -876,500

--Chemical Costs

Average Flow- Annual Chlorine for
Year Mgd Disinfection Cost -Ref 11-3

j1990 36.3 48,400

704.1-5
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APPENDIX XIV - Continued

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
CITY PLUS NORTH SPOKANE SUBSYSTEM

UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION DISPOSAL

Solids Processing Component

4 Size or Annual
Element Capacity O&M Cost Ref

Gravity Thickener 3850 SF 11,000 t-i(1 )

Flotation Thickener 2400 SF 18,500 I-i
Anaerobic Digestion 825,000 CF 195,000 I-2
Vacuum Filtration 641.3 tons/yr See Table 1-3

Truckhaul 98 cy/day See Table 1-5
Sanitary Landfill 98 cy/day See Table 1-5

Vacuum Filtration Truck Haul and Landfill

Aver. Flow Dry Solids Annual Filter Cake
Year Mgd Tons/Yr(2) O&M Cost Cy/Day (3 )  Annual Cost

1990 36.3 6413 149,000 98 123,000

Infiltration-Percolation Component

Year Net Acreage Annual Cost - Ref. H-8

1990 377 290,000

" (1)~O&M gravity thickener taken as equal to elutriation. -

i (2)~At 968 pounds per MG. '-

(3)At 20% Solids and Density 65 pounds per cf (0.18 tons/cy).
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- iAPPENDIX XIV - Continued

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
CITY PLUS NORTH SPOKANE SUBSYSTEM

UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION DISPOSAL

Summary

Component Annual Cost

Conveyance Force Mains and Sewers 39,107
Equalizing Storage 4,100
Pump Station 4, Facilities 49,000
Pump Station #5, Facilities 41,000
Pump Station #4, Electrical 16,550
Pump Station #5, Electrical 76,270
Infiltration Ponds 290,000

Subtotal, Ponds and Conveyance 516,027

City STP elements

Fixed wto solids processing -876,500
Chemicals (Chlorine only) 48,400
Fixed solids processing 224,500
Vacuum Filtration 149,000
Truck haul and landfill 123,000

Subtotal City STP 1,421,400

TOTAL - Treatment and Disposal 1-,-937,427

4

- i
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APPENDIX XV

COST ESTIMATE

Element: Upgrade Spokane Valley STP to Infiltration-Percolation-Disposal

Unit Construction
Item Description Size Quantity Units Price Ref-. Cost

Con- Gravity Sewer, Unpaved- 54" 16,368 LF 89W.84 -B-i 1,470,501
veyance Gravity Sewer, Paved 54" 29,568 LF 111.59 B-i 3,299,493

4 _Force Main, Paved
-! (100 psi) 42" 5,280 LF 77.85 B-2 411,048

Force Main, Unpaved
(100 psi) 42" 2,640 LF 63.50- B-2 167,640

Pump Sta #1, Treat. Eff. 22.7 MGD - - LS -B-3- 590,000
SUBTOTAL 5,938,682

Land R/W Gravity Sewer - 933 ROD 4.00 E-3 3,732
- Site Pump Sta #1 - - LOT LS E"3 450

SUBTOTAL 4,182

CONVEYANCE SUBTOTAL 5,942,864

Infil- Infiltration-Percola-
Perc. tion Pond 94 NET AC 18,267C-6- 1,717,098
Pond

Land Site Infiltration
Percolation Pond - 144 AC 1,000 E-3 144,000

SUBTOTAL CONVEYANCE AND PONDS 7,803,962

Treat. Nitrification-
4 Denitrification 10 MGD - LS C4l 3,400,000

TOTAL 11,203,962

704.1-57
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APPENDIX XVI

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM

UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION DISPOSAL
WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND LAND DISPOSAL

Conveyance

Sewer & Force Main Component

O&M equals capital cost times 0.5 percent.

Construction Capital O&M at
Year Cost 0.5% $/Yr.

1990 5,348,682 26,743

Pump Station Component

Composed of one element, O&M on the facilities and electrical power.

Facilities O&M

Construction Nominal O&M from
Year Cap. Mgd Fig. G-Z, _$/Yr

1990 22.7 24,200

Electrical Power - Annual Energy Cost - Fig. G-3

Initial Operation
Year Cost

1990 13,370

5A
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APPENDIX XVI -Continued

OPERATION-AND MAINTENANCE COSTS-
SPOKANE-VALLEY-SUBSYSTEM

UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION_
WASTEWATER TREATM4ENT AND-1'AND DISPOSAL

Wastewater Component 10 Mgd Capacity, In Service 1995

-Element Annual Cost Ref

-Headworks -and Primary 162,000 H-1
Activated- Sludge Reactors 134,000-- H-1
Nitrificat-ion-Denitr-ification 220,000- H-1
-Chlorination Facilit-ies 10,200 H-3-

* ~~Subtotal1 w/o Solid Hnln 526,200

Chemical-~Costs

Average Flow Annual Chlorine Cost
Year Mg&_ Ref H-3 for Disinfection

1990 7.8 13,640
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APPENDIX XVI -Continued

OPERATION AND-MAINTENANCE COSTS

SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM
UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION-

WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND LAND DISPOSAL

Solids Processing Component

Size or Annual

-Element Capacity- O&M' Cost Ref

Flotation 696 SF 8,800- I-1

Anaerobic Digestion 283,000 CF -81,000 1-2

Elutriation 3400 SF 10,200 I-1

Vacuum Filtration 1378 tons/yr See Table Below 1-3-

Truckhaul 210 cy/day See Table-Below 1-5-

Sanitary Landfill 210 cy/day_ See Table Below

Vacuum Filtration Truck Haul & Landfill

Aver. Flow Dry Sol~i Annual 0&M Filter Cake-
Year________ Cost- -ydy

2  Annual-Cost

1.990 7-.8 1378 -50,000 21.0 34,500

infiltration Percolation Component

Year Net Acreage Annual-Cost - Ref --

1990 94 102,000

_()t968 pounds per MG.
_-2 t20% solids and density 65.pounds per cf (0.18 tons/cy).
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APPENDIX XVI - Continued

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
SPOKANE VALLEY SUBSYSTEM

UPGRADE TO INFILTRATION-PERCOLATION
WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND LANDKDISPOSAL

Summary

Component -Annual Cost

Conveyance Force Mains and Sewers 26,743
Pump Station Facilities 24,200
Pump Station Electrical 13,370
Infiltration Ponds 102,000Subtotal Ponds and Conveyance 166,313

Treatment Plant Elements
Fixed wto solids processing 526,200
Chemical (chlorine) 13,640
Fixed solids processing 100,000
Vacuum Filtration 50,000
Truck haul and landfill 34,500
Subtotal treatment plant 724,340

TOTAL - Treatment and Disposal 890,653

7
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APPENDIX XVII

DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNAL SEWERAGE SYSTEMS

-Obj ective

The objective of this appendix is to summarize the criteria and

methodology for layout, staging and quantity and cost estimation of

internal sewers required to provide community collection systems in the

-North Spokane and Spokane Valley service areas. It is not the intent

that the estimates prepared herein be at the level of refinement necessary

-to formation of a Local Improvement District or other implementing agency.

-Criteria

The collection systems are sized for year 2020 forecast service

populations. Per capita flows and peak to average ratios are as developed

in Section 406.1.

Sewers are sized for capacity at 3 feet per second flowing full

except where available slope permits a size reduction. In such cases, a

size reduction not to exceed one nominal pipe size is taken. The trunk

sewers are not sized based on a detailed profile or consideration of

-possible interferences.

Sewers, force main and pump station costs are as developed in

-Section 401.2.

Trunk sewers are defined as those 10 inch size and larger. All

other sewers are 8 inch size minimum, so that the rem-inder of the collec-

tion system not shown as trunks is size 8 inch. The quantity of 8 inch

704.-1-62
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sewer required to complete the collection system is determined on the

basis of population-served using criteria developed for a -sample area

checked against -literature sources ds follows.

Size 8 inch sewer normally represents over 75 -percent of the

cost of collection.systems of the extent in this study. This points out

the relative insignificance of refined trunk calculation as compared

with determinationof the extent of minimum size sewers.- Layouts of

minimum size sewers in sample areas within SMATS zones 252, 255, 260 and

364, having population densities from 3.2 to 7.2 persons.-per acre,

showed sewer length-requirements ranging from 29 feet per capita for the

lowest density-to-20feet per capita for the highest density.

Carelli ( 1971) gives sewer costs in dollars per capita at

various population densities. Converted to 1974 price level, these costs

are $399 per capita-at 4 persons per acre and $300 per-capita at 16 per-

sons per acre. For average 1974 unit sewer costs of $20 per foot,

this indicates 20 to 15 feet of sewer per capita.

Smith and Eilers (1970) tabulates length of sewer in feet per

capita for various -sized communities. These range from 18.96 feet per

capita for average-population 12,920 to 13.91 feet per capita for an

average population- of 66,114.

The literature sources which reflect historical experience with

established community sewer systems give lower values that the specific

samples in the Spokane area which developed on the basis of individual

on-site disposal and- without the impetus to locate for-optimum sewer

extensions. Considering both sources, the expectation is that lower
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densities in the Spokane area will require 20 or more feet per capita and

the higher densities require 15 to 20 feet per capita. For the North

Spokane area which typically has higher densities, 17.5 feet per capita

is selected. For the Spokane Valley with typically lower densities, 22

feet per capita is selected.

In general, trunk sewers follow important paved streets with

significant traffic and are expected to have construction costs typical

of sewers in developed areas. Sewers in 8 inch size are in less impor-

tant streets and, particularly in the Spokane Valley, having a large

proportion that are unpaved. It is necessary to make a judgmental

evaluation of expected construction conditions for 8 inch sewers. The

selected basis for pricing of 8 inch sewers in North Spokane for the

initial phase is on the basis of 80 percent developed and 20 percent un-

developed and for those to serve future developiment at 90 percent un-

developed and 10 percent developed. The selected basis for pricing of

8 inch sewer in Spokane Valley for the initial phase is on the basis of

65 percent developed and 35 percent undeveloped and for those to serve

future development at 90 percent undeveloped and 10 percent developed.

North Spokane

A-plan of the North Spokane service area and the developed

trunk sewer layout are shown in Figure A. The configuration of the

natural topography and the location of the existing housing development

both dictate a point of concentration in the vicinity of the Spokane

Country Club Golf Course. The conveyance to City STP on the other hand
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dictates minimizing pump lift for as large a proportion of flow as possi-

ble. This results in moving--the point of-concentration uphill from the

natural low point.

Stage construction is-proposed-to give priority to areas with

either a large existing -population or a forecast rapid growth. In 1980

it is proposed- to construct trunks and -collection sewers to serve all of

the heavily populated- areas of planning unit NS-3 and the southwest cor-

ner of NS-6. The 1980-service-population-for -NS-3 is forecast at 14,409

and a growth to 25,120 is forecast -by 2020. That part of NS-3 that is

in the City (subarea -NS-3A)- is- sewered- and served by the interim Lidger-
wood lagoon, which serves approximately 1500 persons now estimated -to

reach 1700--by 1980. The Fairwood area in--the northern part of NS-3, is

also sewered to an interim lagoon facility, presently serving about 3000

persons estimated to reach 3500 by 1980. Panorama Terrace,- a small City

owned interim facility serving 8 persons is also in the initial service

area. A trunk is extended a short distance into area NS-2 along -Five

Mile Road to pick up -existing development to- Toni Rae Drive. The Camelot-

Carriage-Hills development which is served by an interim facility is not

picked up in the first stage -because -it is small and remote.

The second stage of trunk-development scheduled for 1985 will

pick up- Camelot-Carriage Hills as part of an extension in anticipation

of increasing development in the northern part of NS-6. This extension

-calls -for the construction of a pump station in the vicinity of Dartford

Drive and Highway 395. There are approximately 500 persons at present

in the nearby Pine River development which would form an important part
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of the initial flow- from this area. -The effluent from-:the pump=-station
at Dartford Drive and Hwy 395 is relayed by a second pump station in the

vicinity of Hastings Road and Hwy 395 which also serves as the -receiver

for Camelot-Carriage Hills and futur.s flows from the Mead area.

The third-stage of service-extension scheduled for 1990 con-

sists of 4 elements: (1) The area west of Five Mile Prairie along Nine

Mile Road, (2) Five Mile Prairie, (3) -Mead and (4) Morgan Acres-.
-The development along Nine Mile Road is delayed to 1990

because it is remote from the remainder of the service area and- its

largest existing element, Northwest Terrace, is served by an interim

plant. Al-so in this same area are the newer areas of SundanceiHills and-

Pacific Park which -also have interim- facilities. The conveyance facili-;

ties to serve this araa consist of two pump stations and a force main.

The two pump stations are at Lowell Avenue and at Northwest Terrace and

dictate the internal collection system for the area.

-Five Mile Prairie -is not sewered earlier because the-forecast

population- is low and sparse until at least 1990. The forecast popula-

tion in 1980 is 896 and in 1985 is 1,666. From 1990 on the population

is forecast to increase from 2474 fairly rapidly to over 7000 by 2020.

Two trunks are proposed to extend into Five Mile Prairie, one from the

north and-one from-the south.

The trunk to serve Mead would extend east from the previously

constructed pump station at-Hawthorne Road and Hwy 395. The Mead area

and the remainder of area NS-9, sewered in 1990, has a populati~bn of

approximately 2000- but forecast growth is relatively small, increasing
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to 2900 by year 2000. An incentive for possibly earlier inclusion of

the Mead area is -the potential for picking up the sanitary component of

the Kaiser Mead industrial--waste discharge. This sanitary componeit -of

industrial flow is equal -to or greater than the flow of feasibly sewered

individual dwellings in Mead-area and is the only sanitary surface-dis-

charge in the lower Little-Spokane.

The final element of 1990 stage construction to serve area

NS-4 requires- a pump station in the vicinity of Regal Street and Market

Street.-Service area NS-4 includes Morgan Acres north of the City and- the

Hillyard area inside the-northeast corner of the City. These areas are

not scheduled earlier because they are forecast to have almost no growth-.

Low density of development and remoteness from the remainder of -the

North Spokane service area-are also reasons for postponed collection;

The low density indicates that it may be feasible to pick up about f ifty

percent of the population in the collection system. Only Morgan Acres

is included- in -the collection system. The areas east of Market Street

both inside and outside the City are too sparsely populated to be

feasibly collected. If growth greater than forecast should occur, this

area should-be reconsidered -for collection.

No collection-system is proposed in areas NS-7 and NS-8 and-

that part of NS-9 .,orth of Peone Creek.

Spokane Valley

A plan of the Spokane Valley service area and developed trunk

sewer layout are shown in Figure B. The natural point of construction
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for the Valley exclusive of the :portion west of Edgerton- Road is the

east end--of Felts Field. The system of low ridges and swales that

parallel the river establish- the pattern of the collection-system south

of the river. The collection -pattern north of the river is set by the

existing-communities of Pasadena=Park and Trentwood. The-major portion

of the service area is south- of -the river and the collection pattern

results in major trunks in or -parallel to main east-west streets, Mission

Sprague-and 25th-32nd Streets.- The area west of Edgerton-=requires a pump

station-to bring flows- from theirznatural point of concentration at the

east -City limits back to the-east -end of Felts Field.

The forecast -growth in-the Spokane Valley is less than North

Spokane- and involves more -filling -in of already developed -areas than of

development in-entirely new areas. Thus -there is a much-lessdistinct

patter of -need:or opportunity for stage construction from a functional

standpoint. The determining factor in- staging could well-be -the need to

limit the amount of construction and disruption of the community at any

-one -time; This later concern is considered to be a detail of implementa-

tion to -be worked out by the community. For the purpose of this -study,

-the staging is based on -functional need.

Considering the trunk system, the 1985 construction would

include all except the following:

1. The Trentwood trunk east of the -river.
2. All of the Montgomery-Jackson trunk.
3. The Sprague trunk.east of Sullivan Road.
4. The 32nd Avenue trunk east of Blake.

Considering the 8 inch collection sewers -the 1-980 construction- I
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would include the feasibly served- proportion of the population in areasi

SV-l, SV-2, SV-3, and SV-4 as shown in Table 2 of Section 406.2. The

1985 trunk and collection construction leaves all of areas SV-5, SV-6

and SV-10 and the eastern half of SV-2 without service.

In 1990 the Trentwood trunk would be extended east of the

river and the feasibly seweredpopulation of SV-10 incorporated in the

4 collection system. Also in 1985, the Montgomery-Jackson trunk would be

built to serve the east portion of SV-2.

The forecast growth and density in SV-5 remain low but a con-

sideration for extending the Sprague trunk at an earlier date would be

-to provide a point of connection for the community surrounding Liberty

Lake. By 1990, the forecast population at Liberty Lake is expected to

j be equal to that in SV-5 and would already be served by an internal

collection system and separate treatment plant. The extension of the

Sprague trunk to Barker Road is scheduled in 1995. Provision of 15 inch

size rather than 12 inch size in the last half mile would make the entire

trunk suitable for accommodation of Liberty Lake flows if connected.

The relatively static population in SV-6 north of SV-5 would be picked

up in 2000 following the extension of the Sprague trunk.

Area SV-4 is expected to receive the largest growth both in

absolute numbers and rate Since the central part of SV-4 is already

densely developed, the future growth will presumably be by some fill-in

to the northern part but most-ly by spreading into the undeveloped areas I

on the south and east. Since this pattern cannot be foreseen, the

remainder of the 32nd Avenue trunk is assumed to be constructed in 1995

704.1-69
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and 8 inch collection sewers as required to serve forecast growth in SV-4.

No extension of trunks is proposed into area SV-9 beyond the

existing- area of residential development. The remainder is forecast to

remain essentially ndustrial with relatively small population growth.

Also, no:-extension into SV-8 is scheduled-although the population is

forecast to increase from 2500 in 1980 to-over 5,000--by year 2020. The

population increase is expected to be in =the most remote part of SV-8

around Newman Lake, _with the Valley area to remain at low density.

I!
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SECTION 801.5

INSTITUTIONAL AND FINANCIAL

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FLOOD

CONTROL AND URBAN RUNOFF

Introduction

It is -the purpose of this section to present an overview of the institu-

tional and financing capabilities for flood control and drainage through

statutory means. The materials in this section are abridged from a Corps

of Engineers study* whose major emphasis was flood control and drainage

in another metropolitan area of Washington State. The emphasis in the

* referenced study is toward development of basin wide management and plan-

ning capability. There is not a corresponding need in the Spokane study

area. The primary problems in the Spokane study area are for control of

I land use to prevent future or added flood and drainage problems and to

plan and implement projects that involve limited areas. The abridgement

is intended to recognize this difference in need.

To focus on the specific considerations of the Spokane study area, the

needs are briefly summarized.

Planning Needs

The planning needs of the Spokane urban planning area are in two cate-

gories, those to meet flood problems which originate from flows generated

*U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Seattle District. Environmental Manage-

Vment for the Metropolitan Area, -Cedar-Green River Basins, Washington,

December 1974, Part II, Urban Drainage.
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remotely and-those to meet urban drainage problems which arise from

local runoff.

The planning needs for flood control in turn are categorized as follows:

1. Due to Spokane River: Make planning decisions for the identi-
-- fled isolated- locations -where problems occur so that the appro-

priate type of abatement may be selected from available alter-
- ' natives (including no-action), sponsoring the- necessary -land

- I use planning action and selecting the necessary- means for
implementation of structural response where required.

I 2. Due to Little- Spokane River: Provide -the guidance for land use

planning required to recognize the identified overbank areas.

3. Due to Hangman -Creek: Bring the identified locations threat-
, ened by inundation- or erosion to the attention of land use

planning jurisdictions.

The planning needs for urban drainage concerns include the following:

1. For the North Spokane Area: Development of an overall plan for
surface drainage, development of standards for drainage to be
provided by land developers and selection of the appropriate
means for implementing area drainage improvements.

2. For the Spokane Valley Area: Development of policy and plan-
ning methods to protect existing infiltration areas and plan
methods to deal with additional runoff.

3. For the City of Spokane: Develop solutions to the combined
sewer overflow and backup problems.

Legislative History

The following brief chronology follows the development of drainage legis- --

I lation since statehood.

1895- The State Legislature enacted a statute providing for the creation

801.5-2
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of Diking Districts and a separate statute for the creation of Drainage

Districts. Both districts were to be agencies of the respective counties

in which theywere situated.

1909 - The State Legislature authorized counties to create- a "river

improvement fund." Monies for this fund- were to-be raised- by levies and

general taxes and the -funds were to be used to control and repair river-

bank erosion. Eminent-domain powers were granted-to the countries for

this -expressed purpose.

1913 - The Legislature modified the 1895 enactment to provide for the

creation of Diking, Drainage and Sewerage Improvement Districts with

somewhat more flexible powers than the predecessor districts. Also,

cities and towns were authorized to exercise powers under this statute.

The 1909 statutes that created a river improvement fund, were modified

to provide for joint effort on- the part of one or more counties to accom-

plish the same purposes.

1921 - Diking District statutes were amended to remove restrictions upon

the number of inhabitants required within an area in which a district was

to be formed.

1923 - The State Legislature authorized counties to "regulate and control

the flow of both navigable and-non-navigable waters within such county -or

counties for the purpose of preventing floods which may threaten or cause

damage public or private."
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1935 -The state itself was authorized to form Flood-Control Zones for

~the purposes of providing flood-control works and planning. Diking and

i Drainage District statutes were modified to-permit financing-by the

o" issuance of bonds repayable from assessments-levied upon the-properties

I benefited by improvements.

l Flood-Control Districts were authorized. The-act expressly-permitted

-i Flood-Control Districts to contract with other districts and-it required-

~a comprehensive plan to be approved by the state. This statute was -

i'" repealed in 1965.

2

= 1937 - A second Flood-Controi District Act was-passed apparently in an

;effort to clarify the powers-granted in the 1935 statute. A

jI

~1957 - The Metropolitan Service District Act was passed that permitted the

I creation of the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (Metro).

1961 - Counties were authorized to-form Flood-Control Zone Districts

(FCZD) with all of the powers necessary for the control and repair of

4,> erosion, and for flood control as encompassed in the previous drainage,

hediking and flood-control districts.

1963 -The-State Legislature reconfirmed the 1923 enactments.A

1965 - The Legislature removed the requirement that cities could create

* only storm-water utilities in combination with a sanitary-sewerage dis- 1
posal and treatment system. This permitted cities to createand operate

dseparate drainage utilities. crte

4801.5-4
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1967 - The Legislature passed what has become known as the County Services-

Act (RCW 36.94) that permits counties to provide the same utility functions

as municipalities. This included drhinage utility functions.

The same Ne"',LLsature modified RCW 35.67 to permit the issuance of revenue

bonds for providing drainage facilities repayable from service charges.

This is a key piece of legislation which authorized the service-charge

method of funding that makes drainage utilities workable.

The Legislature passed the Inter-Local Cooperation Act (RCW 39.34) that

authorized certain municipal corporations to contract together to exercise-

powers in comon. Not all municipal corporations were included, but the

effect of this statute has been to make possible a substantial number of

combinations of joint effort not previously possible. It is this specific

enactment that should make possible drainage management on a sub-basin

basis.

1969 - The State Legislature re-enacted and modified the 1923 and 1935

statutes and provided a grandfather clause for all recorded plats within

State Flood-Control Zones as of August 15, 1966.

Capabilities of Federal Agencies

Four federal agencies have potential capabilities in the field of drainage

and flood control. These are the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, the Environmental

Protection Agency, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development. - -

801.5-5
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- Federal agencies do not have- the legal authority- -to provide for local

drainage management on a sub-basin basis. Their principal role is to

assist in coordinated planning and funding of:major works of improvement

where necessary, and to provide technical assistance to local agencies

4o their planning efforts.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has traditionally been responsible,

under the 1936 Flood-Control Act, for flood-control planning and

construction of major river systems. The primary limitation on- Corps

participation in Spokane area-problems is the- constraint that -limits -the

activity to -protection where-public facilities are involved or the imme-

diate threat to life.

The Soil Conservation Service works primarily with local Soil and- Water

Conservation DistrictE and in turn, on the basis of the priorities for

assistance-established by those Districts, to-provide technical and -other

assistance to local land owners and occupants-, and- to other local agencies.

In the Spokane area, the SCS would find its primary applicability in

promoting non-structural measures in the Hangman Creek watershed to reduce

erosion and siltation.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is- responsible for enforcing

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the 1972 Amendments (Public

Law 92-500) which, in addition- to covering point sources of pollution

such as sanitary-sewage outfalls and industrial outfalls, covers non-

point sources of pollution such as are associated with storm runoff.

801.5-6
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Since guidelines have not been set for urban runoff to date, it is not

expected that EPA would be particularly -active at this time except as

related to combined sewer problems-.- For the Spokane area, the primary

early involvement of EPA in urban runoff is expected to be in relation

to the City combined sewer overflow=problem, possibly to the extent of

g rant aid.

The National Flood Insurance Act makes flood insurance available to

property owners living on flood-prone lands in communities that demon-

strate a commitment to flood-control programs. This insurance program

is administered by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. In

order for property owners to qualify, their local government must define

the flood plain, list specific flood plain land-use control measures,

and inventory land uses within this area.

The possible benefits to specific Spokane area problems are cited in

Section 604.6.

Capabilities of State Agencies

The State of Washington as indicated in the review of legislation, has

had a continuing role in the development of necessary state and local

authorities for the proper management of drainage and its related re-

source management problems. In addition,.-certain state agencies have

actual planning and operational responsibilities and powers related to I
drainage.
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Traditionally, the state's role has been one of regulation rather than -

-operation, and as such, it is unlikely that a state agency will func-

- - =tion as a drainage-management agency for any subarea in the Spokane

- study area.

- The-principal state agency involved with drainage is the Department of

_ Ecology which is responsible for work. done by the state under Flood-

Control Zone legislation. There are no existing designated Flood-Control

__ I zones in the Spokane study area. The powers of a Flood-Control Zone ii
includes "supervision and control over all dams and obstructions in

streams," and the power to "make reasonable regulations with respect

-thereto concerning the flow of water (deemed) necessary for such works

' from flood waters." (RCW 86.16.035.)

A Flood-Control Zone may be formed by order of state supervisor of

-floodcontrol (RCW 86.16.060). The applicability of a Flood-Control

Zone to Spokane urban area problems appears unlikely.

h The Shoreline Mainagement Act, as administered by the Department of

Ecology designates land-use control zones of 200 feet adjacent to

marine waters, lakes of 20 acres or more in size, and streams with a

mea annual flow of greater than 20, cubic feet per second. This also

inciudes associated-marshes, bogs, and swamps. Local jurisdictions are

res-ponsible for determining acceptable uses within these shoreline

areas and therefore have the ability to preserve the bog-type lands and

prevent intense development from encroaching upon stream courses. '
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Location of storm-drain outfalls and other utility structures also may

-be covered (at local option) by this Act. The provisions of this act

are particularly applicable to the'control of overbank areas on the

lower reaches of the Little Spokane River.

County Capabilities

As of 1967, county governments have had all of the necessary powers that

appear to be required to effect rational drainage management. These

include powers under the County Services Act (RCW 36.94) which would

permit the furnishing of utility service on a sub-basin basis and the

* Flood-Control Zone District Act (RCW 86.15) that could accomplish the

same ends.

Under both of these acts, a county is empowered to consider drainage on

a drainage-basin basis and to finance necessary drainage improvements

through the use of revenue bonds financed by service charges. Another

important power, and responsibility, is the operation and maintenance

of rivers and drainage systems.

A county is responsible for specific drainage and flood-control activi-

ties and, in addition, is the agency responsible for the general

transportation network and land-use planning and regulations in unincor-

I- porated areas. It is these broad powers that make it clear that counties

are one of the logical agencies to provide drainage management and

control for specific sub-basins. The counties traditionally have had

staffs concerned with drainage and flood control.
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i The counties are somewhat restricted in planning for drainage that

passes through municipalities because the latter have such powers.

Therefore it would appear necessary at this time for inter-governmental

agreements to be entered into, under the authority of the 1967 Act of the

Legislature, on a sub-basins basis for the counties to function effec-

tively, unless the Legislature were to change the allocation of powers

among those two units of government. The joint agreement arrangement

A seems the more practical alternative at this time. This provision may

have utility in dealing with drainage problems in North Spokane where

City and County jurisdictions cross draimage boundaries. ]
A provision that may be useful in encouraging non-structural methodology

is to be found in the Current Use Taxation Act. This act provides that

residents owning property located in designated open-space areas, within

any county, may apply for tax relief. If granted, property taxes are

based on current use rather than potential use. Open space is defined -I

as any area so designated on a Comprehensive Plan, or lands "the preser-

vation of which in its present use would: I
1. Conserve and enhance natural or scenic resources, or

2. Protect streams or water supply, or

3. Promote conservation of soils, wetlands, beaches or tidal -
marshes."

kCapabilities of Cities

Cities appear to have all the necessary utility powers to form
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drainage utilities and manage finance, construct and operate drainage -i

facilities. Where city boundaries do not encompass the entire drainage

area desirably managed as a unit, there are provisions to accomplish the -

necessary coordination through inter-governmental cooperation agreements

as discussed above for counties. i

Provisions under a Metropolitan Municipal Corporation

There is no existing Metro in the Spokane study area. The formations
42 I problems are discussed under institutional arrangements for wastewater I

management. It appears unlikely that a Metro would be adopted in response

to the wastewater management requirements. A Metro, if one existed or

should be formed, could perform certain drainage functions. The drainage

problems of the Spokane area are not of such character that a Metro typei

solution would be sought. Furthermore, the disadvantage cited for Seattle

Metro in this respect as follows indicate against its use:

No satisfactory means to finance storm-drainage systems or require hook-

ups in the manner of sewage interception and treatment from component

agencies has been available, so the authority has not been exercised.

The authority of Metro in storm drainage does not include non-structural

solutions, such as land-use zoning, development building, and construc-

tion-permit locations. -

Capabilitis of Special Districts :I

General. The following special districts can perform various drainage
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functions:

1. Sewer Districts

2. Diking Districts

3. Drainage Districts

4. Diking, Drainage and Sewerage Improvement Districts

5. Soil and Water Conservation Districts

6. Flood Control Districts; A

7. Flood Control Zone Districts

8. Local Improvement and Utility Local Improvement Districts

With the powers presently residing in counties and municipalities it 3

appears highly unlikely that these special districts could provide added

benefits that would make their use attractive for broad planning.

Special-district procedural requirements and financing limitations make

it highly unlikely that they would be able to serve in the role as -l

Ye_ drainage managers.

These special districts are administered by the county in which they are

located as are present Flood-Control Zone Districts. Counties can form

a single FCZD that includes the entire county and then create sub-areas

for purposes of carrying out improvement programs.

The more important characteristics of these special districts are des-

cribed below. Except for FCZD, no special district has land zoning and

use control powers. For FCZD the powers are the same as for the county.

All except Soil and Water Conservation Districts have the right of

eminent domain.
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Sewer Districts. May be inter-county (RCW 56.04.020) but cannot, with-

out consent of city, include city (RCW 56.04.020). There must be adopted

a general comprehensive plan before ordering any improvements or submit-

ting to a vote any proposition for incurring any indebtedness (RCW

56.08.020).

Sewer districts have authority to regulate the use and operation of sewer

system, including public highway, street and road drainage, and may

require connection by property owners to the drain system (RCW 56.08.010),

but lacks police power to regulate land development, require water reten-

tion, require plat restriction, or conditions relating to storm or surface

water control.

Diking Districts. Can be used by cities as well as counties (RCW

85.05.260). Diking districts have no continuing planning powers and have

no regulatory powers. Capabilities are primarily in ability to purchase

rights-of-way and construct and maintain improvements.

Drainage Districts. Drainage districts can also be exercised by cities

as well as by counties (RCW 85.06.230). Drainage districts have no con-

Ytinuing planning powers and no regulatory powers. Capability is primarily

in construction and maintenance of facilities. Unique powers include

that the district may contract with a county for the establishment,

maintenance and operation of a storm and surface water drainage system

(RCW 36.94.190) and may contract with real property owners within
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district or up to 10 miles outside for drainage services (RCW 35.91.020).

Diking, Drainage and Sewerage Improvement Districts. Diking, Drainage and

Sewerage Improvement Districts are exercisable by counties or cities,

but exercise by cities is subject to approval of State Board of Health

(RCW 85.08. 010).

These districts have no continuing planning powers and regulatory powers

limited to provision for the district board supervisors tojby reasonable

rules determine the conditions whereby any landowner in the district may

connect for drainage purposes (RCW 85.08.680).

Again, primary function is construction and maintenance of drainage

facilities. I

Soil and Water Conservation Districts. May "develop detailed comprehen-

sive plans for the conservation of water and soil resources and prevention

and control of soil erosion..." [RCW 89.08.220(7)].

These districts have no regulatory powers. Capabilities are limited

primarily to operations to assist in erosion control and prevention as)

for example it may cooperate or enter into agreements with any agency or

landowner or tenant and furnish financial or other aid in carrying on

erosion control and preventative operations within the district.

Flood Control Districts. May investigate and plan construction, improve-

ment, replacement, repair or acquisition of dams, dikes, levees, ditches,

channels, canals, banks, revetments and other works, appliances,
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- machinery and equipment and property and rights connected therewith or CA

incidental thereto, convenient and necessary to control floods and lessen

their danger and damages and may cooperate with any agency of the United

States and/or of the State of Washington in investigating and controlling

floods and in lessening flood danger and damages (RCW 86.09.010). A

Flood control districts may operate in more than one county but have no

regulatory powers. In addition to the above cited planning power, flood

control districts may also purchase land and construct and maintain flood

control facilities.

Flood Control Zone Districts. May plan all necessary improvements and

works to control, conserve and remove flood waters; and cooperate with

or join with the State of Washington, United States, another state, any M

I agency, corporation or political subdivision of the United States or any -i

state, Canada, or any private corporation or individual for the purposes 4

of the district (RCW 86.15.080).

In addition to the foregoing planning capabilities, FCZD has limited

regulatory powers as indicated by its ability to "take action necessary

to protect life and property within the district from flood water damage

(and) control, conserve, retain, reclaim and remove flood waters and

dispose of the same.." (RCW 86.15.080) which action beyond construction

and maintenance, includes only the power to "order, on behalf of the 65

I county, that an action be brought in the superior court of the county to M

require the removal of publicly or privately owned structures,

i1~
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materially contribute to the dangers of loss of life or property from H

flood waters (RCW 86.15.190)'.

Considering its ability to exercise land zoning and use powers as well

as planning and the usual consturction and maintenance of facilities, I

FCZD has the broadest capability of the special district .

Local Improvement and Utility Local Improvement Districts. These

are special districts that can be formed by any municipal corporation

for the purpose of financing and constructing utilities in general, among

which can be drainage facilities. These local improvement districts are

primarily financing and implementation tools and rely on the parent agency F

4 i for planning and regulatory functions. LIDs and ULIDs are discussed more

fully under financing capability below.

Financing Consideration

General. As discussed for wastewater management plan implementation there 11
are a number of basic methods for providing funds for public services.

Funding of drainage and flood control services has some unique considera- A

tions that make them particularly difficult. For this reason, these I
methods are explored again considering the unique problems of drainage

and flood control funding.

One of the common methods applicable to other utilities for many years

has been the service'charge. The Washington Chapter of the American

I



Public Works Association has been concerned about drainage financing

for many years and has worked to modify state law to provide for the

financing of drainage facilities by the use of revenue bonds supported

by monthly service charges. After several attempts, the municipal

utility law was changed in 1967 (RCW-35.67).

The five basic methods commonly used to provide funding of public ser-

-4
Avices are as follows: :

1. Regular tax funds

2. General obligation (G.O.) bonds

3. Special improvement district (L.I.D.) assessments

4. Service charges, and

5. Special fees

Each method is discussed below as it specifically applies to the finan-

cing of drainage facilities and operations.

R gular Tax Funds. Regular tax funds are those monies levied for the sup-

port of the general government of a particular area. This level of fund-

ing is usually limited to 20 mills (at 50 percent evaluation) for all

purposes and provides the basic administration, police and fire protec-

tion services for a particular agency. It is of necessity a very limited

source of funding. j

One related source of funds is the 1/2-cent gas tax rebated to local

agencies by the state in proportion to the amounts of fuel and vehicle
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registrations within their particular jurisdiction. The road funds are

used primarily to provide arterial street improvements. Often portions

of these monies also are used as the only available source for construc-

tion of drainage facilities. Drainage facilities constructed with these

funds are those facilities necessary to support roadway construction.

However, in some instances, other construction has been accomplished.

General tax funds are extremely limited and usually are committed to

existing urban services. In most cases, they are not available in suffi-

cient quantity to support an extensive capital-improvement program for

drainage.

General Obligation Bonds. General obligation bonds are supported by

taxes levied against all properties within a particular jurisdiction.

The issuance of these bonds must be approved by a 60 percent majority of

the voters within the jurisdiction. Since drainage is one of those

services that is not an everyday need, it is too .often given the lowest

priority when presented to the voters at an election.

Further, since those suffering drainage or flood problems represent such

a small part of the total electorate, it is almost impossible to get a

simple majority vote let alone a 60 percent favorable vote. Consequently,

the success of General Obligation funding for drainage improvements has

been very limited.

Another factor regarding General Obligation Bonds is the fact that they

are not equitable when considering drainage. These bonds are repaid by
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taxes on all properties whether or not they are developed. Consequently,

forest lands, wetlands, and natural areas, that may actually help to

maintain the natural drainage systeui are charged on the same basis as a

fully impervious shopping center or parking area. The amount paid by

undeveloped lands, while less than improved property nevertheless is

another factor forcing these lands into development. ]
Special District Assessments. The municipal corporations (City,

Counties, and Districts) of the study area have the power to form special 1

improvement districts known as Local improvement Districts (LID) or

Utility Local Improvement Districts (ULID) for the purpose of providing l
- ; . specific facilities. :

The process used, in the case of drainage facilities, provides for

distribution of the cost among the properties in the improvement district

in proportion to the benefit received by each property. I
The resultant assessment amounts to a lien against each property and

may be paid as a lump sum or in annual assessments over a period of years

but not to exceed 15.

Unless the boundaries of the district can encompass an area with a large

percentage receiving significant obvious benefit, the formation of the

LID or ULID can be blocked by protest. A protest exceeding 50% by area

may block an L.I.D. proceeding in a City. A protest exceeding 40% by

area may block a U.L.I.D. proceeding in a County or Special District.

I
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Consequently, the assessment process has not proven successful in

developing adequate drainage facilities to solve existing drainage prob-

.ems, let alone in planning ahead for the future. This form of funding,

therefore, is not suitable for funding general drainage, It may possibly

find application for small areas with a comon problem that is within

their funding capability.

Service Charges. Normally recognized utilities operate on the basis of

service charges, service charges based upon the amount of a particular

servicc. that a property owner utiliies. In the case of a water utility,

this is measured by the quantity of water that flows through a meter. In

the case of a sanitary-sewer system, the same measurement can be made

with suitable deductions, or a flat fee can be determined on the basis

of the size of property or number of people, or number of fixtures.

This analogy goes on through power, telephone, and natural gas services. I

With the modification to the municipal code RCW 35.67, by the 1967 State I

Legislature, drainage was included in the list of municipal utility

services and given all powers related to the other services to.levy ser-

vice charges and to p:covide for revenue-bond financing.

With this enabling legislation, counties and municipalities may establish

a system of service charges for drainage. Service charges may be leviedI. "against all property, developed or undeveloped. When more than one

jurisdiction is present in a draiage basin, it !.s necessary to obtain

governmental agreements as to how the billing will be handled and income
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distributed, before service charges can be collected. With this reser-

vation, service charges can be established to cover three categories of j
P expense: (1) operation and maintenance costs, which can include plan- ]

ning and studies of drainage management, (2) general facility costs

which could include the acquisition of wetlands, streamways, or property

that have general benefit to a community or jurisdiction, and (3) local-

facility costs, or the costs that would normally be included in a Local

Improvement District but which now can be paid for on a monthly service-

charge basis rather than on the basis of assessment charges.

Special Fees. Several jurisdictions in the State have instituted

development fees which are charged to a property owner when he applies

for a development permit. These fees are normally for a specific purpose,

such as water, sewer, and occasional drainage. The fee is usually

charged on an acreage basis and is an attempt to reflect the development's

- Ishare of some existing or future general facilities that will provide

service to the development. This type of charge does not provide a con-

tinuing source of funding for other aspects of drainage management. The

continued use of such Lees could have some merit if combined with utility

service charges in the same manner as the so-called "late comer" charges, j
common w.th water and sanitary-sewer systems.

Funding Capabilities. Funding capabilities of various agencies are com-

pared in Table 1. In general, the funding capabilities of the cities

and counties are superior to special districts. Of particular interest .

is the fact that only cities, counties and sewer districts can utilize
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the service charge method. The FCZD is essentially an extension of

county capability. The LID or ULID is the procedural vehicle for I
approval and assessment financing within a special benefit area, which

may be formed by petition of property owners or by resolution of the I
governing body of the agency of jurisdiction.

Grant Availability. Grant availability for flood control and drainage

works is limited. Two possible sources are:

Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation - The Washington State

Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation administers funds for land

acquisition made available by the Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

and State Referendum 28. These funds can be used for acquisition of

greenbelts, native parks and passive areas. Again, the priority of

such acquisitions is low, ranking behind active recreation and marine-

oriented parks.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - The main emphasis of the EPA's

Water Pollution Control grant program has been for projects involving

sanitary-sewage treatment. The funds are available, however, for abating

and controlling pollution generated by storm runoff. The problem and

conflict are that storm-water pollution control projects are rated low

on the priority listing of fundable projects by the state clearinghouse

(DOE). Additionally, it may be difficult to show that a storm-runoff

pollution control project is more beneficial than a sanitary-sewage

control project.
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1.7.

Application to the Spokane Area

The powers described above for the cities and counties indicate that j
these two existing entities can meet all the necessary requirements for 7

planning and the implementation of non-structural measures for both I
flood control and urban drainage. One exception is the special capabili-

ties of the Soil Conservation Service and Soil Conservation Districts I
with respect to non-structeural measures for control of erosion.

For the implementation of structural plans for flood control and urban

drainage, the city and county again have adequate power either of them-

selves or through the formation of local improvement districts. There

does not appear to be any advantage to the variety of specialized districts

of limited applicability and limited methods of funding. There are no

specific action plans which are not contingent upon local planning deci-

siions so that specific funding plans cannot be considered. Certain

generalizations can be made, however. Whatever plan is evolved in detail

for the North Spokane Area or for the City internal drainage problems,

the method of revenue bonding supported by service charges appears to offer

the best financing. Small improvement projects of local benefit, like

Peaceful Valley, point to use of local improvement districts.

6 0 .5 2
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TABLE 1

FUNDING CAPABILITY OF
VARIOUS AGENCIES

Funding Capabilities

General General Special
Tax Obligation District Service Revenue

Agency Type Levy Bonds Assessments Charges Bonds

City Yes Yes Yes* Yes Yes

County Yes Yes Yes** Yes Yes

Sewer District Yes Yes Yes** Yes Yes

Diking District No No Yes No No

Drainage District No No Yes No No

Diking, Drainage and
Sewerage ImprovementI District No No Yes No No

Soil and Water
Conservation District No No No No No

Flood Control District No Yes Yes No No

Flood Control Zone
District Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

I '-4--

*By L.I.D. proceeding.
**By U.L.I.D. proceeding.
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TABLE 2

PROCEDURE FOR CREATION OF
A UTILITY LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

FOR DRAINAGE

1. Petition to the County Commissioners by 25 percent of the registered
voters requesting formation.

2. Hearing before County Commissioners to establish boundary lines and
set date election.

3. Petition, nominating candidates for drainage-district commissioners.

4. Election to form District, elect Commissioners, and vote upon 5-mill

A levy for preliminary general expenses.

5. Preparation of a Comprehensive Plan by consultants, approved by state
regulatory agencies, and adoption by Board of Drainage District Com-
missioners.

6. Bond authorization, must be approved by a vote of the people.

7. Utility Local Improvement District proposed:

a. By petition of owners of 51 percent of the real property, or

b. By Resolution of Intent by Drainage District Commissioners.

8. Preparation of Preliminary Assessment Roll for drainage-system im-
provements.

9. Public Hearing for formation of the ULID:

a. To hear protests of formation of the ULID.

b. To establish final boundaries of ULID.

10. Utility Local Improvement District formed by Resolution.

11. Preparation of design plans and specifications, by Engineer, for

drainage-system improvements.

12. Preparation of financial report by fiscal consultants.

13. Prepartion of Final Assessment Roll for drainage-system improvements.

14. Public Assessment Roll Hearing on any objections to assessments.
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I TABLE 2- Continuedvs

15. Confirmation of Assessment Roll by Drainage District Commissioners.

- 16. Solicitation for bids for the construction of drainage-system
improvements.

- 17. -Opening for bids for the construction of drainage-system improvements.

- 18. Sale of bonds.
-19

19. Award of contract for the construction of drainage-system improvements.

1 20. Construction of drainage-system improvements.

8O1. -26
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TABLE 3 - Continued

17. Sale of bonds.

18. Solicitation for bids for the construction of drainage-system
improvements.

19. Opening of bids for construction of drainage-system improvements,

20. Award of contract for construction of drainage-system improvements.

21. Construction of drainage-system improvements.

-! 3In addition to the above described procedure, the requirements for environ-

mental assessments and hearings set forth in the State Environmental Policy

Act must be fulfilled.
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